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Zusammenfassung (Summary in German)

Aufgrund des drastischen Anstiegs der optischen Datenübertragung durch kabelgebundenes
und mobiles Internet, steigt der damit zusammenhängende Stromverbrauch kontinuierlich und beträgt bereits 3 % Prozent des globalen Strombedarfs 1 . Grund für den hohen
Stromverbrauch sind vor allem ineffiziente Iny Ga1y As1z Pz (Indiumgalliumarsenidphosphid) Laser (Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation), deren Effizienz mit
eingerechnetem Kühlaufwand lediglich 2 % beträgt 2 . Verantwortlich für die geringe Effizienz sind Verlustprozesse, wie Auger Rekombination 3 und Intervalenzband Absorption 4,5
in den Halbleitern, die hauptsächlich in einer Erwärmung der Bauelemente resultieren.
Ebenso wird in weiteren Bereichen der optoelektronischen Bauelemente mit hohem finanziellen Einsatz und Materialaufwand nach effizienten Lösungen gesucht. Genannt seien
hier die Forschung an hocheffizienten Solarzellen sowie nach einer Möglichkeit eines Lasers
auf Silizium (Si) Basis (on-board communication). Verschiedene Bismut (Bi) haltige III/V
Halbleiter werden dabei als vielversprechende Kandidaten diskutiert 6–13 . Hintergrund
ist dabei die Möglichkeit die Bandstruktur des Basismaterials, wie zum Beispiel GaAs
(Galliumarsenid), mit nur 10 % Bi auf Arsen (As) Gitterpositionen, derart zu manipulieren,
dass die oben genannten Verlustprozesse unterdrückt werden 10 . Gleichzeitig entspräche
im Fall von GaAs1x Bix (Galliumarsenidbismid) die daraus resultierende Bandlücke einer
Emissionswellenlänge von 1,55 µm, eine der wichtigsten Telekommunikationswellenlängen.
Ebenso besteht für III-Bi-V Materialien Anwendungspotential in vielen weiteren optoelektronischen Bereichen 14–16 . Die Herstellung dieser hoch metastabilen Materialien ist jedoch
nicht trivial und Gegenstand der aktuellen Forschung.
In dieser Arbeit wurden verschiedene Bi haltige III/V Materialien untersucht. Beginnend mit dem epitaktischen Wachstum mittels der metallorganischen Gasphasenepitaxie
(MOVPE, metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy) wurden GaAs1x Bix , GaAs1xy Py Bix

(Galliumarsenidphosphidbismid), GaAs1xy Ny Bix (Galliumarsenidnitridbismid) und

GaP1x Bix (Galliumphosphidbismid) abgeschieden und anschließend vielfältig charakterisiert 17–20 . Dabei bestand die Herausforderung in der Entwicklung von epitaktischen
Schichten, die gleichzeitig die benötigte Komposition und eine hohe Materialqualität
aufweisen.
Die Herstellung von GaAs1x Bix mit mehr als 10 % Bi mittels MOVPE konnte bisher jedoch noch nicht realisiert werden. In dieser Arbeit wurde nach Gründen für das Einbaulimit
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von Bi geforscht. Dafür wurden alternative metallorganische Präkursoren verwendet um
die Rolle der thermischen Zerlegung dieser Präkursoren und damit zusammenhängende
Oberflächenprozesse der Wachstumsoberfläche zu untersuchen. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass das Einbaulimit nicht unmittelbar von der Art des Präkursors (verschiedene
Kohlenwasserstoffgruppen) abhängt. Vielmehr zeigte das Wachstum mit verschiedenen
Präkursoren annähernd identische Ergebnisse. Ein Blockieren der Wachstumsoberfläche
durch einen speziellen Bi-Präkursor, sowie eine mangelnde thermische Zerlegung der Ausgangsmaterialien kann bei den gegebenen Wachstumstemperaturen als der entscheidende
limitierender Faktor also ausgeschlossen werden.
Quaternäre Bi haltige Schichten, namentlich GaAs1xy Py Bix und GaAs1xy Ny Bix
auf GaAs, bieten die Möglichkeit eines gitterangepassten Wachstums über einen breiten
Bandlückenbereich. Dies wird möglich da die Gitterkonstante und die Bandlücke unabhängig voneinander eingestellt werden können. GaAs1xy Py Bix wurde als potentielles
Material für 1 eV Zellen in einer Mehrfach-Solarzelle untersucht. Hierbei konnte zum
ersten mal PL (Photolumineszenz) an GaAs1xy Py Bix nachgewiesen werden, welche das
Material für weitere Anwendungen attraktiv macht. Ebenfalls konnte gezeigt werden,
dass lokale Verspannung im Halbleiterkristall einen entscheidenden Einfluss auf das Bi
Einbaulimit hat. Deshalb wurden im Folgenden GaAs1xy Py Bix , GaAs1xy Ny Bix und
GaAs1x Bix Schichten abgeschieden und verglichen, um die genaue Rolle der Verspannung

auf den Bi Einbau zu charakterisieren. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass eine Kompensation
der lokalen Verspannung durch, relativ zu As und Bi gesehen, kleinere Phosphor (P) und
Stickstoff (N) Atome zu einem höheren Bi Einbau führen. Die lokale Verspannung hat
also einen direkten Einfluss auf den Bi Einbau. Dies spielt bei der Entwicklung neuartiger
Bi haltiger III/V Materialien eine wichtige Rolle.
Des Weiteren wurden Untersuchungen an GaP1x Bix auf GaP (Galliumphosphid) und
GaP auf Si vorgenommen. Ein bisher wenig erforschtes Material, von dem in dieser Arbeit
die erste erfolgreiche Abscheidung mittels MOVPE gezeigt werden konnte. Außerdem
gelang die Herstellung hoch Bi haltiger Strukturen mit einem Bi Einbau bis zu 8,5 %.
Zunächst als Laser Material auf Si angedacht, zeigte sich im Laufe dieser Arbeit, dass die
optischen Eigenschaften dieser Verbindung nur bedingt für den Einsatz in der Optoelektronik in Frage kommen. Das Material eignet sich aufgrund eines Zusammenbruchs des
Bandkanten Bloch-Charakters und einer weiterhin indirekten Bandlücke, trotz des hohen
Bi Anteils und der guten strukturellen Qualität, nicht als aktives Material in optoelektronischen Bauelementen. Aus theoretischer Sicht bietet es jedoch interessante Eigenschaften
für das weitere Verständnis der Bandstrukturen Bi haltiger III/V-Verbindungen.
Zuletzt konnte mit den gesammelten Erfahrungen über die Abscheidung Bi haltiger
III/V-Materialien eine Verbesserung des zuvor entwickelten GaAs1x Bix Lasers erreicht
werden. Der neue Laser emittiert bei 1015 nm bei Raumtemperatur.
Über weite Teile dieser Arbeit lief als zweites und paralleles Projekt die Entwicklung
eines neuen in-situ Massenspektrometer-Aufbaus an einer MOVPE Anlage. Damit sollen
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in-situ Gasphasen Untersuchungen während des Wachstums der oben genannten Halbleiterstrukturen zu einem besseren Verständnis der MOVPE Wachstumsprozesse führen. Von
besonderem Interesse sind dabei die Zerlegung der Präkursoren, einzeln und in Interaktion,
sowie die Analyse der Desorptionsprodukte während des Wachstums. Hierfür wurde in
Zusammenarbeit mit der Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH ein neu entwickelter MassenspektrometerPrototyp für den MOVPE Laborbetrieb vorbereitet und anschließend ein Anschluss-System
entwickelt, welches die Untersuchung der Prozessgase während des Wachstums erlaubt.
Dabei war die Herausforderung den Analyten so unverändert wie möglich ins Massenspektrometer zu leiten, ohne den eigentliche MOVPE Prozess dabei zu sehr zu beeinflussen,
so dass tatsächliche in-situ Untersuchungen möglich werden. Es gelang die Entwicklung
eines solchen Aufbaus und anhand der Zerlegungsuntersuchungen von Tertiarbutylarsine
(TBAs) konnte die Eignung, sowie Vorteile des neuen Aufbaus erfolgreich demonstriert
werden. Neben der extrem kurzen Messzeit für ein gesamtes Massenspektrum (wenige
Sekunden) ist vor allem entscheidend, dass es gelungen ist, Messbedingungen mit dem
Massenspektrometer-Prototypen zu finden, bei dem der Analyt unter dem Einfluss der
Elektronen-Ionisation kaum zerlegt wird. Dadurch werden Untersuchungen, und vor allem
die direkte Interpretation von komplexeren Gasphasen, möglich.
Insgesamt kann gesagt werden, dass aus den in dieser Arbeit durchgeführten Untersuchungen vielfältige neue Erkenntnisse zur Herstellung von Bi haltigen III/V Halbleitern gewonnen wurden. Ebenso bietet die erfolgreiche Entwicklung eines in-situ
Massenspektrometrie-Aufbaus an einer MOVPE-Anlage die Möglichkeit der Zerlegungsund Wachstumsuntersuchungen in bisher unerreichtem Detail.
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

All applications in which light (electromagnetic radiation) is absorbed by a semiconductor
to generate electricity or electricity is used to obtain light from a semiconductor are
called optoelectronic applications. Although one will only, if at all, think of solar cells
or light emitting diodes (LEDs), optoelectronics are an essential part of many more
devices for everyday use, and modern life would be inconceivable without them. The
main reason for the assertiveness of optoelectronics is an outstanding combination of
compact packaging dimensions, flexibility and low-cost fabrication. Examples of such
devices include flat screens, digital camera chips, light amplification by stimulated emission
of radiations (lasers), medical applications, all kind of LEDs, as well as solar cells and
optical data transmission. The internet is based on optical data transmission between
many bigger and smaller data traffic points, spanning the whole world and connecting
servers, the industry sector, and households. Lasers translate binary data into optical
pulses and inject them into glass fibers, which allow data transmission at the speed of light.
Photodetectors at the other end of the fiber retranslate the information carried by the light
pulses back into binary electric computer signals. Glass fibers have absorption minima, also
referred to as transmission windows, at 1.55 µm and 1.3 µm. Therefore, lasers with those
emission wavelengths are of interest for optical data transmission. Indium gallium arsenide
phosphide (Iny Ga1y Asz P1z ) electrical injection lasers are currently used. However,
they have an efficiency of only about 20 % 2 , since they suffer from heat generating loss
mechanisms such as Auger recombination 3 and intervalence band absorption (IVBA) 4,5 ,
which additionally require further cooling efforts for reliable operation. This is a major
issue, since data communication has grown so drastically that the electricity consumption
of data-based processes has mushroomed from almost zero to 3 % of the global electricity
supply during the last 10 years 1 and is still constantly growing.
Dilute bismide containing gallium arsenide bismide (GaAs1x Bix ) on gallium arsenide
(GaAs) is a promising alloy system for highly efficient lasers with 1.55µm emission wavelength 10,11 . Auger recombination and IVBA could be suppressed in GaAs1x Bix with

sufficient Bi fractions. 10 Additionally, it was found that GaAs1x Bix has a significantly
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lower temperature sensitivity of the emission wavelength compared to currently used
Iny Ga1y Asz P1z alloys 21–24 . For many other applications as well, such as near infrared
(NIR)- and mid infrared (MIR) laser devices 6–11 , photodiodes 25–28 , photovoltaics 12,13 , spintronics 14,15 , and thermoelectrics 16 , bismide containing III/V semiconductors are providing
promising properties and have received significant attention recently.
However, the epitaxial growth of those highly metastable bismide containing materials
is challenging 21,22,29,30 . The incorporation of sufficient amounts of Bi using metalorganic
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), and, simultaneously realizing the deposition of high quality
structures is complex and still an object of ongoing research. The aim of the present work
was to gain further insights into the deposition and the properties of various bismide containing III/V semiconductors for optoelectronic applications. Therefore, MOVPE growth
studies on GaAs1x Bix , gallium arsenide phosphide bismide (GaAs1yx Py Bix ), gallium

arsenide nitride bismide (GaAs1yx Ny Bix ), and gallium phosphide bismide (GaP1x Bix )

were performed. Quaternary bismides such as GaAs1yx Py Bix and GaAs1yx Ny Bix

were investigated to unveil the role of local strain on the incorporation limits of Bi into
III/Vs. GaAs1yx Py Bix , a potential candidate for a sub-cell material in a multi-junction
solar cell, was extensively characterized, and the first photoluminescence (PL) activity was
shown. Additionally, the first MOVPE deposition of GaP1x Bix structures on gallium
phosphide (GaP) and GaP on Si was demonstrated, and structural as well as optical
characterization was performed. Finally, by analyzing the MOVPE growth characteristics of bismide containing III/Vs, the deposition of further enhanced GaAs1x Bix laser
structures were realized. Room temperature lasing of a SQW laser diode at 1015 nm was
demonstrated. Moreover, a deeper understandig of the complex MOVPE growth process
of bismide containing materials was of interest. Therefore, a new experimental setup for
MOVPE in-situ gas phase investigations was developed, using a highly sensitive mass
spectrometer (MS) prototype provided by Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH. Thereby, demonstration
of detailed decomposition characteristics of tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) was realized.
This thesis is written in cumulative form and is structured as follows: Chapter 2 contains
background information on materials and methods. Instead of a full introduction into the
basics of III/V semiconductors, which can be found in textbooks 31,32 , a detailed discussion
of Bi containing materials, the subject of this work, is provided in sections 2.1-2.3. Section
2.4 introduces the most important experimental methods used for this work. Chapter 3
covers the research results of the growth and characterization of bismide containing III/V
semiconductors, while chapter 4 deals with the development of the in-situ experiment for
MOVPE gas phase investigations. The published research results are briefly presented,
since they are discussed in more detail in the published research papers in chapter 6.2.
The part of the results not yet published is discussed in more detail. A summary of the
results can be found in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER

2

Theoretical Background and Experimental Methods

This chapter covers the theoretical background, such as important structural and optoelectronic properties of the various investigated materials. Furthermore, an introduction
into the most important experimental methods used for this work, in particular MOVPE
and MS, will be given.

2.1 Structural Properties of Bi Containing III/Vs
The materials investigated in this work were GaAs1x Bix , GaAs1yx Py Bix as well as

GaAs1yx Ny Bix , deposited on GaAs. MOVPE growth of GaP1x Bix deposited on GaP
and GaP on Si was also developed and structures were characterized. All deposited
materials crystallize in the zinkblende structure, two face centered cubic (fcc) lattices,
shifted by a fourth of the cubical diagonal. One of these two fcc lattices is occupied by
group III-, the other one is occupied by group V atoms 32 . Further information and a
more comprehensive introduction into the basics of III/V semiconductor physics can be
found in standard works like the books written by Kittel 31 or Ashcroft and Mermin 33
and will not be covered in this work, which focuses on the deposition by MOVPE and on
the characterization of the optoelectronic properties. In order to make an understanding
of the MOVPE deposition of Bi containing III/Vs possible, the most important limiting
parameters, which are strain, solubility, and the surface kinetics of the growth process,

will be discussed.
In order to determine the strain , defined as


asub  aL
,
aL

(2.1)

the relaxed lattice constant aL of the deposited layer needs to be calculated. aSub is the
lattice constant of the substrate. From the binary lattice parameters in table 2.1, the
lattice constants of the deposited ternary layer structures GaE1x Bix , with E = As and P,
can be calculated using Vegard’s law 34 , see equation 2.2:
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aGapEBiq

 x  aGaE p1  xq  aGaB

(2.2)

or with equation 2.3
aGapW EBiq

 x  aGaW

y  aGaE

p1  x  yq  aGaBi

(2.3)

for the quaternary layers GaW1yx Ey Bix , with E = P or As, and W = P or N, and
E  W. The strain refers to the difference between the unstrained lattice constant of the

deposited material and the lattice constant of the substrate. An overview of the relevant
structural material properties of the binary alloys necessary for combination of ternary
and quaternary III/Vs are given in table 2.1.
Properties at 300 K
Lattice Constant a (Å) 35,36
Elastic Constants C11 ,C12 (GPa) 36,37

GaAs
5.6532
1221, 566

GaP
5.4505
1410, 620

GaBi
6.33
73, 32.7

GaN
4.5
293, 159

Table 2.1: Overview of material properties (at 300 K) of all binaries used to deposit ternary
and quaternary III-Bi-V materials.

However, the strain defined in equation 2.1 cannot be measured directly, since it refers to
the relaxed lattice constant aL of the deposited material. In order to determine the strain
with equation 2.1, it is necessary to measure the strained vertical lattice constant aK of

the deposited layer. Furthermore, using aK and the elastic constants (material parameter),
C11 and C12 , the relaxed lattice constant aL of the deposited layer can be calculated 38 ,
see equation 2.4.
∆aL
asub



aL  asub
asub

C

11

C11
2  C12





∆aK
asub

,

(2.4)

Once the relaxed lattice constant aL of the deposited material is known, the composition
can be determined using Vegard’s law equation 2.2. This will be further discussed in
section 2.4.2. Nevertheless, it is important that the vertical strained lattice constant
aK of the deposited material increases with increasing Bi fractions, as for example in

ternary GaAs1x Bix . Additionally, the strain energy will accumulate with increasing layer
thickness. From the point on where the critical layer thickness is reached, the energy of 
becomes bigger than the energy barrier of the formation of dislocations. The crystal will
relax, aK

 aL, which means the growth is not pseudomorphic and the equations above

are not valid any more. As a rule of thumb the 20 nm per % strain approach is assumed
for most of the conventional III/V semiconductors 39 . This means that about 20 nm can be
deposited with one percent of strain before the crystal forms defects, as the strain energy
is too high. However, this rule of thumb is not valid for Bi containing materials, as the
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growth temperatures are much lower, which makes it possible to grow thicker layers for
one percent of strain.
Furthermore, the solubility potentials of different mixtures of the discussed III/V
materials are important. In particular, the solubility of Bi in the different III/V host
lattices is of interest for this work. Since GaBi is a hypothetical zincblende semi-metallic
alloy at room temperature, the solubility of Bi in GaAs and GaP based materials must be
calculated. N. Elayech et al. determined the phase equilibria for ternary GaAs1x Bix by
calculating the thermodynamic descriptions of the constituent binary systems GaAs, GaBi,
and AsBi 40 by using the CALPHAD method 41 and thermodynamic parameters from
Girard 42 . Their calculations showed an experimentally confirmed decrease of Bi solubility
with increasing growth temperature 43 . As a consequence, low growth temperatures are
necessary for deposition of Bi containing GaAs1x Bix with significant amounts of Bi, which
makes the MOVPE growth challenging, as a certain temperature for thermal decomposition
of the precursors used is required. Thermodynamic data for ternary GaP1x Bix were
published by A. S. Jordan and coworkers 44 . They showed that the solubility of Bi in GaP
increases with increasing temperature, although their calculations considered a different
temperature range. Calculations for temperatures relevant for MOVPE deposition are not
available so far, but a similar trend as observed for GaAs1x Bix is expected 40 .
Additionally, surface kinetics and surface chemistry are crucial points in order to
understand MOVPE growth processes of III/V bismides. Beginning with the decomposition
of the precursors, followed by the physical and chemical adsorption of the metalorganics
(MOs) at the growth surface and finally the movement and mobility of atoms and the
surface reconstructions, make MOVPE deposition a highly complex system. Since those
processes are strongly connected to MOVPE process parameters, a further discussion of
the basics will take place in section 2.4.1. Furthermore, MOVPE kinetics are still a matter
of ongoing research and will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4. Supplementary information
on MOVPE can be found in Organometallic Vapor-Phase Epitaxy: Theory and Practice
by G. Stringfellow 45 .

2.2 Band Structure of Bi Containing III/Vs
The band structure 31,32 parameters of the substrate and binary materials GaAs and GaP,
as well as GaN and GaBi, are given in table 2.2. Since the band structure of III-BiV semiconductors can not be calculated with the virtual crystal approximation (VCA)
model, commonly used for III/V semiconductors, theoretical studies to describe the band
structure were performed. The first studies were carried out by Alberi et al. 46,47 , who
showed that the band gap bowing of dilute bismides can be calculated with the valence band

anticrossing (VBAC), using a k  p formalism, similar to the conduction band anticrossing
(CBAC) which was developed for dilute nitrides, e.g. gallium indium arsenide nitride
(Gay In1y Asz N1z ) 48 . As those calculations are essential for all investigated materials in
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this work, the VBAC basics will be mentioned in the following section. Further details
on the standard 6

 6 Hamiltonian, describing the four Γ8 and two Γ7 valence bands of

GaAs, which are modified by the addition of the six localized p-states of the minority Bi
atoms, can be found in 46,47,49 .
Electrical- and Optical Properties of
Properties at 300 K
Band Gap Energy Eg (eV) 36,50
Energy Spin-Orbit Splitting ∆SO (eV) 49

host- and substrate materials
GaAs GaP
GaN GaBi
1.424
2.78, 2.26 3.30
0 (-1.45)
0.34
0.08
0.017 2.2

Table 2.2: Optoelectronical properties of host- and substrate materials at 300 K. For GaP
the direct and indirect band gap are given at L and Γ point.

The VBAC model is only valid for small Bi concentrations, as the electronic states
caused by the Bi atoms are considered to be isoelectric impurity states, coupling with the
valence band states of the host material. This interaction of the light hole and heavy hole
valence band states with the Bi impurity states cause a splitting into energetically higher
E

and lower E bands. However, so far only the E

confirmed 51 .

Using a

sp3 s

bands could be experimentally

tight-binding model, C. Broderick et al. further developed the

model and demonstrated calculations for GaAs1x Bix in agreement with experimental
data 49 . They also showed that a mixture of VBAC and VCA model leads to exact,
experimentally confirmed, values for the band structure of GaAs1x Bix and GaP1x Bix , as
the conduction and spin-orbit split-off band edges vary linearly in energy with increasing
Bi composition. Band gap calculations for GaAs1yx Ny Bix and GaAs1yx Py Bix , which
are even more complex, can be found here 10,11 and here 18,52 , respectively, and will be
further discussed in the next chapter 2.3.

2.3 Investigated Materials
After an illustration of the general structural properties and an introduction of the VBAC
model, this section covers the different material systems and their particularities. A
short motivation, an overview of important publications, and the material properties of
all investigated semiconductors are provided. Before going into the details of the single
materials, Figure 2.1 shows an overview of band gaps and lattice constants of Ga-V-Bi
alloys. The values for the binary alloys used are marked by red dots. For GaAs1x Bix on

GaAs (blue) and GaP1x Bix on GaP (green), the theoretically achievable lattice constant
and band gap is marked up to 12 % Bi and under consideration of the VBAC model 49,51,53 .
For the quaternaries GaAs1yx Py Bix and GaAs1yx Ny Bix on GaAs, the dashed areas
illustrate the theoretically feasible alloys. In fact, the possible area of alloys which can
be deposited on GaAs is significantly smaller, which is a subject of this work and will be
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discussed in chapter 3.2. The strain of the deposited layers on GaAs and GaP are marked
by the grey shaded areas up to 2 %. Increasing grey means increasing strain.

Figure 2.1: Plotted is the band gap against the lattice constant for binary compounds, the
ternary compounds GaAs1x Bix on GaAs (blue) and GaP1x Bix on GaP (green) and for the
quaternary alloys GaAs1yx Ny Bix (shaded blue) and GaAs1yx Py Bix (shaded green). The
grey shaded area shows the strain up to 2 % on GaAs and GaP, respectively.

2.3.1 GaAs1x Bix
The growth of GaAs1x Bix on (001) GaAs has gained significant attention over the last few
years 10,22,29,46,47,54–56 . As the efficiencies of currently used indium phosphide (InP) based
1.3 and 1.55 µm lasers suffer from strong loss mechanisms, namely Auger recombination
and IVBA, GaAs1x Bix is a promising alternative 3,57,58 . The incorporation of Bi into
the GaAs host material shows a large reduction of the band gap per percent Bi and a
strong influence on the spin-orbit splitting. This is predicted to lead to a suppression
of the conduction heavy hole spin-orbit heavy hole (CHSH) Auger recombination 59–61
and IVBA 4 for Bi fractions above 11.2 % 10 , as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The band gap
decreases with increasing Bi content, while the spin-orbit splitting increases, up to the
point at which the band gap is smaller than the spin-orbit splitting. For the sake of
completeness, it should be mentioned that the value of 11.2 % varies between 9 % and 12 %
Bi between different publications, as it depends on several input parameters 62 .
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Figure 2.2: Simplified CHSH Auger process and its suppression are depicted on the left-hand
side. On the right-hand side, the band gap energy and the distance of valence band to
spin-orbit splittoff band vs. Bi content is plotted. Values and parts of the Figures are adopted
from 61 .

Additionally, GaAs1x Bix shows a reduced temperature sensitivity of the band gap,
which allows reduction of thermoelectric cooling, so that the efficiency, compared to current
devices, is further increased 22 .
However, MOVPE growth of the highly metastable material GaAs1x Bix with more
than 7 % of Bi still remains a challenge 29 and is the subject of current research. Carefully
adjusted growth parameters such as temperature and precursor flow ratios are crucial
in order to optain high quality material. Only slight deviations from suitable growth
parameters can lead to Bi or GaBi droplets 63 on the surface and to deteriorated optical
properties 64 . The MOVPE growth and a growth model is discussed in detail in 9,29 . Strain,
solubility of Bi in GaAs, and growth surface processes as well are responsible for the
limitations of Bi incorporation. In particular, the influence of surface chemistry and
hydrocarbon residues of different MO precursors on the growth characteristics are debated
in 17,65 and are a topic of this work; see section 3.1.
Deposition of GaAs1x Bix laser structures on GaAs by MOVPE was successfully demon-

strated with 2.2 % Bi content 66 . Additionally, further GaAs1x Bix lasers, grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and MOVPE, were reported 67–69 , but electrically pumped
room temperature lasing is limited to 3.9 % Bi so far 8 . Further increase of Bi content and
decrease of threshold current is the subject of current research and was also tackled in
this work, see section 3.5.
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2.3.2 GaAs1xy Py Bix
GaAs1yx Py Bix on (001) GaAs, first introduced by Forghani et al. 52 , is a relatively
new alloy, and no further theroretical or experimental literature is available. Similar to
GaAs1x Bix (2.3.1), for GaAs1yx Py Bix promising properties, such as the suppression of
the CHSH Auger process for suitable Bi and P compositions, were predicted. Furthermore,
GaAs1yx Py Bix allows independent tuning of band gap and lattice constant over a wide
range. Due to the fact that P atoms have a smaller covalent radius than As and Bi atoms,
strain, introduced by Bi incorporation into the GaAs host matrix, can be compensated
by the incorporation of P. That makes the quaternary alloy interesting for applications
in the NIR spectrum, as for example 1 eV subcells for multi-junction solar cells, since it
allows the deposition of lattice-matched, Bi containing alloys on GaAs in a certain range.
The relation of band gap energy and spin-orbit splitting energy versus Bi content for
different P contents is plotted in Figure 2.3 a and illustrates the behavior mentioned above
(data adopted from 18 ). The crossing point of band gap energy and spin-orbit splitting for
the different P compositions is marked by black arrows. Figure 2.3 b shows the relation
between Bi and P content and strain. The influence of Bi on the lattice constant and band
gap is significantly stronger than the one of P.

Figure 2.3: Band gap energy and distance of valence band to spin-orbit splitt-off band vs. Bi
content is plotted in a). Crossing points of Eg and ∆SO are marked by black arrows. The data
are inherited from 18 . In Figure b), the Bi content is plotted vs. the P content to illustrate the
resulting strain of the deposited GaAs1yx Py Bix layer for different material compositions.
The data were calculated with equations and material parameters from section 2.2.

The theoretically possible or useful composition range of Ga(PAsBi) reaches from about
0 - 40 % P and up to 16 % Bi, as Ga(PAs) becomes an indirect semiconductor at about
45 % P content 70 . Comprehensive analysis of MOVPE growth characteristics and the
possible composition range that can be realized with MOVPE needed to be investigated.
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The characterization and validation of theoretically calculated band gap parameters and
structural properties will also be discussed in 3.2 and 6.2.4.

2.3.3 GaAs1xy Ny Bix
The first MOVPE growth report on GaAs1yx Ny Bix was published by Z. Bushell et
al. in 2015 71 , and many experimental 11,47,72–75 and theoretical 23,27,55,76–80 studies were
published on this alloy. The strong band gap reduction due to combined VBAC and CBAC
leads to a wide application range from NIR up to the MIR spectrum.
In particular, InP based Iny Ga1y Asz P1z telecommunication lasers suffer from poor
temperature stability and Auger recombination, which is further exacerbated at higher
temperatures by carrier leakage due to electron overflow, caused by small conduction band

offsets 81 . Indium gallium aluminum arsenide (In1  x  yGay Alx As) on InP systems allow
a reduction of electron overflow due to increased conduction band offset but still show
strong losses from Auger recombination 10 . Newer dilute nitride GaAs based materials like
Gay In1y Asz N1z show better performance but suffer from large defect-related recombination and Auger recombination 10 . GaAs1yx Ny Bix would be a promising alternative, as a

wide range of band gap energies with reduced strain could be realized by simultaneously
achieving larger band offsets and suppressing troubling loss mechanisms 10 .

Figure 2.4: Band gap energy and distance of valence band to spin-orbit split-off band vs.
Bi content, a). Crossing points of Eg and ∆SO are marked by black arrows. The data are
inherited from 10 . In Figure b) the Bi content is plotted vs. the N content to illustrate the
resulting strain of the deposited GaAs1yx Ny Bix layer for different material compositions.
The data were calculated with equations and material parameters from section 2.2.
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GaAs1yx Ny Bix on GaAs provides similar structural properties as GaAs1yx Py Bix .
Nevertheless, N has an even smaller covalent radius than P, which makes the potential for
compensation of compressive strain, introduced by Bi, even more effective. A significant
difference from GaAs1yx Py Bix , however, lies in the behavior of the band structure, as
band gap energy and spin-orbit splitting of dilute nitrides must be calculated using the
anticrossing model. The disparity of dilute nitrides towards dilute bismides is that the
nitride impurity level lies close to the conduction band edge of GaAs, instead of the valence
band edge of GaAs, as is the case for Bi. Therefore both the VBAC model and the CBAC
model need to be used in order to calculate the band structure of GaAs1yx Ny Bix , which
makes the theoretical studies of this alloy complex 11 . Band gap and spin-orbit calculations
for N concentrations up to 6 %, as well as strain calculations on GaAs, are shown in Figure
2.4; the values were adopted from 10 . The crossing points of Egap and ∆SO, from which
points onwards Auger recombination is suppressed, are marked by black arrows. In this
work, GaAs1yx Ny Bix was mainly investigated in direct comparison to GaAs1yx Py Bix
for research on the role of strain for the MOVPE growth of bismide containing III/V
semiconductors. The results are discussed in detail in chapter 3.3.

2.3.4 GaP1x Bix
In contrast to the III-Bi-V materials discussed so far, GaP1x Bix was deposited on GaP
instead of GaAs. The material was considered to have the potential to open up the
possibility of depositing laser material on Si, since it was already reported that GaP
can be deposited nearly lattice matched on Si 82–90 . Similar to N in GaAs and GaP, Bi
is an isoelectric impurity in GaP, which results in the formation of localized impurity
states in the band structure of the host material 91 . Ga(NP) showed an efficient radiative
recombination at room temperature and was used for early green light emitting diodes 92 .
Therefore, deposition of GaP1x Bix on GaP with Bi fractions of several percent of Bi was
assumed to give further insights into structural and optoelectronical properties of III/V
bismides. T. M. Christian et al. performed photoluminescence and Raman studies on
MBE grown Ga(PBi) on GaP samples 93,94 to investigate the electronic structure and local
symmetry at bismuth incorporation sites. However, they incorporated only up to 1 % and
1.1 % Bi, respectively 93,94 . GaP1x Bix with significant concentration of Bi and especially
MOVPE grown Ga(PBi) on GaP was not reported so far.
Different theoretical studies on the band structure of Ga(PBi) were published 49,62,95–100 ,
and significant reduction of the band gap with increasing Bi incorporation was predicted.
The density functional theory (DFT) calculations done by Polak et al. predict -67 meV/%
Bi for the band gap and +99 meV/% Bi for the distance of spin-orbit energy to the valence
band edge 95 , while Samajdar et al. estimates -206 meV/% Bi for the band gap and +122
meV/% Bi for the distance of spin-orbit energy to the valence band edge using a 12 band
k  p method 96 . Also in the framework of the present work, a strong reduction of the band
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gap with increasing Bi content was predicted and experimentally confirmed for the first
time 53 . Additionally, Z. Bushell et al. showed that the main features of the band gap of
GaP1x Bix , as well as the evolution with increasing Bi content, is well described by the
VBAC interaction between the extended states of the GaP valence band edge and highly
localized bound impurity states associated with substitutional Bi impurities. Atomistic
supercell calculations were used to analyze the changes to the Bi-induced development of
the band edge energies, and to parametrize a suitable VBAC model 53 . It was found that
the primarily Bi-derived band lies energetically within the GaP band gap, approximately
120 meV above the valence band edge. This leads to a giant bowing of the band gap energy

Figure 2.5: Band gap energy (green) and distance of valence band to spin-orbit split-off
(blue) band vs. Bi content for Ga(PBi) on GaP at 300K. The dashed line shows the strain
(right y axis) vs. Bi content. The data are plotted under consideration of the model described
by Z. Bushell et al. 53 .

and the spin-orbit splitting energy, which is depicted in Figure 2.5. However, a strong
composition dependent bowing was observed, resulting in a declining decrease (increase)
of the band gap (∆SO ). The exact procedure of the band structure calculations for this
new material can be found in 53 . Further discussion of this material system will take place
in chapter 3.4, where structural and optical properties will be explored in the context of
the epitaxially grown GaP1x Bix layers.

2.4 Experimental Methods
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2.4 Experimental Methods
The following chapter will give an overview of the methods used and the workflow applied
for MOVPE deposition of new bismide containing III/V materials and their
characterization. Thereafter, the MS used for the development of an MOVPE gas phase
in-situ setup will be described. Since the development of a connection between the MS
and the MOVPE was a part of this work, (explained in chapter 4), only the MS itself will
be discussed in section (2.4.5).

Figure 2.6: Depicted is the interplay of sample synthesis by MOVPE and the different
characterization methods. The order and usage of the different methods could vary and was
not the same for every sample. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and atom probe tomography (APT) experiments are separated,
since they were used only in specific cases and STEM as well as SIMS measurements were not
directly part of this work.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the interplay of MOVPE growth and III/V semiconductor characterization methods. The order of the different experiments could be different from sample
to sample, and not every characterization technique was applied to every deposited layer,
depending on specific questions and the purpose of the grown sample. First of all, samples
were deposited by MOVPE (2.4.1). The high resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD)
(2.4.2) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements (2.4.3) enable first insights on
the layer structure, composition, and surface quality of the deposited alloys. Thereafter,
PL experiments (2.4.4) allowed insights into the optical properties of fabricated III-Bi-V
semiconductors. Furthermore, STEM, SIMS, and APT experiments were used in particular
cases. STEM investigations, performed by A. Beyer 19 and J. Belz 101 , allowed atomic
resolution of the bismide containing layers, as well as layer interfaces. SIMS investigations
were outsourced to the RTG Mikroanalyse GmbH in Berlin. In particular, for the quaternary layers those experiments were essential as a second measurement for composition
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determination. Additionally, O and C contents were determined by SIMS measurements.
APT was used only for composition investigations and atom distribution determination
with an atomic spacial resolution on special quaternary material samples. Discussing the
STEM, SIMS, and APT methods would go beyond the scope of this work, but details can
be found in 102 (STEM), 103–105 (SIMS) and 106,107 (APT). Finally, all collected data together
helped to interpret the results of single experiments and allowed the development of
MOVPE growth models and application of III/V materials with their properties.

2.4.1 Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy
MOVPE, or sometimes also referred to as organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE),
is a process that allows deposition of single crystal films on single crystal substrates from
MO precursors on an industrial scale. Due to operation at non-equilibrium conditions,
metastable materials such as III-Bi-V semiconductors can be deposited.
While first patents describing chemical vapor deposition processes are already from the
1880s (electric lamp production) 108 and early 1900s (CVD Si deposition) 109,110 , the first
modern MOVPE processes for III/V semiconductor growth (InP and GaAs) started in the
1960s 111,112 . In our days MOVPE is an essential part of almost all processes for chip- and
III/V semiconductor lasers as well as for LED fabrication.
All samples in this work were grown with an Aixtron AIX 200 with gas foil rotation.
The system is located in a clean room and a glove box, flooded with N2 , is connected to the
system, to prevent contamination during sample exchange. Purified N2 gas is used to purge
the system before sample exchange and maintenance work. The basic concept of MOVPE
is that (in this case) H2 carrier gas (purity of 10N) is used to transport ultra-pure MO
precursors into a quarz glass reactor. Here, the MOs decompose, so that the metal part
can connect to the surface of the substrate and ideally the hydrocarbon residues desorp
fully and flow into the exhaust gas system. For this work, trimethylalluminum (TMAl),
triethylgallium (TEGa), tritertiarybutylgallium (TTBGa), trimethylgallium (TMGa),
trimethylindium (TMIn), 1,1-dimethylhydrazine (UDMHy), ditertiarybutylarsanoamine
(DTBAA), tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP), TBAs, triisopropylbismuth (TIPBi), tritertiarybutylbismuth (TTBBi), and trimethylbismuth (TMBi) were used. Figure 2.7 shows a
simplified sketch of the experimental setup and the decomposition of the MOs, as well as
the adsorption to the sample surface and desorption of hydrocarbon rest groups.
The setup consists of three parts. The gas mixing cabinet, the reactor chamber, and the
exhaust gas system, passing subsequently into the scrubber. In the gas mixing cabinet,
the MOs are stored in a temperature bath in stainless steel containers, called bubblers,
to be prepared for the reactor chamber. By using the source MFC (QS ), the push MFC
(QP ), and one PC (PP C ) for every bubbler, the partial pressure PP of every substance in
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Figure 2.7: Simplified sketch of the setup. From left to right, the gas mixing cabinet with
group III and group V MOs, the reactor system, and the scrubber. The system of mass
flow controller (MFC)s, pressure controller (PC)s, and valves allows settings for exact partial
pressures of all chemical species used. Run and vent lines pass the gas into the reactor or
directly into the scrubber system. The sketch in the upper right corner shows a simplified
microscopic zoom of the precursor decomposition at the growth surface of the sample.

the reactor can be set exactly, see equation 2.5.
PP

 QQS  P PS P  PR ,
R
PC
S

(2.5)

where QR is the total flux through the reactor, PS is the vapor pressure of the MOs at
temperature T and bubbler pressure PP C . PR represents the reactor pressure. As soon
as the line valve is opened, the carrier gas H2 flows into the liquid phase of the MOs
in the bubbler. The MOs saturated H2 gas is then sucked out of the bubbler, will be
further diluted with H2 by the push MFC, passes the PC, and finally reaches the vent/run
valve. The vent/run valve is responsible for deciding whether the MOs go into the reactor
chamber or bypass directly into the scrubber. The vent/run system is necessary to allow a
preflow of each precursor, without passing the gas into the reactor chamber, as soon as the
line valve is opened. A pressure of 50 mbar was always used for deposition. An infrared
(IR) heating system makes it possible to set temperatures between room temperature
and 1000 °C, so that the MOs will thermally decompose above and at the sample surface.
The sample lays on a rotating part of a graphite susceptor. The growth temperature is
controlled by a thermocouple inside the susceptor, and the temperature factor between the
sample temperature and the inner susceptor temperature was experimentally determined
by observing the phase change of an Al-coated Si substrate.
While MBE 113 allows lower growth temperatures favorable for Bi incorporation into
III/V material, MOVPE requires certain temperatures for thermal decomposition of the
precursors 45 . However, MOVPE allows high quality semiconductor deposition without
a supply of expensive ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. This makes upscaling a
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straight-forward process on the one hand, which is necessary when it comes to device
production. On the other hand, growth under reduced pressure conditions makes the
MOVPE growth process highly complex. To get further insights into this processes for the
deposition of Bi containing materials at low MOVPE growth temperatures was also an
aim of this work and will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

2.4.2 High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction
HR-XRD is a non-destructive method that uses X-rays to determine layer thicknesses
and composition of crystalline materials on a microscopic scale. The fact that no sample
preparation is needed makes this method a fast and important tool for direct feedback
after MOVPE growth of semiconductor alloys.

Figure 2.8: Simplified sketch of the HR-XRD setup and the measurement procedure. An
HR-XRD pattern is recorded using setup a). The functional principle is depicted in part b),
compare to equation 2.6. In part c) are shown a HR-XRD pattern and a fitting simulation,
which demonstrate how the interplay of measurement and simulation lead to a determination
of layer thickness and composition.

Figure 2.8 depicts the experimental setup and the functional principle of the HR-XRD
ω/2Θ scans. For this work an instrument by PANalytical, type X’Pert Pro, was used.
Figure 2.8 a) shows the setup of the X-ray gun (CuKα -line) with shutter and 4xGe[220]
monochromator, which leads to a monochromatic incident X-ray beam with λ = 1.54052 Å,
oriented to the sample at angle ω. The diffracted signal is analyzed by a detector, oriented
at angle 2Θ to the incident beam, see Figure 2.8 b). Due to the periodic distance between
atoms in crystalline semiconductors, high energy monochromatic X-rays, with a wavelength
λ in the order of the atom distances, can be used to determine the lattice parameter dhkl ,
see Figure 2.8 b). Braggs law,
2dhkl sinΘ

 nλ,

(2.6)
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where n P N is the order of diffraction, states constructive interference of the scattered
X-rays at the lattice, if equation 2.6 is fulfilled. This means, that in addition to the
substrate peak at θSub , a second peak for the compressive (or tensile) strained layer occurs
with θlayer

θSub (or θlayer

¡ θSub for the tensile strained layer). Using equation 2.4 and

using the kinematic theory of diffraction, the lattice constant aL can be calculated:

K
 ∆θ  cotpθSubq  ∆a
a

(2.7)

sub

where ∆θ

 θlayer  θSub. This lattice constant leads to the composition of the deposited

layer using Vegard’s law (2.2). However, a distinct determination of the composition
is only possible for ternary materials such as GaP1x Bix . For quaternary alloys, e.g.
GaAs1yx Py Bix , a second method is necessary for composition determination, as infinite

composition pairs lead to the same strain and therefore to the same peak position of θlayer .
For this work, SIMS and APT measurements were performed, see also 2.6. The exact
procedure for composition determination of the quaternaries developed for this work is
described in section 3.2.
Additionally, the layer thickness dL can be measured, since the deposited layer structure
itself can be considered a lattice and therefore also leads to constructive and destructive
interferences. Therefore, the so called satellite fringes of the HR-XRD pattern (see Figure
2.8) and their distances ∆θSat must be analyzed using Bragg’s law:
dL

 2cospθ λ q∆θ
Sat
Sub

(2.8)

Figure 2.8 c) shows an HR-XRD pattern and the fitting simulation (X’Pert Epitaxy by
PANalytical) for a GaAs1x Bix bulk structure on GaAs.

2.4.3 Atomic Force Microscopy
AFM is a surface sensitive method under atmospheric conditions that uses Van der Waals
and Coulomb interactions between a scanning tip and a sample surface to determine
topographic information. Thereby, sub nm resolution is obtained for the vertical axes,
whereas the size of the sampled area in x and y direction (surface plane) is in the order
of µm, due to finite width of the tip. For this work, a Digital Instruments MultiMode
SPM was used, operating in taping mode at constant height. Figure 2.9 shows a simplified
depiction of the functional principle.
A sharp tip (radius is around 300 nm) oscillating at a cantilever with its eigenfrequency
along the z axis, scans the surface of a sample in x and y direction (movement of the
stage) using piezo crystals. Figure 2.9 shows the system consisting of a laser, a four zone
photo diode, and mirrors. Thereby, the oscillation and even smallest deviations from the
eigenfrequency (caused by changes of the Coulomb - and Van der Waals forces between
the sample and the tip, due to variation of their distance, when the topography of the
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Figure 2.9: Simplified sketch of an AFM setup. A sharp tip oscillating in z direction at a
cantilever with its eigenfrequency scans the surface of a sample in x and y direction.

sample changes) are observed. The images were post processed to correct the spherical
movement of the piezo crystals using the software packeges Gwyddion and N anoScope

pDigitalInstrumentsq.

2.4.4 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
PL was used to characterize the samples with respect to their optical properties. PL
experiments give information on band gap and defect levels of the deposited layers.
Therefore, laser light is used, with an energy higher than the band gap of the investigated
material. A photon h  ν

 Elaser is used to excite an electron from the valence band

into the conduction band so that a hole remains in the valence band, and an electron
hole pair is formed. The electron then relaxes to the conduction band edge minimum
and recombines with the hole at the valance band edge maximum. Thereby a photon

with the energy around the band gap of the semiconductor h  ν

 Egap is emitted, see

right hand side of Figure 2.10. By detecting the photons caused by those recombination
processes, the band gap can be investigated. Furthermore, the comparison of different PL
measurement can give first information on the density of deep level trap states, which
can act as non-radiative recombination centers and decrease the optical performance of
semiconductor devices.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the setup used for this work. A water cooled, frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser by Laser Quantum was used in CW mode. Several lenses and mirrors
guided the beam through a prism monochromator, which selected the 532 nm line, onto
the sample. After filtering the reflected laser light with a RG550 -filter, the generated
photons were focused by lenses into a monochromator (THR 1000, Jobin-Yvon) and were
detected by a Ge-Detector by Applied Detector Corporation (ADC), model (403L). A
lock-in amplifier (SR510 - Stanford Research Systems), connected to a chopper, improved
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of the experimental setup for PL measurements. A frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser with 532 nm in continuous wave (CW) operation with a prism monochromator
are used to excite electrons in the analyzed sample. A monochromator and a Ge-Detector
measured the resulting PL signal wavelength dependent. A lock-in amplifier, connected to
a chopper, improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the PL signal. A normalized and corrected
spectrum of the PL signal against the wavelength is obtained.

the signal-to-noise ratio of the PL emission, before the signal was post processed by a self
written software (LabVIEW - National Instruments). Finally, normalized and corrected
spectra were obtained using a calibration spectrum.

2.4.5 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is a widely used analytical technique to identify and measure the
composition of chemical species by ionizing the analyte and separating the ions, regarding
their mass to charge ratio. As a result a mass spectrum is plotted, which is a function of
the abundance of ions as a function of their mass-to-charge ratio. For this work a newly
developed prototype of a 3D ion trap based MS was used. This section will first introduce
mass spectrometry in general and then discuss the new prototype in detail.
The beginnings of mass spectrometry started in 1898 with Wilhelm Wien’s studies of
canal rays, deflecting them with electric and magnetic fields 114,115 . From the first MSs,
built by J. J. Thomson in the early 1900s, until today, a wide field of different MS techniques
were developed for many different applications in biology, chemistry, physics, and medicine.
The most commonly used MSs are Sector MSs, time-of-flight MSs, quadrupole mass
analyzers, and ion trap based MSs. All different kinds of MSs consist of an ionization unit,
a mechanism to separate the ionized particles, and a detector to determine the abundance
of the different separated ions in common. Initially, the analyte needs to be evaporated,
if it is not already present in its gaseous state. Thereafter, the gaseous analyte will be
ionized. Various techniques are available for ionization, and which ionization technique
should be used depends on the type of analyte and purpose of the measurement. The
electron ionization (EI) is the most commonly used technique. Here an electron beam
with an energy of 70 eV is utilized to split one (or sometimes more) electrons from the
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analyte atoms or molecules 116 . After the analyte was ionized, the ions will be separated
according to their mass-to-charge ratio. Many different approaches are available for the
process of separation, as well. The most commonly used techniques for mass separation
are time-of-flight analyzers, sector mass instruments, linear quadrupole analyzers, orbitrap
analyzers, and 3D ion traps 117 . The disadvantage for most of these techniques is that
only the signal of one mass at a time can be analyzed, that means the recording of a mass
range is time-consuming and makes measurements of spectra on a short time scale (in the
range of seconds) challenging. For the detection itself different detector types, such as a
photomultiplier, a micro-channel plate, or a channel electron multiplier, can be used 117 .
The approach for mass separation and detection of the mass spectrometer used for this
work is different in the way that separation and detection are performed in one step, which
will be described in detail below.
The Fourier-Transform quadrupole ion trap based MS prototype was developed and
provided by Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH. Originally evolved for the detection of photoresist
residues during photolithography processes, this MS enables real-time measurements and
a sub-pptV (parts per trillion by volume) detection under optimized conditions. The main
part of the new instrument is a quadrupole ion trap (QIT), depicted in Figure 2.11. QITs,
also called Paul traps 118 (in honor of the inventor Wolfgang Paul), use dynamic electric
fields to trap charged particles, represented by the green and blue dots in Figure 2.11.
The QIT setup consist of one ring electrode and two hyperbolic end cap electrodes. An

Figure 2.11: Simplified sketch of the functional principle of the MS iTrap, developed and
provided by Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH. Green arrows represent the stimulation of the ions, while
blue arrows mark measured and post processed signals, including the radio frequency for ion
storage. Output is a mass spectrum (intensity vs mass).

AC radio frequency (RF) voltage oscillates between the two end cap electrodes, and a
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driving AC voltage is applied to the ring electrode, see Figure 2.11. Those voltages force
the ions to move up and down (end cap electrodes) and radially (ring electrode). The
motion of the ions in the electric field is mathematically described by solutions of the
Mathieu equations 118,119 . The QIT is located in a stainless steel UHV process chamber
(B in Figure 2.11), which is directly connected to a turbo pump (not shown), which

provides a UHV better than 1  108 mbar. The UHV is necessary to enable sub-pptV
detection of analyte species. Higher pressures in the measurement chamber would disturb
the measurement, as ions and molecules from the measurement chamber itself are ionized
and stored as well. A tungsten filament provides electrons for EI. Furthermore, the QIT
is directly connected to an RF amplifier (C), which amplifies the generated RF voltage
for storage of the ionized analyte. A stimulus amplifier makes it possible to stimulate the
trapped ions (D). Thereafter, using a charge amplifier (E) and a highly sophisticated signal
compensation concept with selective ion excitation techniques enables the detection of the
image current in the QIT induced by the oscillating ions. As the ions or molecules in the
trap have different masses, their resonance behavior after the stimulus will be different.
However, the end cap electrodes detect the image current of the overlay of all the different
resonances. Hence, a fast fourier transformation (FFT) is necessary to transform the
measured transient into all the single eigenfrequencies of the different ions and molecules

(G). Calculations then allow the conversion from frequencies to masses.
Since the instrument used is a prototype, the measurement procedure with all parameters
needed to be analyzed and understood. Therefore, an overview about the measurement
procedure is shown in Figure 2.12. Beginning with the inlet of the analyte gas into the

Figure 2.12: Illustration of the measurement procedure. Starting with gas inlet into the
measurement chamber, first the vacuum needs to stabilize before the analyte left will be
ionized. After ionization and another waiting sequence, the ionized analyte will be stimulated
and the resulting electric field of the ions will be measured. The recorded transient then is
fast fourier transformed, which leads to the corresponding mass spectrum.

stainless steel chamber, the analyte is ionized after some ms (waiting time), which is
necessary for the vacuum to stabilize again, so that the right amount of analyte to be
ionized is reached. If the ionization process starts too early, too much analyte is trapped in
the RF field, and no clear transient of the stimulated ions can be recorded. If the ionization
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starts too late, not enough ions of the chemical species are stored, which again makes
the analyzation of the corresponding mass spectrum difficult. The time of the ionization
process itself is also important, since it is responsible for the number of ions. Furthermore,
the interaction between the analyte molecules and the electron beam changes the structure
of the molecules themselfves, which makes a fine adjustment important. Another waiting
sequence between the ionization and the stimulation gives the ionized molecules time to
repair the damage caused by the ionization process 116 . But also structural and chemical
changes can occur if this waiting sequence is too long. Finally, the stimulus is applied in
order to record the electric image current of the stimulated ions. The recorded transient
of this induced image current is transformed using a FFT, and the resulting spectrum of
frequencies is calculated into a mass spectrum, see Figure 2.11. This procedure, described
and depicted (2.12) above, illustrates how relevant every single parameter is and underlines
the importance of careful parameter adjustment.
Since the comprehension of the different parameters of the recently developed mass
spectrometer, their influence on the measurement, and especially their influence on each
other were the subjects of this work, further discussion will take place in chapter 4.1.

CHAPTER

3

Dilute Bi Containing III/V Semiconductors

This chapter covers the results of the development and characterization of bismide containing III/V semiconductors. The exploitation of alternative Bi and Ga precursors and
their influence on the growth surface will be discussed in section 3.1. Sections 3.2 and 3.3
will deal with the growth and characterization of quaternary bismides. Section 3.2 focuses
on the question of whether GaAs1yx Py Bix on GaAs is a suitable alloy for solar cell
applications, while section 3.3 aims to unveil the role of strain for the limitation of Bi incorporation in III/Vs, which was investigated by growing and comparing GaAs1yx Py Bix
and GaAs1yx Ny Bix on GaAs. Furthermore, in section 3.4, the deposition of GaP1x Bix
on GaP and GaP on Si will be discussed, considering the material as a candidate for
optoelectronic applications on Si. Finally, the recent achievments made on the deposition
of GaAs1x Bix lasers on GaAs will be covered in section 3.5.

3.1 GaAs1x Bix MOVPE with Alternative Bi and Ga Precursors
In order to understand the influence and role of hydrocarbon residues on the growth
chemistry, different MO Ga and Bi precursors were used to deposit GaAs and GaAs1x Bix
layers. More precisely, the behavior of the growth rate and the Bi incorporation for
growth with various precursors with different hydrocarbon groups was of interest. It
was investigated if and how the growth characteristics change, due to a changed surface
availability caused by different hydrocarbon groups at the growth surface. Furthermore,
the question of chemical interactions of the different precursors during decomposition and
at the surface was also part of the investigation.

GaAs1x Bix and GaAs growth between 350  C and 625  C, with three different Bi

precursors, TIPBi, TTBBi and TMBi, and two different Ga precursors, TEGa and
TTBGa, was performed. As already reported in previous studies 9,64,65,120 , the growth rate
decreases with increasing TMBi supply. Simultaneously, the Bi incorporation increases up
to a certain saturation level, which depends on growth temperature, group III supply, and
TBAs/TEGa ratio. In contrast to the initial hypothesis, the experiments of this work also
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showed the same behavior for the growth with TIPBi and TTBBi as well 17 . For all three
Bi precursors, the Bi incorporation increases and the growth rate decreases with increasing
Bi supply (Figure 6, section 6.2.5). Even the saturation level and the level of the decrease
of the growth rate were almost identical at this growth temperature for all precursors
used. That means that the original idea that the Bi incorporation and the growth rate
should be higher when using the alternative precursors TIPBi and TTBBi, due to a
higher decomposition efficiency at low temperatures and no methyl groups that block the
growth surface, was not confirmed 65 . However, this makes it possible to make important
conclusions about the growth behavior. First, it means that (for the case of GaAs1x Bix
at the given growth temperature) the methyl groups in particular are not responsible for
the limited Bi incorporation. The fact that the decrease of the growth rate is the same
for all three precursors used also indicates that, most likely, not even the hydrocarbon
groups (coming from the Bi precursors) in general are the limiting factor at those growth
temperatures, which does not mean that they do not have an influence on the surface
chemistry, which could be an important factor at even lower growth temperatures, where
a higher decomposition efficiency becomes important. Furthermore, the independence of
the Bi incorporation limit from the Bi source shows that surface processes, like formation
of Bi surface reconstructions, which are not related to the type of hydrocarbon residues
on the growth surface, are fundamental to understanding the growth process. Those
reconstructions and their formation are currently under investigation.
The comparison of the growth with different Ga precursors was not only important
because of the different hydrocarbon residues, which could have a different influence on the
growth surface, but also because of the fact that the group III supply is growth limiting.
Therefore, using a precursor with a higher decomposition efficiency 121 at the low growth
temperatures used could lead to a higher group III supply and therefore to a higher
growth rate, by simultaneously keeping the precursor consumption constant. Hence, the
GaAs1x Bix growth using TEGa and TTBGa was compared. However, results 17 of these
experiments showed a significantly lower growth rate for the growth with TTBGa than for
TEGa (Figure 6, section 6.2.5). Additionally, the Bi incorporation drops earlier, when the
TBAs/Ga-source ratio is increased. This indicates that in addition to possible gas phase
reactions, the tertiarybutyl groups, coming from TBAs and TTBGa, suppress the growth
rate. This behavior can be ascribed to the larger size of the tertiarybutyl groups combined
with the relatively low growth temperatures. The number and size of the tertiarybutyl
groups using TTBGa instead of TEGa leads to a blocking of the growth front or makes
adhesion more difficult and therefore leads to a decrease of the growth rate, even if the
decomposition efficiency of TTBGa is higher than the one of TEGa at 400  C 17,121 .

Also a comparison of unintentional C incorporation, which is a crucial point when
growing at low temperatures, was performed for growth with all different precursors. All
three Bi sources showed the same low C incorporation. This is remarkable when one
considers that an industry grade TMBi precursor is compared to self synthesized TIPBi
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and TTBBi, and underlines the efficiency of the Bi surfactant effect 29 . The growth of
TTBGa compared to TEGa showed a significantly reduced C incorporation by an order of
magnitude (for TTBGa). This underlines again the importance of research for alternative
precursors, as the trend leads to lower growth temperatures for many material systems 64 .
The results of the MOVPE growth of GaAs1x Bix layers discussed above showed how
crucial a more detailed understanding of the growth chemistry is. In order to understand
and overcome the limitations of this material system, further experiments must be done
in order to finally be able to grow device-quality material with Bi contents above 10 %.
Therefore, an experiment for in-situ gas phase investigations was developed, which will be
discussed in chapter 4.

3.2 Quaternary GaAs1xy Py Bix for Solar Cell and Laser Applications
The main motivation for growing GaAs1yx Py Bix was the intention to realize a lattice
matched alloy for optoelectronic applications on GaAs, as for example 1 eV sub cells for
multi-junction solar cells. Therefore, it was investigated if high quality GaAs1yx Py Bix
can be deposited using MOVPE, as well as its structural and optical properties.

Due to a low decomposition efficiency of TBP at 400  C (T50 =475-500  C), gallium

arsenide phosphide (GaAs1y Py ) layers have been deposited first, in order to verify if
the growth at those temperatures is even possible. Results of these growth experiments
showed a surprisingly high P incorporation efficiency of about 30 % 18 . Furthermore, it
was observed that a TBAs/TEGa ratio of one is ideal, since for the higher TBAs/TEGa
of two, an extremely high TBP partial pressure (three times higher) is necessary to
incorporate the same amount of P. After deposition of GaAs1y Py with P fractions up to

35 %, GaAs1yx Py Bix structures were deposited.

Before interpreting the results of the growth, it is important to discuss the composition
determination process of quaternary materials, as already mentioned in chapter 2.4.2. (004)
HR-XRD experiments alone do not provide enough information for a distinct composition
determination, since the composition of the group V lattice sites can be simulated with an
infinite number of pairs of values. In order to determine distinct composition information
of the quaternary layers, HR-XRD and SIMS measurements were used. By growing a
specific layer structure, depicted in Figure 3.1 a), the P (or N) and Bi counts per second
of the ternary layers of the SIMS analysis were correlated to the peak position of the
HR-XRD diffraction pattern, Figure 3.1 b). Thereby, the ratio of counts per second
and volume fractions of P (or N) and Bi were determined. This procedure allowed the
conversion from P and Bi counts of the SIMS measurements to a P and Bi fraction in %,
see Figure 3.1 c). APT investigations (not shown here) on some of the samples showed
good agreement with the data obtained from the procedure described above.
When summarizing the growth experiments, it was observed that the Bi incorporation
into GaAs1xy Py Bix increases into a saturation level with increasing TMBi supply, which
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the composition determination process for quaternary alloys, using
HR-XRD (b) and SIMS (c), applied on the layer structure (a).

confirms the results of present literature 17,65,122,123 . However, it was also examined that
the Bi fraction limit can be shifted upwards to higher Bi fractions in the saturation
region by increasing the P incorporation (see Figure 3, section 6.2.4). This observation is
underlined by the fact that the formation of droplets at the surface can also be suppressed
by increasing the P fraction when growing in the saturation region 18 . This behavior can
be explained by the fact that P atoms compensate the local strain of Bi atoms in the GaAs
host lattice. That means that the Bi incorporation is not only limited by metastability
and surface chemistry, but that also the strain has to be taken into account. The strain
compensation, using group V atoms with a smaller covalent radius, was further investigated
and will be discussed in section 3.3. Studies on the structural quality of GaAs1yx Py Bix
showed excellent material quality with a homogeneous chemical distribution, as long as
the TMBi supply was below or at the border of the saturation region.
Additionally, it was possible to observe the first PL activity of GaAs1yx Py Bix (see
Figure 6, section 6.2.4). A broad distinct double s-shape of the PL maximum at higher
temperatures implies band edge PL of the GaAs1yx Py Bix layer. The determined value
of the band gap for both samples measured agreed with the calculated values. It can
be concluded that optical activity of GaAs1yx Py Bix on GaAs and agreement with
calculated values was successfully demonstrated. However, further experiments should be
done to improve the material quality necessary to achieve material for high performance
device quality.

3.3 The Influence of Strain on the Bi Incorporation Limit
As already mentioned in chapters 3.1 and 3.2, the incorporation of significant amounts of
Bi still remains a challenge. In order to verify the influence of local strain introduced by Bi,
the MOVPE growth of GaAs1yx Ny Bix , GaAs1yx Py Bix , and GaAs1x Bix structures
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at low growth temperatures of 400  C was compared. The comparison of the growth of
two different quaternary materials with two different group V atoms (N and P, both with
a smaller covalent radius than As) with GaAs1x Bix could unveil the influence of strain
on the limitation of Bi incorporation. A positive effect on the Bi incorporation limit
was already observed while introducing P while growing GaAs1yx Py Bix (section 3.2),
but the exact mechanism needs to be verified by comparison with a second quaternary
system 52 .
All compositions of quaternary compounds were determined using the method introduced
in chapter 3.2. GaAs1x Bix , GaAs1yx Py Bix and GaAs1yx Ny Bix layers were deposited
under the same growth conditions, using a growth temperature of 400  C and the same

group III supply. To determine if the N atoms in GaAs1yx Ny Bix would have the
same effect on the Bi saturation level as P in GaAs1yx Py Bix , the Bi incorporation in

quaternary GaAs1yx Ny Bix and GaAs1yx Py Bix was plotted versus the tensile strain
from N and P in ternaries GaAs1y Py and gallium arsenide nitride (GaAs1y Ny ). The

results observed were significant. In both cases, for GaAs1yx Ny Bix and GaAs1yx Py Bix ,
a given strain compensation by the smaller group V atoms led to the same increase in Bi
incorporation. The Bi saturation level increased linearly with increasing P or N content
(see Figure 3, section 6.2.3). Those results indicated that the strain is in fact a crucial
parameter for the limitation of Bi incorporation. However, it is important to mention that
the Bi fraction was only increased in the region of Bi saturation, where surplus Bi was
available 124 . Below the saturation region, almost all of the Bi supplied was incorporated
anyway; hence no effect of the P or N could be observed, except for a slight decrease
of the Bi fraction due to a significant change of the gas phase (high TBP or UDMHy
fluxes). The influence of the Bi surface coverage on the incorporation of P and N was also
investigated (see Figure 4 and 5, section 6.2.3). Analysis of the characterization of the
deposited samples showed a linear decrease of P or N incorporation with increasing TMBi
supply. This result was expected, since the Bi surface coverage has a positive surfactant
effect, which suppresses carbon incorporation and improves device properties, but it also
blocks the surface for other species, which are trying to connect to the growth surface.
Summarizing, it can be concluded that the assumption that strain is a very important
factor on the limitation of Bi incorporation was proved. This is an interesting result, which
might also open up ways to strain-engineer the Bi incorporation into III/V materials in
the future.

3.4 GaP1x Bix on GaP and GaP on Si
GaP1x Bix on GaP could be a promising candidate for optoelectronic applications on
Si, but has not been deposited by MOVPE so far. Hence, suitable growth conditions
for this highly metastable material had to be found. Optimum growth conditions were
observed to be at around 400  C growth temperature, and a relatively high group III
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supply of 25.5 µmol/min. Before optoelectronic characterization, the MOVPE growth
characteristics and the structural quality were systematically investigated (see Figure 3,
section 6.2.2). The TMBi supply, the TBP/TEGa ratio, the growth temperature, and the
TEGa flux were varied, and Bi incorporation as well as growth rate were determined by
HR-XRD. The results showed an increasing Bi fraction up to a certain saturation level,
when TMBi supply is increased. This behavior has already been reported for GaAs1x Bix

and GaAs1yx Py Bix . However, the Bi incorporation limit was significantly higher for
GaP1x Bix than for GaAs1x Bix . This was unexpected, since the lattice mismatch of

GaP1x Bix to GaP per percent Bi is much larger than the on for GaAs1x Bix on GaAs,

which indicates that the surface chemistry is a crucial point when growing GaP1x Bix .
A catalytical reaction between TB(P) and TM(Bi) species seemed to be responsible for
the surprisingly high Bi incorporation, as a doubling of the TBP/TEGa ratio led to a
Bi incorporation in the saturation region higher by 25 %. This idea was underlined by
the fact that the growth rate was stable for the higher TBP/TEGa ratio, while the Bi
incorporation decreased drastically at higher TMBi supplies for the lower TBP/TMBi
ratio. Also temperature and group III supply variation underlined the importance of an
interaction between TB(P) and TM(Bi). Hence, gas phase investigations are planned and
currently under investigation, in order to understand the interaction between those species.
A detailed description and interpretation of the growth characteristics observed can be
found in 19 . Additionally, the possibility of depositing GaP1x Bix structures on GaP on Si
was explored, and the material could be successfully grown with similar properties and Bi
contents compared to the growth on GaP substrates.
Also the structural quality was analyzed by using STEM (see Figure 5, section 6.2.2).
All interfaces deposited below the saturation region showed sharp interfaces and a good
chemical homogeneity, which would be necessary for utilization for optoelectronic applications 19 . Furthermore, STEM analysis showed that GaP1x Bix structures provide
excellent properties for investigations of various electron microscopy methods and effects,
as the Z-contrast of P and Bi is large. Belz et al. investigated the influence of column
occupancy and static atomic disorder on the analysis of chemical ordering in GaP1x Bix 101 .
They showed that the effects of z-position, static atomic disorder, and column crosstalk
are important when considering atomic ordering analysis in GaP1x Bix using STEM.
This becomes important when acquiring an accurate distribution model for Bi in GaP.
Moreover, in collaboration with Christopher Broderick 53,62 and Zoe Bushell 53,125 , the
deposited GaP1x Bix structures were analyzed theoretically and experimentally, by using
spectroscopic ellipsometry, see sections 6.2.7 and 6.2.6. Thereby, it was found that the
material is unlikely to lead to efficient light emitters, since even with significant amounts
of Bi, the band gap remains indirect and the material suffers from a breakdown of band
edge Bloch character due to short-range alloy disorder. This was underlined by the fact
that despite excellent crystal quality, no PL nor photoreflectance (PR) activity could be
observed. However, the ellipsometry experiments confirmed the theoretical calculations,
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which predicted the strongest band gap reduction and largest increase of the spin-orbit
energy observed for a III/V material so far 53 . This makes the material interesting from
a theoretical point of view, since this is the first time the impurity states, caused by Bi,
were found to be located in the band gap of the host material 53 .

3.5 Progress on GaAs1x Bix Lasers
P. Ludewig et al. published on the first electrically pumped GaAs1x Bix laser in 2013 66 .
Furthermore, GaAs1x Bix edge-emitters grown by MOVPE with Bi fractions up to 4.4 %
have been reported 67 . Recently, Marko and Sweeney published on the progress toward
GaAs1x Bix lasers and provided a good overview of the current situation of III-Bi-V
laser devices 68 . A hybrid structure with 6 % Bi deposited using MOVPE (for claddingand separate confinement hetero (SCH) structure) and MBE (GaAs1x Bix QW) was
successfully developed and showed room temperature lasing 126 . However, MOVPE grown
GaAs1x Bix lasers with room temperature lasing are still limited to 2.5 % Bi 6,68,69 . The
challenge regarding those laser structures is to maintain the balance between incorporation
of sufficient amounts of Bi and simultaneously ensure a high crystal quality to enable laser
operation. Additionally, the design of SCH structures as well as the cladding is crucial to
enable room temperature lasing of those devices 66,69 .

Figure 3.2: Lasermode and L-I curve for a 50 x 2060 µm GaAs1x Bix /aluminum gallium
arsenide (Aly Ga1y As) SQW laser diode at room temperature.

Starting from the experience with the structures published previously 66,67 and the knowledge obtained through the present work, further developed GaAs1x Bix laser structures
were deposited, processed, and measured. The SCH was optimized in the way that the
Al0.2 Ga0.8 As layers (or GaAs layers, respectively) around the GaAs1x Bix 66 QW were
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exchanged by Al0.12 Ga0.88 As layers. Thereby, the band offsets between GaAs1x Bix QW
and the Aly Ga1y As layers and the electrical confinement were improved. Furthermore, a
new GaAs1x Bix test sample was chosen as a starting point and a new test structure series

was grown for optimizing the Bi incorporation, interface quality, and chemical homogeneity.
The results of the characterization of the deposited laser structures are shown in Figure
3.2. The characterization of the laser diode showed room temperature lasing at 1015 nm
(Figure 3.2 a). The threshold current (Ith ) was measured to be 2.96 kA/cm2 (Figure 3.2
b). Regarding future optimization, it was found that the Bi preflow before GaAs1x Bix
QW deposition needs to be longer in order to realize a higher Bi incorporation as well as
to improve the interface between GaAs and GaAs1x Bix . Moreover, the doping in the
p- and n-contact needs to be optimized. The device discussed here, as well as further
laser devices, are still under investigation and the results will be published separately after
additional optimization.

CHAPTER

4

MOVPE In-Situ Gas Phase Analysis

This chapter covers the development of a mass spectrometer setup on a MOVPE system,
using a MS prototype (iTrap), provided and invented by Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH. The
first challenge was the implementation of the MS in the MOVPE system (see section
4.1). Subsequently, the optimization of MS performance and its parameters for gas phase
investigations was accomplished, which allowed the first proof of concept, the thermal
decomposition analysis of TBAs (see section 4.2).

4.1 Quadrupole Ion Trap Based Mass Spectrometer Setup on a
MOVPE System
First MOVPE gas phase investigations using MS started in the late 1980s, when alternative
group V precursors such as TBAs and TBP were developed. Due to the toxicity of the MOs
and the sensitivity of the MOVPE process, gas phase analysis of decomposition processes are
highly complex 127,128 . Many different approaches for gas phase investigations on MOVPE
systems were tested in previous experiments 129–139 . Advantages and disadvantages of
the previous experiments are discussed in detail in chapter 6.2.1. The first aim of
building a setup for in-situ gas phase investigations was to maintain the balance between
transferring the analyte as unmodified as possible from the reactor chamber into the
MS and simultaneously not influencing the MOVPE process itself too much. The final
approach, realized after a diverse number of optimizations, will be described in the following
section.
Figure 4.1 depicts the setup, which consists of three parts: the adjusted MOVPE
reactor chamber (see section 2.4.1 for details) and the liner, the bypass for the process
gas from the reactor chamber to the exhaust gas system, and finally, the MS itself, which
is connected to the bypass and the exhaust gas system. Firstly, it was important to
realize the possibility of a constant gas sampling out of the reactor, by simultaneously
ensuring an almost undisturbed MOVPE growth. Therefore, a quarz glass nozzle (D) and
a quarz glass flange (E) were installed in the back part of the growth chamber for gas
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sampling (as depicted in figure 4.1). Thereby, gas turbulances caused by the nozzle are
minimized to ensure a constant reactor flow pattern. Afterwards, the analyte gas flux
through the nozzle into the bypass was kept under stable conditions with high gas flow
rates and a pressure close to the pressure of the growth chamber. This was realized by
utilizing a needle valve (J), a pressure controller (L), and a backing pumb (N). Since it
was ascertained that stable gas sample conditions are important for the MS in order to
obtain reliable and comparable mass spectra, an atomic layer deposition (ALD) valve
(K) was located between the needle valve and the pressure controller, where flux- and
pressure conditions were stable. The ALD valve allowed short gas pulses (ms range) of the
analyte, to flow through the bypass into the UHV MS chamber. Additionally, it turned
out that heating the bypass was necessary to prevent condensation of analyte chemicals at
the inner pipe walls. Therefore, heating wires were used to keep the bypass temperature

at 90  C. Finally, in the MS chamber itself, the gas was analyzed. The analyte gas in

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the setup for in-situ gas phase investigations using a 3D ion trap based
MS on a commercially available MOVPE system. Liner purge A, silica-glass liner B, susceptor
C, nozzle for analyte suction D, quartz-glass flange E, glass-metal-transition F, reactor gate
G, O-ring seal H, ball valve I, needle valve J, ALD valve (gas supply to mass spectrometer) K,
pressure controller L, turbo molecular pump M, backing pumps (for analyte bypass and for
turbo pump) N. Parts of the figure were adopted from 20 .

the MS chamber was finally also pumped into the scrubber after analysis (M and N). An
optimization of the MS parameters (see section 2.4.5) was necessary to obtain reliable and
reproducible data. However, the optimization process was highly analyte dependent so
that further discussion will take place in section 4.2. After discussion of the setup, results
of the first investigation on TBAs and important parameter optimization of the MS will
be described in the next section.
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4.2 Gas Phase Analysis on the Thermal Decomposition of TBAs
This section covers the results of the first gas phase decomposition investigations. Part of
the results were published 20 and can be found in chapter 6.2.1.
After it was ensured that it was possible to sample relatively unchanged process gas
from the reactor chamber into the MS (section 4.1), the MS’s measurement procedure
itself had to be optimized and investigated, since this MS was not tested in a similar
environment (analyte species and complexity of experimental setup) before. Due to a large
number of important parameters, such as waiting sequences, ionization parameters, and
stimulus conditions (see section 2.4.5), the impact of every parameter on the measurement
procedure had to be analyzed. One, or even more detuned parameters, such as a too short
waiting sequence before ionization, a too long ionization time, or a too strong stimulus
pulse, would lead, for example, to multiple fractures of the analyte, an overfilled ion trap,
strong interaction of the analyte molecules, failure of the electrical signal timing, or other
problems. This made an interpretation of the first mass spectra almost impossible. By
investigating TBAs at room temperature, suitable waiting sequences between gas inlet
and ionization, as well as between ionization and stimulus, were found. Furthermore, the
ionization time and the current of the electron filament were adjusted, and the duration
and intensity of the stimulus were tuned. Thereby, first reliable TBAs room temperature
spectra were recorded (Figure 4.2), using literature data for comparison 129,130,140 . Figure

Figure 4.2: Mass spectrum of TBAs at room temperature, recorded with the setup developed
for this work a), in comparison to literature data b), taken from 20,140 .

4.2 shows a recorded mass spectrum of TBAs at room temperature (a) and the mass
spectrum of TBAs obtained by Larsen et al. (b) recorded under similar conditions, but
using a commercially available quadrupole MS 140 . The spectra clearly show the influence
of the ionization procedure, which is typical for all MSs using a 70 eV ionization technique.
The parent molecule of TBAs can be seen at 134 amu, but also a variety of additional peaks,
which partly have an even higher intensity than the TBAs peak at 134 itself. First, there is
the dominant peak at 57 amu, which is caused by tertiarybutyl groups, fractured from the
TBAs molecule by the electron beam during the ionization process. Furthermore, there are
peaks at 39, 41, 43 (C3 -chains) and 29 amu (C2 -chain), which are present due to an electron
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beam fracturing of the tertiarybutyl group (57 amu). Also detected were AsH (76 amu),
monomethylarsine (91 amu), dimethylarsine (101-105 amu), and a fragmentation product
at 117 amu, caused by loss of 2H and CH3 . It is important to keep in mind that all these
products are caused by a fracturing of the TBAs parent molecule at room temperature, due
to the EI. None of the products is caused by a thermal decomposition process, which, of
course, makes interpretation of the actual thermal decomposition complex, since cracking
due to EI and thermal decomposition will overlap when recording temperature-dependent
mass spectra of the thermal decomposition process 129,130,140 . Large databases, as for
example, the NIST data base 141 provide typical mass spectra measured under operation
with 70 eV ionization. Those databases are usually necessary to compare recorded MS
spectra, in order to correlate all the features to different molecules caused by the thermal
decomposition, which is actually of interest. This procedure of mass spectra interpretation
was explained well by G. Zimmermann 142 , see figure 4.3. The Figure shows mass spectra
recorded using 70 eV EI. The influence of the thermal decomposition becomes clear by
comparing the TBAs spectrum measured at room temperature (b) with the one recorded

at 400  C (c). Further comparison to spectra a), d), and e) (can be found in databases),
show the formation of arsine, isobutane, and isobutene, due to a thermal decomposition at

400  C. The Figure was inherited and edited from 142 .

Figure 4.3: The figure shows mass spectra recorded using 70 eV EI. The influence of the
thermal decomposition becomes clear by comparing the TBAs spectrum measured at room
temperature (b)) with the one recorded at 400  C, (c). Further comparison to spectra a), d),
and e) shows the formation of arsine, isobutane, and isobutene due to a thermal decomposition
at 400  C. Figure taken and edited from 142 .

An important result of this work is that the large set of parameters which made the
recording of reliable mass spectra complex in the first place actually opens up the possibility
for an ultra sensitive ionization. The MS parameters of the instrument used can be adjusted
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so that the parent molecule does not fracture, as it does while using commercially available
MSs. This is shown in figure 4.4 a) and b). The peak caused by TBAs at 134 amu is

Figure 4.4: Figure a) shows the TBAs room temperature mass spectrum under standard 70 eV
EI conditions. In Figure b) the spectrum was recorded under the same analyte conditions, but
with different MS parameters. Figure a) depicts the temperature-dependent decomposition
behavior of TBAs and clearly indicates the β-H-elimination as the dominant mechanism
at higher temperatures. All spectra in Figure c) were recorded using sensitive ionization
conditions, like for the spectrum in Figure b). Figures inherited from 20 .

clearly the highest peak in the spectrum, and only one additional peak, due to fracturing,
was detected at 57 amu (tertiarybutyl). The ultra sensitive ionization (Figure 4.4 b)), and
thereby the suppression of strong EI fracturing, opens up the possibility of a straightforward interpretation of the mass spectra. This is especially helpful for recording the
temperature-dependent thermal decomposition behavior of precursors, as shown for TBAs
in Figure 4.4 c).

Starting below 100  C, where no thermal decomposition takes place, the temperature was

increased and mass spectra were recorded at every temperature step up to 500  C, where
TBAs is fully decomposed. Instead of tracking the different decomposition fragments by
dominating peaks 140,142 , the products important for the TBAs decomposition mechanism,
isobutane (58 amu), isobutene (56 amu), tertiarybutyl radical (57 amu), and, of course,
the TBAs itself, were tracked directly by their actual mass. This made the mass spectra
clearer and the interpretation significantly easier. The thermal decomposition started
at around 275  C, where the TBAs signal started decreasing. First, the isobutane signal

increased, but at slightly higher temperatures the isobutene signal also rose, until it

became the dominant signal at around 400  C. Since isobutene is produced due to βH-elimination, while isobutane is caused by a radical cleavage process, this behavior
confirms the β-H-elimination as the dominant decomposition pathway at temperatures
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above 400  C 140,142–145 . Further information on TBAs decomposition behavior and the
interpretation of Figure 4.4 c) can be found in 20 .
In addition to the compelling progress of mass tracking in order to unveil decomposition
pathways, another possibility also opened up due to the suppression of the TBAs ionization
fracturing. Foster et al. were the first ones who stated a thermal cleavage of H and H2
molecules from the TBAs, even before the radical cleavage or β-H-elimination of the
tertiarybutyl group occurs 146 . This is very important, as a β-H-elimination of TBAs would
lead to AsH3 instead of AsH or AsH2 . Indeed, AsH3 decomposes at higher temperatures,
which is one of the main reasons why a part of the MOVPE processes switched from AsH3
to TBAs, whereas AsH easily connects to the surface and additionally provides H to satisfy
hydrocarbon residues. Therefore, a H or H2 cleavage from the TBAs molecule is important
for explaining the experimentally confirmed higher decomposition and incorporation
efficiencies of TBAs compared to Arsin (AsH3 ). This experimental confirmation was
possible with the MS setup developed for this work, as the ultra sensitive ionization made
it possible to distinguish between TBAs and tBuAs (TBAs with loss of H2 ). Figure 4.5
shows the results of the experiments to measure the temperature-dependent ratio between
tBuAs and TBAs. With increasing temperature the ratio of tBuAs to TBAs increased

Figure 4.5: On the left side, demonstration of the cleavage of H and H2 fragments from
TBAs molecule before β-H-elimination occurs predicted by Foster et al.. Plotted is the ratio
of tBuAs and TBAs over the temperature. On the right-hand side, the two molecules tBuAs
and TBAs are depicted for illustration.

significantly, which indicates an H2 cleavage from the TBAs. This finally confirms the
theory by Foster et al. 146 , which is essential for fully interpreting the decomposition and
especially the growth characteristics of TBAs. Altogether, the investigations of TBAs
discussed above showed the suitability of the devoloped MOVPE MS setup for detailed
decomposition and gas phase studies. The next steps currently under investigation are
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the decomposition analysis of different Ga and Bi MOs. Those results will be published
separately from this work. Furthermore, the influence of GaAs (and other III/V) surfaces
on the decomposition characteristics will be observed. Finally, the in-situ analysis of GaAs
growth and later on GaAs1x Bix growth will be investigated with this setup.

CHAPTER

5

Summary and Outlook

The strong rise of mobile and tethered data communication has a significant impact on
global electricity consumption. Due to inefficient Iny Ga1y Asz P1z telecommunication
lasers (around 2 % efficiency with cooling efforts), 3 % of global electricity is consumed for
optical data transfer. The low efficiency of those Iny Ga1y Asz P1z telecommunication
lasers is caused by loss processes, such as Auger recombination and IVBA, which lead to the
heating of the devices. Other fields of III/V optoelectronics are also seeking more efficient
candidates for device materials, like the search for 1 eV sub-cell alloys in multi-junction
solar cells as well as a laser material on Si base. Different Bi containing III/V alloys
are discussed as promising candidates. For example, GaAs1x Bix on GaAs with 10 %
Bi would be a highly efficient laser material for optical data transmission and provide a
temperature insensitive band gap with 1.55 µm emission wavelength. The main reason for
the high potential of III-Bi-V semiconductors is the fact that already small fractions of
Bi, substituting group V host atoms, lead to a significant change of the band structure,
which leads to suppression of Auger recombination and IVBA for sufficient compositions.
However, the deposition of these highly metastable materials is challenging and still the
subject of current research.
In the present work, different dilute Bi containing III/V alloys were investigated.
GaAs1x Bix , GaAs1yx Py Bix , GaAs1yx Ny Bix , and GaP1x Bix were epitaxial grown
using MOVPE and characterized using various structural and optical characterization
techniques. The challenge here was to deposit structures with sufficient Bi fractions, while
simultaneously realizing high quality layers and interfaces.
The deposition of GaAs1x Bix with Bi fractions close to 10 % has not been realized
thus far. In the present work, the reasons for the Bi incorporation limit were under
investigation. Therefore, alternative Bi MOs were used to unveil the influence of the
thermal decomposition characteristics of the different precursors and the associated surface
processes at the growth surface. It was shown that the incorporation limit is not dependent
on the type of hydrocarbon residues (different precursors). Rather it was shown that the
growth using different MOs led to nearly identical growth characteristics. Therefore it was
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concluded that at the temperature used neither the Bi incorporation limit is related to a
specific hydrocarbon molecule at the growth surface, nor is an insufficient decomposition
of one of the alternative MOs responsible.
Quaternary layers GaAs1yx Py Bix and GaAs1yx Ny Bix were deposited. They enable
the lattice matched growth on GaAs, while simultaneously the band gap can be tuned
independently over a wide range. GaAs1yx Py Bix was investigated as a potential
candidate for a 1 eV sub-cell material in multi-junction solar cells. It was possible to
demonstrate the first PL activity in this quaternary alloy, which makes the material
interesting for further optoelectronic applications. Furthermore, it was found that the
smaller covalent radius of the P atoms led to an increased Bi incorporation limit. Hence,
GaAs1yx Py Bix , GaAs1yx Ny Bix , and GaAs1x Bix structures were deposited and
compared. The two different quaternary materials in comparison to GaAs1x Bix showed

that with increasing P (or N) incorporation the Bi incorporation limit was increased.
Thereby, it was possible to prove the assumption that local strain is a crucial factor for
the Bi incorporation limit. This is an important finding for future III-Bi-V studies, as it
might open up the possibility of strain-engineering the Bi incorporation into III/Vs.
Moreover, GaP1x Bix layers were deposited on GaP and GaP on Si. GaP1x Bix was a
relatively new material, and the first deposition by MOVPE was successfully demonstrated.
Furthermore, it was possible to incorporate high quality structures and Bi fractions up to
8.5 %. Originally considered to be a promising candidate for a laser material on Si, it was
found that despite the large band gap reduction, the alloy is unlikely to lead to efficient
light emitters. This is mainly related to a breakdown of the band edge Bloch character
due to short-range alloy disorder and the indirect band gap. However, the findings are
highly interesting for the Bi community from a theoretical point of view.
Finally, it was possible to realize an improved GaAs1x Bix laser structure with an
emission wavelength of 1015 nm at room temperature.
The second project of this work was the development of a new in-situ setup of a MS
connected to an MOVPE system. The new setup is meant to enable in-situ investigations
of the deposition procedures discussed above. Especially of interest is the decomposition of
MO precursors and analysis of MOVPE process desorption products. Therefore, with the
support of Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH, a 3D ion trapped based MS prototype was prepared,
and an in-situ setup to the MOVPE system was developed. The main challenge was to
maintain the balance between transferring the analyte as unmodified as possible from
the reactor chamber into the mass spectrometer and simultaneously not influencing the
MOVPE process itself. Despite initial difficulties, the setup was successfully developed, and
the potential was demonstrated by investigating the decomposition of TBAs. The main
advantages of the new setup are the short measurement time for a mass spectrum over a
large range and the ultra sensitive ionization conditions. The investigations on further
MOs and growth processes are still under investigation at the moment of submission of
this work and will be published separately.
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Altogether, it can be concluded that the investigations of this work led to various
new insights into the growth of bismide containing III/V materials. Furthermore, the
developed in-situ setup of the MS at an MOVPE system allows decomposition and
growth investigations on a new level, which was demonstrated by TBAs decomposition
experiments.

CHAPTER

6

Author’s Contribution

In the following chapter, I will briefly discribe the original contributions during the three
years of my PhD, see 6.1. In section 6.2, the full publications, which are actually part of this
work, will follow with information about my personal contributions to every publication.
Finally, further publications with a significant contribution by me not directly connected
to bismides nor to mass spectrometry studies, but also published during my PhD, will be
listed (section 6.3).

6.1 Original Contributions
All studies and findings in this work are the result of many different experiments, discussions,
group meetings, and collaborations. The main topic of this work is the MOVPE deposition
of bismide containing III/Vs. I started my thesis with the results on the MOVPE growth
of GaAs1x Bix using alternative precursors from my master thesis and the knowledge
Peter Ludewig gathered during his PhD thesis. Among other questions, those results led
to the questions of gas phase and decomposition reactions during the growth of bismide
containing materials. Therefore, further growth studies were performed, and the first
peer-review paper on the growth with alternative metalorganics (MOs) was written, see
section 6.2.5. Simultaneously, I started to develop the MS setup at one of our MOVPE
systems to enable further insights into the complex growth of III-Bi-V semiconductors.
This was a collaboration with Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH. They provided the MS prototype,
and my task was to find a setup that enables in-situ studies at the MOVPE system. During
the first year, we worked on the preparation of the MS for the special environment of our
MOVPE machine. Simultaneously, I planned the setup for the connection between MS and
MOVPE with technical support from Thomas Ochs and through supportive discussions
with Kerstin Volz, Wolfgang Stolz, and the research team of Carl Zeiss. The second year
was used to implement the setup and to connect the MS to the MOVPE. After various
difficulties with the MS itself and after the challenges of the setup were tackled, the first
actual decomposition studies could finally start in the beginning of 2017. Finally, the
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decomposition analysis of the well described TBAs precursor enabled the demonstration
of the potential of the newly developed setup. Kerstin Volz, Wolgang Stolz, and Ralf
Tonner provided helpful theoretical input for the interpretation of the collected data. The
technical implementation of the MS-MOVPE setup and the proof of concept using TBAs
was published in a peer-review paper, see section 6.2.1.
Since the work with the MS prototype was challenging and there were many smaller and
bigger interruptions due to MS problems which needed to be fixed by the Carl Zeiss team,
there was time to work on further studies on bismide III/Vs over the last three years. The
studies on GaAs1yx Py Bix were inspired by fruitful discussions at the international Bi
Workshop in Cork (Ireland). With the assistance of Thilo Hepp as well as Peter Ludewig
and with advice from Kerstin Volz, I worked with Stephen Sweeney, Shirong Jin, and
Konstanze Hild from the University of Surrey to calculate the band structure for this
material system on GaAs. Sangam Chatterjee and Nils Rosemann from the University of
Marburg demonstrated first GaAs1yx Py Bix PL on our samples. This collaboration is
summarized in the paper published with Applied Materials Today (section 6.2.4). Further
studies on the GaAs1yx Py Bix samples were carried out in cooperative work with Susan
Babcock and Weixin Chen from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. During my twomonth stay in Madison, we prepared different quaternary Bi samples and investigated
the composition on a high spatial 3D resolution using atom probe tomography (APT).
Thereby, it was possible to confirm the method of composition dertermination applied
on the quaternary materials. Additionally, further spectral ellipsometry measurements
on various samples grown in Marburg were done by Zoe Bushell and Stephen Sweeney
from the University of Surrey. Those studies led to the determination of important optical
constants and critical points of dilute bismide alloys, see section 6.2.7.
The growth of GaAs1yx Py Bix showed that local strain might play an important
role regarding the Bi incorporation limit in III/V semiconductors. Therefore, further
GaAs1yx Ny Bix was epitaxially grown and compared to GaAs1x Bix . This led to the
publication about the role of strain in bismide containing III/V materials, where Eduard
Sterzer and Kerstin Volz provided supportive input, see section 6.2.3.
The idea to deposit GaP1x Bix was born at the international Bi workshop in Madison in
2015, where Oleg Rubel talked about the band structure unfolding of this material. After
the successful deposition of this highly meta-stable material was demonstrated in Marburg
(section 6.2.2), the samples were further investigated in close collaboration with Christopher
Broderick from the Tyndall Institut in Cork Ireland and with Zoe Bushell and Stephen
Sweeney in Surrey (section 6.2.6). Furthermore, during STEM experiments on GaP1x Bix
by Andreas Beyer 19 , it was found that this material is excellent for investigations of STEM
methods, which are under investigation by Jürgen Belz, see section 6.2.8.
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6.2.1 MOVPE Gas Phase Analysis Setup - With Newly Designed, Highly Sensitive and
Real-Time Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer
L. Nattermann, O. Maßmeyer, E. Sterzer, V. Derpmann, H. Y. Chung, W. Stolz, K. Volz,
submitted to Scientific Reports (2017)
Abstract
This is a report about the first setup of a recently developed, extremely sensitive, and
very fast 3D quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer inline in a metalorganic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) system. This setup was developed ultimately for the decompositionand the interaction analysis of different established and novel metalorganic sources for
MOVPE deposition of III/V semiconductors. To make insitu gas-phase and growth
interaction analysis on a new level of sensitivity possible without disturbing the MOVPE
growth process itself, an optimized experimental connection of the mass spectrometer
to the MOVPE system is required. This work reports on the realization of such an
experimental setup and provides first proof of concept for decomposition analysis. In
addition, a comparison to previous studies and gas-phase analysis at MOVPE systems
will be given in this work.
The Authors contribution
My contribution to this work was the planning, development and execution of the experimental setup and all decomposition experiments. The support for the mass spectrometer
itself came from V. Derpmann and H. Y. Chung. All co-authors helped to interpret the
data and to improve the manuscript written by me.
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Abstract
This is a report about the first setup of a recently developed, extremely sensitive and very fast 3D
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer inline in a metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) system.
This setup was developed ultimately for the decomposition- and the interaction analysis of different
established and novel metalorganic sources for MOVPE deposition of III/V semiconductors. To make
insitu gas-phase and growth interaction analysis on a new level of sensitivity possible without disturbing
the MOVPE growth process itself, an optimized experimental connection of the mass spectrometer to
the MOVPE system is required. This work reports on the realization of such an experimental setup and
provides first proof of concept for decomposition analysis. In addition, a comparison to previous studies
and gas-phase analysis at MOVPE systems will be given in this work.

1. Introduction
Metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE), first used for semiconductor growth on an industrial scale in the
eighties [1], is a well-established and essential method for processes in large areas of the semiconductor industry
today [2], [3]. From light emitting diode (LED) manufacturing and computer chip production to deposition of
semiconductor lasers and solar cells, a billion dollar market is based on MOVPE [4]. Hence, a thorough
understanding of the gas-phase processes as well as in situ process gas analysis can help make manufacturing
consistently more efficient and the development of new semiconductor materials possible. In particular, the
deposition of III/V semiconductors requires high technical standards and purified metalorganic precursors (MOs),
as impurities even in the parts per million (ppm) range can cause high defect densities and often lead to inoperable
devices [5]. Additionally, even the smallest changes in gas-phase and partial pressure ratios of the different sources
can have a large influence on the growth characteristics of semiconductor materials.
Decomposition analysis on MOs for III/V semiconductor growth was first performed in the late eighties and early
nineties, when novel precursors like tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) and triethylgallium (TEGa) entered the market. As
already reported by others, these studies are highly complex [6], [7]. Different experimental approaches for gasphase investigations on MOVPE systems were tested in previous experiments. Some of the first experiments were
performed by Yoshida and Watanabe [8], who reported on mass spectrometry studies of trimethylgallium (TMGa)
and TEGa decomposition reaction in H2 and N2 and introduced one of the first setups for decomposition
measurements of MO sources. One experimental barrier that needs to be overcome is the different pressure
regimes between the MOVPE growth system on one side and the mass spectrometer system on the other. For
most studies linear quadrupole mass spectrometers (QMS) were used. Hence, at least two expensive pressure
reduction stages were necessary to reduce the pressure from MOVPE conditions (mbar range) down to 1E-5 mbar
needed for QMS operation [9]. Furthermore, the pressure reduction can lead to changes in the gas-phase so that
in situ measurements become even more challenging [6]. Lee et al. published a study on mass spectrometry
investigations on the MOVPE growth of GaAs in which they developed a setup to prevent these effects [6]. However,
a disadvantage of their experimental approach is that the whole system is meant to investigate decomposition
reactions and is not designed for growing semiconductors on a large scale. The problem is that decomposition
characteristics will change when growth conditions are changed [4]–[9], so that a setup for decomposition

investigations alone is an important first step, but ultimately an inline process analysis tool is needed to provide the
possibility of understanding gas-phase reactions and surface reactions under real MOVPE growth conditions [8],
[10]–[15].
Additionally, previous studies showed that the addition of precursors, a change of V/III rations, and, of course,
temperature variations can lead to an alteration of the decomposition pathways and their products and therefore
often to an important change of growth characteristics [13], [16]. Mashita et al. for example, observed that the mass
spectrum of a TEGa and trimethylaluminum (TMAl) mixture does not correspond to a simple sum of the spectra,
measured for the two individual alkyls [9].
As an example and currently under investigation are gas-phase analyses of the growth of GaAs1-xBix and GaP1-xBi x,
since MOVPE growth studies showed that the limitation of the Bi incorporation in these two different ternaries is not
only explainable by strain and solubility barriers, but also gas-phase reactions or surface reactions between different
precursors seem to play a role [17]–[19].
In addition to the investigations on gas-phase processes during the growth and the combination of established
precursors, studies with novel precursors are of interest as well. Recently, several precursors have been introduced
for the growth of III/V semiconductors [20]–[22]. Some of those precursors showed promising properties for dilute
nitride III/V semiconductor growth, but also gave rise to questions about the gas-phase interactions, as large
differences compared to the growth with conventional precursors were observed. The N incorporation efficiency in
GaAs for the growth with the novel precursor (DTBAA) was orders of magnitude higher than the N incorporation
efficiency of the conventional N precursor (UDMHy). Gas phase calculations lead to the assumption that the
decomposition mechanism plays a significant role [20].
Furthermore, C incorporation in III/V semiconductors is crucial in terms of device performance. As the source of C
incorporation is not yet fully understood for several III/V semiconductors and especially dilute nitrides, gas-phase
investigations could help to understand and to decrease the C content. This becomes an even more important
question because low temperature MOVPE growth has recently been gaining attention [23].
In this work we will present a new experimental setup of a real-time and highly sensitive mass spectrometer inline
connected to a conventional horizontal MOVPE system as the first step for future gas-phase investigations of
MOVPE processes. The setup thereby enables in situ MOVPE growth investigations, without disturbing or changing
the growth process itself. The experimental setup with its advantages and challenges will be discussed in detail.
Furthermore, as a proof of concept, decomposition studies on TBAs will be shown and discussed in context to the
literature [10].

2. Experimental Equipment
2.1 MOVPE
The MOVPE system used for this work is a horizontal reactor design Aixtron Aix 200 with gas foil rotation. The
system is separated into three parts, the gas supply-and mixing-cabinet, the reactor chamber with glove box for
sample exchange, and the exhaust gas system. Both, H2 and N2, can be used as carrier gas and are purified to at
least 9N purity. All pipes are made of electron beam polished stainless steel and are always kept under room
temperature to prevent both pre-reactions of the carrier gas and MOs and condensation or deposition of chemicals
on the inner pipe walls. For group III-and group-V MOs, two gas pipes are available for each gas supply to the
reactor chamber. Hence, pre-reactions of the different MOs are detained. The total flow rate in the reactor chamber
was 6800 sccm. The susceptor temperature was between room temperature and 850 °C. The susceptor is located
in a quartz liner and the temperature is controlled by a thermocouple in the center of the susceptor. The difference
between inner susceptor temperature and surface temperature is determined by observing a phase change of Al
coated Si substrates on the susceptor. The reactor chamber surface is 720 cm2, including silica liner surface and
susceptor surface (100 cm2).

2.2 Mass Spectrometer
The instrument used here is a recently developed 3D quadruple ion trap (QIT) based mass spectrometer (Zeiss
iTrap®, Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH). Figure 1 shows a sketch of the mass spectrometer and its electronics. The QIT
itself is located in a stainless steel cube, which is directly connected to a turbo molecular pump, which generates
an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) in the measurement chamber. As an interface between the analyte source and the
mass spectrometer a fast atomic layer deposition (ALD) valve, with pulse times below 50 ms, is used. Inside the

QIT an integrated electron gun ionizes the analyte with an energy of 70 eV. After ionization the newly created ions
are stored by applying a radio frequency (RF) to the ring electrode inside the QIT. Then the stored ions are excited
by a stimulus to assure a correlated movement of the ions. A highly sophisticated signal compensation concept
with selective ion excitation techniques and advanced low-noise charge amplifiers close to the measurement
chamber (see figure 1) makes it then possible to detect the mirror current induced by the oscillating ions in the QIT.
This mirror current is analyzed by a software tool and after fast Fourier transformation (FFT) leads to the
corresponding mass spectrum.

Figure 1: Sketch of the signal path of the quadruple ion trap based mass spectrometer.

This mass spectrometer was chosen, as it does not have any detector surfaces that can degenerate by hydrogen
or covered by MOVPE gases. Furthermore all surfaces are inert to reduce reactions with the analyte and assure
reproducible measurements. This is also ensured by heating the mass analyzer to approximately 100°C at all time.
To reduce the amount of precursor ions the stored waveform inverse Fourier Transform (SWIFT) technique can be
applied to selectively eject ions from the QIT and increase the sensitivity for the decomposition or product ions. The
resolution (Δm/m) of the instrument is better than 1000, however due to shortcomings of the mass calibration in the
current experimental setup the mass accuracy is only giving nominal masses.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Mass spectrometer – MOVPE setup
Firstly, the connection between the MOVPE system and mass spectrometer will be described in detail. Afterwards,
a discussion of the advantages and challenges of the setup, the new mass spectrometer, and its applicability for
MOVPE gas-phase investigations will follow.
The setup consists of three different parts (see figure 2). First, the adjusted MOVPE reactor and liner system,
second, the bypass, which transports the analyte from the reactor chamber to the mass spectrometer and then to
the exhaust gas system; and third, the mass spectrometer itself, which is also connected to the exhaust gas system.
The quartz glass liner (B) in the Aixtron Aix 200 horizontal reactor (A) was extended by a glass flange (E) at the
end of the liner to keep gas flow turbulences before and above the growth area as small as possible. A tapered
quartz glass nozzle (D) is used to sample gas from exactly the center of the growth area, approximately 0.8 mm
above the susceptor, through the extended glass flange. This nozzle is connected to a ¼ inch diameter, electron
polished, stainless steel pipe by a glass metal transition (F), to absorb the different thermal expansions of quartz
glass and stainless steel. This first part of the setup, located in the reactor chamber, was already successfully used
by our group in previous studies [24]–[27]. The analyte then enters the bypass and passes the reactor gate through
an O-ring seal (H). A needle valve at the beginning of the bypass makes it possible to keep the bypass under
constant vacuum (50 mbar < bypass < 5E-3 mbar) for when the reactor needs to be opened in order to change
samples or clean the quartz glass components. Contamination of the bypass is thereby avoided. The ALD valve

(K), which allows very short gas pulses in the mass spectrometer chamber, is located between a needle valve (J)
and a pressure controller (L) to provide constant gas flow and pressure conditions for the measurements.
Additionally, the bypass between the reactor gate and the pressure controller is heated to 100°C, in order to prevent
accumulation and condensation of analyte on the pipe walls. After the pressure controller a backing pump (N)
provides a constant gas flow through the bypass. The bypass ends at the connection of the exhaust of the backing
pump to the scrubber of the MOVPE system.

Figure 2: Experimental setup of MOVPE (reactor) and connection to mass spectrometer system. Liner purge A, silica
glass liner B, susceptor C, nozzle for analyte suction D, quartz glass flange E, glass-metal-transition F, reactor gate
G, O-ring seal H, ball valve I, needle valve J, ALD valve (gas supply to mass spectrometer) K, pressure controller L,
turbo molecular pump M, backing pumps( for analyte bypass and for turbo pump) N

The ALD valve located between needle valve and pressure controller pulses analyte into the mass spectrometer.
Directly connected to the mass spectrometer, a turbo molecular pump (M) generates an ultra-high vacuum inside
the measurement chamber. A second backing bump (N) (also connected to the scrubber) generates the prevacuum for the turbo pump.
The main challenge of gas-phase investigations of MOVPE growth processes in general is to maintain the balance
between transferring the analyte as unmodified as possible into the mass spectrometer and simultaneously not
influencing the MOVPE process itself. This balance has been realized in this work by operating the bypass under
stable conditions, similar to the reactor pressure in the growth chamber. Expensive pressure reduction stages,
which can change the analyte itself, are thereby avoided. The backing pump in combination with the needle valve
and the pressure controller allows for a constant and stable flux of the analyte (between the needle valve and
pressure controller) directly from the gas-phase above the sample, where the decomposition takes place.
Simultaneously, the flow turbulences in the reactor, caused by the nozzle, are minimized and engineered to be
located behind the actual growth area.
Additionally, the recording time for a single spectrum is below 2 sec, so that a high data point density and a large
number of measurements for improved statistics are possible. However, experiments have shown that a recovery
time of about 20 sec for the ultra-high vacuum in the mass spectrometer chamber is recommended (depending on
the bypass pressure) to achieve clear spectra. Furthermore, a fine adjustment of parameters of the mass
spectrometer makes a sensitive ionization possible. Thereby, the analyte is not fractured, as for standard 70 eV
ionization, and makes interpretation of the recorded spectra easier. Altogether this makes the new mass
spectrometer setup in the MOVPE system a highly effective tool for investigating and controlling gas-phase
processes.
In regards to the challenges, which are under research at the moment, another important point of the described
experiment is the large number of parameters of the mass spectrometer itself. Although, this opens up the possibility
of sensitive and exact real-time measurements on one hand, it requires a sophisticated adjustment of all the
parameters on the other. In order to find suitable parameters for gas-phase investigations and to understand the

parameter characteristics of the mass spectrometer, the well-known TBAs precursor was investigated. Results of
these experiments are presented and discussed in the following.

3.2 Proof of concept – decomposition investigations of TBAs
3.2.1 Results
In order to verify the functionality of the experimental setup, results of TBAs investigations are presented and
discussed in context to the literature.
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Figure 3: Mass spectrum of TBAs at 30°C for standard ionization conditions a) and sensitive ionization b). The partial
pressure was 7.5E-3 mbar, the ionization potential = 70 eV.

Figure 3a shows the mass spectrum of TBAs at 30 °C with a TBAs partial pressure of 7.5E-3 mbar. Mass
spectrometer parameters as RF and pulse width of the stimulus were optimized for detection of a mass range from
15 amu to 160 amu. The most prominent peak (principal peak) is located at 57 amu. This peak is related to tBuradicals from the fragmentation of TBAs. But also C2-chains (29 amu) and C3-chains (39, 41 and 43 amu) are clearly
visible. AsH was also detected (76 amu), as well as monomethylarsine (91 amu), dimethylarsine (101-105 amu),
and the parent molecule at 117 amu (loss of 2H, CH3) and 134 amu (TBAs). The spectrum in figure 3b was taken
under sensitive ionization conditions. The parent peak of TBAs is most prominent at 134 amu. The only
fragmentation product due to EI is the tBu peak at 57 amu, but also this peak is smaller than for standard 70 eV
ionization conditions. No further significant fragmentation products were found.
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Figure 4: Plot of the most relevant TBAs decomposition- and fragmentation- products, the parent molecule TBAs
(134 amu) the tBu-radical (57 amu) and Isobutene (56 amu) vs. temperature. The temperature was determined by
correlation with data from [10], as only the susceptor temperature could be measured during experiments.

Additionally, temperature dependent measurements of the decomposition products were performed. Results of
these experiments are plotted in figure 4. All temperature dependent measurements are recorded without GaAs
substrates or GaAs coating of the susceptor or the liner. Since the thermocouple is located in the susceptor, the
gas-phase temperature was determined by the correlation of the decomposition rate with results from [6]. Three
mass spectra were recorded for every temperature point from 240°C on, were the thermal decomposition begins.
The intensity plotted is the mean value of these three measurements; the error bar shows the standard deviation.
The most relevant decomposition products of TBAs are isobutene (C4H8) and isobutane (C4H10) [28]. The intensity
could be monitored by mass 56 amu and 58 amu directly, since sensitive ionization conditions were used, which is
different from previous studies were isobutane was tracked by 43 amu [10], [29]. At around 250 °C gas-phase
temperature, the TBAs signal decreases with increasing temperature. The parent peak disappears fully at around
450 °C. Increasing isobutane production, starts slightly before 300 °C, and the isobutene signal starts to increase
at 325 °C, about 50 °C after the isobutane signal increases. The tBu radical (57 amu) decreases slightly after the
TBAs signal at 350°C. It is then tracked by the isobutane signal and decreases down to a constant level at 450°C.

3.2.2 Comparison to literature
Figure 3a shows a typical room temperature mass spectrum of a metal organic precursor. Most of the peaks are
caused by the fragmentation of the TBAs molecule due to the electron ionization (70 eV), inside the mass
spectrometer. The influence of the EI process on the analyte is always important and the first step that needs to be
taken into account in order to interpret the mass spectra. Various databases of fragmentation spectra of different
molecules and fragments are available for the 70 eV EI technique. For these studies the database Chemistry
WebBook of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) was used for identification [29]. The results
observed are in good agreement with the literature [10], [30], [31]. In the study published by Larsen, Buchan and
Stringfellow [6], the same fragmentation spectrum was found for TBAs at room temperature. This is an important
finding, as it shows that the results obtained with the experimental setup discussed here, is suitable for direct
comparison with data from previous studies. It also indicates that established mass spectrometer databases can
be used for interpretation of mass spectra collected with the new mass spectrometer, which was not clear in the
first place, since different ionization techniques often lead to a different fragmentation of molecules during the
ionization process in mass spectrometers (see 2.2). This enables a straightforward comparison to previous studies.

However, the fragmentation of the analyte due to ionization often makes interpretation of the obtained mass spectra
more complicated, especially when temperature dependent measurements are performed and the thermal
decomposition of the analyte is under investigation. Figure 3b shows a spectrum of TBAs, also recorded at 30°C
as in figure 3a, but under fine adjustment of mass spectrometer parameters for sensitive ionization conditions. One
can see that the only fragmentation product is the tBu radical (57 amu) and the most prominent peak comes from
the TBAs (134 amu) itself. Thereby it is possible to directly interpret the mass spectra by the weight of the molecules
produced due to thermal decomposition.
The results of the temperature dependent measurements in figure 4 provide insights into the thermal decomposition
characteristics of TBAs. While isobutane and isobutene are products of the thermal decomposition of the TBAs
molecule, the tBu radicals are both, a fragmentation product of the ionization and a decomposition product of the
thermal induced decomposition of the precursor at higher temperatures. In previous studies TBAs was tracked by
the 57 amu peak as the parent molecule was mostly fractured by EI [10]. The sensitive ionization used here makes
it possible to distinguish between TBAs and tBu molecules as can be seen in fig. 4. From room temperature up to
250 °C, the concentration of the all products is caused by a small number of fractured TBAs molecules. From
250 °C, the spectra change when the thermal decomposition of the TBAs starts. The tBu concentration (57 amu)
decreases slightly after the TBAs due to the thermal induced generation of free radicals. The fact that the isobutane
signal (58 amu) tracks the tBu signal from about 375°C could also be caused by EI cracking of an H atom from the
isobutane molecules.
The observation that the production of isobutane starts slightly before the generation of isobutene confirms the
findings of Larsen et al. and Lee et al. [10], [28]. They found that the abundance of isobutane dominates at lower
temperatures before the production of isobutene as a product of β-H-elimination increases significantly at
temperatures above 400 °C. Also Foster et al. and Zimmermann et al. reported that there are two decomposition
pathways, first a free radical process producing isobutane and second a β-H-elimination process, generating
isobutene as a side product [30], [31]. Hence, the observations made in these experiments as well confirm β-Helimination as the main decomposition mechanism at temperatures above 390°C [32], [33].
All findings agree well with previous experimental investigations, so that the functionality of the setup discussed
here is confirmed to be suitable for future gas-phase and decomposition investigations. Furthermore, it seems to
be a promising candidate to enable deeper insights into decomposition gas phase processes of metal organic
precursors during MOVPE.

4. Summary
A new setup for inline gas-phase investigations on a MOVPE system was introduced. The characteristics,
advantages and challenges of the developed experimental setup were illustrated and discussed in context of
previous experimental studies on metalorganic decomposition pathways. TBAs experiments showed good
agreement with the literature.
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a b s t r a c t
Dilute bismide containing materials can play an important role in addressing the issue of finding new
highly efficient lasers for telecommunications as well as sensing applications. In the last several years
a growing body of literature has emerged, particularly on the growth of Ga(AsBi). However, the metal
organic vapor phase epitaxy growth of Ga(AsBi) with high amounts of Bi, which are necessary to
overcome Auger recombination and reach telecommunications wavelengths, still remains a challenge.
Ga(PBi) could be a promising alternative, but has not been deposited with significant amounts of Bi so
far. A second argument for Ga(PBi) is that it could be grown on GaP, which was already deposited on
Si. A number of researchers have reported theoretical calculations on the band structure of Ga(PBi),
but experimental results are still lacking.
In this work we present the first Ga(PBi) structures, grown by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy on
GaP and on GaP on Si. By careful characterization with high resolution X-ray diffraction, atomic force
microscopy, secondary ion mass spectrometry and scanning transmission electron microscopy, we will
show that we have realized high quality Ga(PBi) with Bi fractions over 8%.
Ó 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
One of the main reasons for the growing body of publications
[1] on Bi containing III/Vs is the substantial reduction of band
gap energy achieved by adding small amounts of Bi. For example,
a band gap reduction between 80 and 90 meV per % Bi has been
calculated and experimentally confirmed for Ga(AsBi) [2–5]. Additionally, it was found in previous studies that an Auger recombination process leading to the excitation of a hot hole into the spinorbit split-off sub-band is responsible for the majority of the
injected current in currently used near-infrared lasers [6,7]. As
the spin-orbit splitting increases drastically with increasing Bi fraction, this heat generating loss process can be suppressed for Bi fractions higher than 10% in Ga(AsBi), since then the spin-orbit
splitting becomes larger than the band gap [5]. Other Bi containing
materials, such as (GaIn)(AsBi), Ga(PAsBi), Ga(NAsBi), In(PBi), In
(SbBi) or Ga(SbBi) have been presented, and similar properties
have been observed [8–11]. The main challenge faced by many
metal organic vapor phase experiments (MOVPE) is realizing high
quality material for highly efficient optoelectronic applications
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E-mail address: lukas.nattermann@physik.uni-marburg.de (L. Nattermann).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2017.02.021
0022-0248/Ó 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

with a high enough Bi-incorporation as needed for the application.
Ga(PBi) could be a promising candidate for realizing a telecommunication wavelength emission laser [12,13] and additionally
presents the possibility of realizing laser applications on Si, as
Ga(PBi) is grown on GaP and GaP can be deposited nearly latticematched on Si [14]. P was already used for the growth of another
Bi containing III/V semiconductor, Ga(PAsBi) [15,16]. However,
Ga(PAsBi) was grown lattice matched on GaAs and large differences of the gas phase due to TBAs supply make a direct comparison to the growth characteristics of Ga(PBi) on GaP difficult.
Samajdar et al. and Polak et al. recently reported on theoretical
band structure calculations for Ga(PBi) [12,13]. They calculated different band shifts per percent Bi, 67 meV [12] and 206 meV [13].
Christian et al. published results on MBE grown Ga(PBi) samples
up to 1.1% Bi [17,18]. Publications on the growth of Ga(PBi) with
significant higher amounts of Bi and experimental results of
Ga(PBi) for comparison and verification of theoretical calculations
[1,12,13] are still lacking.
This work focuses on how the highly metastable material
Ga(PBi) could be deposited by MOVPE. The first MOVPE grown
Ga(PBi) layers will be presented and structurally characterised by
means of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), high
resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM).
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3. Ga(PBi) on GaP
3.1. Results
As there is no literature on the growth parameters of Ga(PBi) at
all, experience from previous studies on dilute Ga(AsBi) [21,22]
was used to begin the deposition of the novel material. A suitable
parameter set was found where growth of this highly metastable
material is possible. At 400 °C growth temperature, a TBP/TEGa
ratio of 20 and a high partial pressure of group III - Pp(TEGa)
= 0.042 mbar (25.484 mmol/min) - and a total flux of 6800 ml, the
first Bi incorporation was observed. Afterwards, at first, the Bi supply was systematically varied. Fig. 1 shows the HRXRD measurements of the resulting samples. As the TMBi supply increases, the
Bi fraction in the layer increases until a certain saturation level,
where further increase of the Bi supply does not lead to a higher
Bi incorporation, but droplets on the surface and a decreasing
growth rate occur [23]. The disappearance of the Pendellösung
fringes of the Ga(PBi) layer also indicates a decreasing layer– and
interface quality, when the TMBi supply is further increased after
the region of saturation was entered. AFM scans were performed
to get information about surface quality and formation of Bi droplets. Fig. 2a and b show two AFM images depicting the surfaces
of structures A and B, marked in Figs. 1 and 3a. Smooth surfaces
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All layers were grown using a commercially available Aixtron
horizontal reactor system (AIX 200-reactor) with gas foil rotation.
Pd purified H2 carrier gas (10 N) was used at a reduced reactor
pressure of 50 mbar. All Ga(PBi) layers were grown on exact
n-type GaP (0 0 1) substrates or on GaP on Si templates [14]. For
the growth on the GaP substrates, a 200 nm GaP buffer layer,
deposited at 675 °C, implemented a high quality growth surface
for the growth of all Ga(PBi) bulk structures. All Ga(PBi) layers in
this study are between 50 and 200 nm thick. For the growth on
GaP on Si, a 600 mm thick Si substrate with a 35 nm GaP buffer
layer was used, whereby 28 nm of the GaP were nucleated in an
Aixtron closed coupled showerhead cluster reactor and 7 nm were
grown in the horizontal reactor, right before the growth of the
Ga(PBi) bulk layer. The nucleation of GaP on exact Si (0 0 1) substrates has been described before [14]. During the temperature
ramps between the GaP buffer layers and Ga(PBi) layers, the GaP
surface was TBP stabilized to prevent desorption of P atoms during
the temperature change. The growth temperature of the Ga(PBi)
layers was 400 °C or 450 °C. Triethylgallium (TEGa), tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP) and trimethylbismuth (TMBi) were used as
precursors for gallium, phosphorus and bismuth, respectively.
For the investigations of the different layers we used (HRXRD)
in a Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer to determine the growth
rate as well as Bi-incorporation. The HRXRD pattern was simulated
around the (0 0 4)-GaP substrate peak, assuming the GaBi lattice
constant to be 6.33 Å [19]. AFM images were taken with a Nanoscope IIIa in tapping mode to study surface morphologies and
metallic droplets on the surface. The STEM HAADF (high angle
annular dark field) micrographs were taken with a double CS corrected JEOL 2200FS microscope operating at 200 kV. Image series
consisting of seven individual images were acquired and aligned
non-rigidly using the Smart-Align software [20] to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio.
First, the results of the variation of Bi supply, TBP/TEGa ratio,
temperature and group III supply for the deposition on GaP substrates will be discussed. Afterwards, the results on the growth
of Ga(PBi) on GaP on Si will be presented. Finally, the first STEM
micrographs of Ga(PBi) layers will be introduced.
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Fig. 1. HRXRD measurements on Ga(PBi) layers from 1.3 to 8.3% Bi.

were realized. In Fig. 2a, which shows a layer below the saturation
region, one can see a droplet-free surface, while 2b shows a layer
above the saturation level, with a high density of Bi droplets. This
behaviour of droplet formation was observed for all growth parameter sets discussed in Fig. 3. Before the region of Bi saturation, the
surface gets smoother with increasing TMBi supply; as the region
of Bi saturation is entered, increasing TMBi supply leads to increasing roughness and density of droplets.
An overview of the growth results and the different influences
of growth parameter variations are given in Fig. 3. First the figure
will be described and an interpretation of the data will follow.
The Bi incorporation vs. the partial pressure of the Bi source is
shown in Fig. 3a; the growth rate is depicted in Fig. 3b. With
increasing Pp(TMBi), the Bi fraction in the layer increases up to
8.3% Bi, to a saturation of Bi incorporation for a TBP/TEGa ratio of
20 (round filled data points) as illustrated in the HRXRD plots in
Fig. 1. The TBP/TEGa ratio was varied, in order to determine the
dependence of the Bi incorporation and the growth rate on the
TBP/TEGa ratio. As one can see, the saturation level of the Bi incorporation decreases down to Bi fractions of 6.4% when the TBP/TEGa
ratio is halved by decreasing the TBP by a factor of two (triangular
data points).
As low temperatures could lead to a higher defect density and a
higher C incorporation due to inefficient decomposition of the metalorganic chemicals, the growth characteristics at a higher temperature were also investigated. Fig. 3c and d shows the comparison of
the growth at 400 °C as discussed before (round filled data points)
and the growth at 450 °C (circular data points) under otherwise
identical growth conditions. In Fig. 3c one can see that the saturation level of the Bi fraction shifts downwards for the higher growth
temperature. At 450 °C, the growth rate (Fig. 3d) is higher compared to 400 °C by more than a factor of four, but the growth rate
of Ga(PBi) drops suddenly to that at 400 °C for Pp(TMBi)
> 0.001 mbar (0.606 mmol/min). The large error bars for the two
experiments at 450 °C in Fig. 3d are caused by a broader main peak
and the disappearance of the Pendellösung fringes in the XRD pattern which leads to a larger uncertainty.
As a third parameter the TEGa partial pressure was of interest,
as it is known from previous studies on Ga(AsBi) that the growth
rate, varied by the group III supply, affects the Bi incorporation
[21]. As the Pp(TEGa) was decreased by a factor of two (TBP/TEGa
was kept constant), the Bi fraction saturation level decreased, and
the saturation region starts at lower TMBi supplies (see Fig. 3e).
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Fig. 2. AFM images of two Ga(PBi) layers A and B, see also Figs. 1 and 3a.

Fig. 3. Growth characteristics for Ga(PBi). Plotted is the Bi fraction and the growth rate vs. TMBi supply for different TBP/TEGa ratios (a and b), temperatures (c and d) and
TEGa partial pressures (e and f). The large error bar in figure (d) is caused by a broader main peak of the XRD pattern and a disappearance of the Pendelösung fringes which
leads to a larger uncertainty. The other uncertainties are within the size of the data points.

The growth rate of the growth with the lower group III supply
decreases earlier, already at Pp(TMBi) = 0.001 mbar, Fig. 3f.
3.2. Discussion
Coming to the interpretation of the data obtained, it is noteworthy that the TBP/TEGa ratio has an impact on the Bi fraction only
when the growth takes place in the region of Bi saturation. When
the TMBi supply is below the saturation level, the TBP/TEGa does
not have any influence on the Bi fraction. While the growth rate
decreases rapidly with increasing TMBi supply and when coming
closer to the region of Bi saturation for the lower TBP/TEGa of 10,
the growth rate stays approximately constant for the higher TBP/
TEGa = 20. These findings lead to the assumption that surface reactions between (TB)P and (TM)Bi might enable a higher Bi incorporation - and in consequence a more constant growth rate -, since
this behaviour is observable only if there is surplus Bi at the surface
(saturation region) and such a behaviour has not been observed for

the growth of Ga(AsBi), so that an interaction between TEGa and
TMBi seems to be unlikely. The details of the mechanism that leads
to the higher Bi fraction and constant growth rate at higher TBP/
TEGa (3a and b) need to be investigated by future gas-phase and
surface in-situ measurements. However, the fact that only the
TBP supply was varied and that the change is only observable in
the region of Bi saturation leads to the assumption that reactions
between TBP and TMBi, or some of their decomposition fragments,
are responsible. Also Fig. 3e and f underline the argument of the
importance of the TB(P)-(TM)Bi reactions, since the halved TBP/
TMBi ratio leads to a lower Bi incorporation. Nevertheless, one
has to be careful with this interpretation at this point, as also the
halved group III supply has an impact on the Bi incorporation here
(discussed below), so that there are multiple effects which are
responsible for the changed Bi incorporation observed between
the two parameter sets in Fig. 3e and f. The decrease of the growth
rate for the lower TBP/TEGa, slightly before the Bi saturation region
is entered, is also caused by another fact. Due to the low
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decomposition rate of the TBP at 400 °C, even a small surface coverage of Bi already hinders connection to the surface and incorporation of the small decomposed amount of TBP.
The decrease in Bi incorporation by a factor of two from 400 °C
to 450 °C can be explained by the fact that the segregation of Bi
atoms to the surface is increased and less Bi stays in the crystal.
Hence, also more Bi remains at the surface, blocking the growth
front so that the crystal quality decreases (increasing uncertainty
for growth rate) and the growth rate decreases down to that at
400 °C and finally the growth drops at Pp(TMBi) = 0.0022 mbar.
This is different compared to the growth at 400 °C where deposition with this TMBi supply is still possible. The increasing growth
rates at 450 °C for the lower TMBi supplies, indicate the low
decomposition rates of TEGa, and especially TBP, at 400 °C and
underline that gas-phase investigations would be of great interest
to determine the gas-phase reactions and desorbed species from
the growth surface, in order to make a detailed description of the
growth mechanisms possible.
The variation of group III supply in Fig. 3e and f reveals, at
halved TEGa supply, an expected decrease of the growth rate and
a reduced Bi incorporation with an earlier beginning of saturation.
This shift of the saturation region to lower Bi layer fractions and
lower TMBi supplies is caused by a relatively higher amount of Bi
atoms, segregating to the growth front, compared to the faster
growth at higher TEGa partial pressures. However, the growth rate
for the growth without TMBi supply decreases only by 15% when
the TEGa supply is halved, although the group III supply was
reduced by a factor of two. This can be explained by the fact that
at these low temperatures not only TEGa is growth limiting but
also TBP, as the decomposition rate of TBP is very low at these temperatures. Hence, also the absolute TBP/TEGa ratio must be
adjusted to compare the growth rates, as the decomposition rates
of TEGa and TBP change differently between 400 °C and 450 °C.

deposited on a GaP on Si template under the same conditions used
(Fig. 3a) for the growths on GaP. Results of HRXRD measurements
on a Ga(PBi) layer on GaP in comparison to Ga(PBi) on GaP on Si are
depicted in Fig. 4. The samples shown here are sample A from
Figs. 1 and 3a and the Ga(PBi) layer grown under the same conditions, but on GaP on Si. Although there is a small lattice mismatch
between the Si substrate and the GaP buffer layer, the Ga(PBi) layer
on Si base contains the same amount of Bi under similar growth
conditions as the layer grown on GaP substrate.
To look at the structural quality of the deposited Ga(PBi) layers
in more detail, a dedicated STEM sample was grown and investigated by applying the HAADF technique.

4. Ga(PBi) on GaP on Si
To verify whether Ga(PBi) can also be grown on Si substrate,
some of the test layers before and after the saturation region were
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Fig. 4. HR-XRD results of a Ga(PBi) layer on GaP (green) and a Ga(PBi) layer on GaP
on Si (black), grown under otherwise same growth conditions. The growth
conditions were the one of sample B in Fig. 3a. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 5. HAADF overview image of the dedicated TEM structure containing Ga(PBi)
layers with different compositions (a). Atomic resolution HAADF images of the
upper and lower interface of the Ga(P96.4Bi3.6) layer (b) and (c), respectively. In all
images the viewing direction is [0 1 0] and the growth direction is from bottom to
top.
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An overview image of the sample viewed along the [0 1 0] zone
axis is depicted in Fig. 5a; the growth direction is from bottom to
top. All three layers have Bi fractions below the saturation region.
The first layer was grown under a TBP/TEGa ratio of 10, the second
and the third layer were grown with a TBP/TEGa ratio of 20 (from
bottom to top). The Bi containing layers appear bright in the darker
GaP matrix due to Z contrast [24]. The individual layers exhibit a
homogenous intensity distribution, which means no phase separation or segregation is present. Additionally, the interfaces between
the Ga(PBi) layers and the GaP barriers appear abrupt.
To further confirm this finding, exemplary atomic resolution
images of the upper and lower interface of the layer with a Bi fraction of 3.6% are shown in 5b and c, respectively. A two dimensional
unit cell of GaP is marked in the upper right corner of 5b. Here yellow circles represent group III atomic columns, whereas red1 circles represent the group V columns. The Ga(PBi) can be clearly
distinguished from the pure GaP by the increased intensity of the
group V lattice sites. At both interfaces, the transition from GaP to
Ga(PBi) and vice versa occurs within a few monolayers, confirming
the abruptness of the interfaces.
5. Summary
The first experimental results on the Ga(PBi) samples were presented. Comprehensive growth studies show strong dependencies
between Bi incorporation and growth rate and TBP/TEGa ratio,
temperature and group III supply. By doubling the TPB/TEGa ratio,
a 25% higher Bi incorporation was achieved, while the growth rate
was kept approximately constant independently of the supply of
TMBi, even for the highest TMBi supplies used. 400 °C turned out
to be the optimum growth temperature, since an increase of the
growth temperature up to 450 °C led to a decrease of Bi incorporation by 50% and a diminishing structural quality. A variation of
group III supply showed a slight increase of Bi incorporation and
growth rate for a higher TEGa supply. AFM and STEM studies
showed that the deposition of high structural quality Ga(PBi) with
Bi fractions over 8% were realized on GaP and on GaP on Si substrates. From a structural point of view, excellent III/V material
deposition on Si substrates was achieved. Further optoelectronic
experiments have to show if Ga(PBi) can be a promising candidate
for various lasing and sensing applications.
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Bi containing III/V semiconductors are frequently mentioned for their importance as part
of the next generation of optoelectronic devices. Bi containing ternary and quaternary
materials like Ga(AsBi), Ga(NAsBi) or Ga(PAsBi) are promising candidates to meet the
requirements for new laser structures for telecommunications and solar cell applications.
However, in previous studies it was determined that the incorporation of sufficient amounts
of Bi still poses a challenge, especially when using MOVPE (metalorganic vapour phase
epitaxy) as the growth technique. In order to figure out which mechanisms are responsible
for the limitation of Bi incorporation, this work deals with the question of whether there
is a relationship between strain, induced by the large Bi atoms, and the saturation level of
Bi incorporation in Ga(AsBi).
Ga(NAsBi) structures were grown by MOVPE at a low temperature, 400 °C, and
compared to Ga(PAsBi) as well as Ga(AsBi) growth. By using the two group V atoms P
and N, which have a smaller covalent radius than Bi, the effect of local strain compensation was investigated systematically. The comparison of Bi incorporation in the two
quaternary materials systems proved the importance of local strain for the limitation of
Bi incorporation, in addition to other effects, like Bi surface coverage and hydrocarbon
groups at the growth surface. This, of course, also opens up ways to strain-state-engineer
the Bi incorporation in semiconductor alloys.
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a b s t r a c t
Bi containing III/V semiconductors are frequently mentioned for their importance as part of the next generation of optoelectronic devices. Bi containing ternary and quaternary materials like Ga(AsBi), Ga(NAsBi)
or Ga(PAsBi) are promising candidates to meet the requirements for new laser structures for telecommunications and solar cell applications. However, in previous studies it was determined that the incorporation of sufficient amounts of Bi still poses a challenge, especially when using MOVPE (metalorganic
vapour phase epitaxy) as the growth technique. In order to figure out which mechanisms are responsible
for the limitation of Bi incorporation, this work deals with the question of whether there is a relationship
between strain, induced by the large Bi atoms, and the saturation level of Bi incorporation in Ga(AsBi).
Ga(NAsBi) structures were grown by MOVPE at a low temperature, 400 °C, and compared to Ga(PAsBi)
as well as Ga(AsBi) growth. By using the two group V atoms P and N, which have a smaller covalent radius
than Bi, the effect of local strain compensation was investigated systematically. The comparison of Bi
incorporation in the two quaternary materials systems proved the importance of local strain for the limitation of Bi incorporation, in addition to other effects, like Bi surface coverage and hydrocarbon groups at
the growth surface. This, of course, also opens up ways to strain-state-engineer the Bi incorporation in
semiconductor alloys.
Ó 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The incorporation of bismuth (Bi) in III/V semiconductors can
play an important role in addressing the development of the new
generation of highly efficient optoelectronics devices [1–4]. A
major problem of most of the currently used telecommunications
lasers is their low efficiency, which is approximately 20% [5,6].
The need for cooling due to heat generating loss processes
decreases the efficiency again by an order of magnitude. Bi leads
to a strong reduction of the band gap by 80 meV per % Bi in GaAs
and simultaneously shifts the spin orbit split-off band to lower
energies. Therefore, Auger processes could be suppressed for Bi
fractions above 11% Bi in GaAs [1,7–9]. Furthermore, a decreased
sensitivity of band gap energy to temperature has been observed,
which additionally increases the overall efficiency of Bi containing
devices [10]. The quaternary materials systems Ga(PAsBi) and Ga
(NAsBi) are also promising candidates for a 1 eV sub-cell in
multi-junction solar cells, as the band gap and the lattice constant
can be tuned independently from each other.

⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: lukas.nattermann@physik.uni-marburg.de (L. Nattermann).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2017.04.005
0022-0248/Ó 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Nevertheless, as significant amounts of Bi are required, the metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) growth of these Bi containing materials is challenging. In previous studies a saturation
level of the Bi incorporation in GaAs has been reported [11–14].
This saturation level depends on temperature, growth rate and
As/Ga input ratio; indeed the Bi incorporation in high quality Ga
(AsBi) grown using MOVPE is still limited to a Bi fraction of 7%.
Only in MBE grown samples have Bi fractions of more than 10%
been realized, but temperatures as low as 200 °C are required.
The growth of Ga(AsBi) above the saturation level of Bi incorporation leads to the formation of Bi- and GaBi-droplets at the surface
[12,15]. The influence of strain on the composition of other III-V
materials was investigated in several studies before, like for example in [16]–[18], but was not yet investigated for Bi containing
materials. The influence of strain on the composition of quaternary
bismides is the subject of this work.
In previous studies we and others have already reported on the
influence of hydrocarbon groups on the surface and Bi surface coverage on the Bi incorporation [12,13]. We found that the use of Bi
sources with different hydrocarbon rest groups does not show any
difference in the influence on the growth of Ga(AsBi) [12]; consequently there is no large influence of the kind of alkyl groups on
the surface on the blocking of the growth. Therefore, Ga(PAsBi)
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samples were realized in order to determine what effect the
increasing tensile strain of Ga(PAs) has on the incorporation of Bi
[19,20]. We have shown that the Bi incorporation can be increased
by increasing the phosphorus (P) fraction while the supply of Bi is
kept constant, as long as the growth takes place in the saturation
region of Ga(AsBi) [20].
To determine whether the dependency between the supply of P
and the Bi incorporation increase is strain induced, in this work Ga
(NAsBi) layers were deposited and compared to the Ga(PAsBi) layers from [20]. By growing two different kinds of quaternary Bi layers, both with a group V element (P and nitrogen (N)) that has a
smaller covalent radius than Bi, it can be demonstrated that compensating the local strain by P and N leads to an increasing Bi
incorporation.

2. Experimental procedure
All samples presented in this work were grown by metal
organic vapour phase epitaxy at 400 °C using a horizontal Aixtron
Aix 200 GFR reactor and Pd purified H2 as carrier gas (10 N). The
reactor pressure was 50 mbar, and temperature control was provided by an infrared heating and water-cooling system. The temperature factor between the thermocouple in the susceptor and
the sample surface was found by observing a phase change of
the surface of an Al coated Si substrate. As metal organic precursors, triethylgallium (TEGa), tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs), tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP), trimethylbismuth (TMBi) and 1,1-dimethyl
hydrazine (UDMHy) were used to deposit the ternary and quaternary structures on semi insulating, exact GaAs (0 0 1) substrates.
The partial pressures of TEGa and TBAs were Pp(TEGa) = Pp
(TBAs) = 0.042 mbar, which resulted in growth rates between 0.1
and 0.5 nm per second.
For composition determination of the ternary layers, we used
high resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) and the simulation software X’Pert Epitaxy by Panalytical. The HR-XRD pattern was simulated around the (0 0 4) GaAs-substrate peak, assuming the GaBi
lattice constant to be 6.33 Ǻ [21]. In order to get information about
the composition of the quaternary layers Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi),
HR-XRD and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) were used,
as HR-XRD alone does not provide enough information for composition determination of quaternary layer structures. Fig. 1a shows a
HR-XRD pattern of a Ga(PAsBi) layer stack grown for SIMS investi-

gations. The layer structure of this example is GaAs substrate, Ga
(PAs), GaAs, Ga(PAsBi), GaAs, Ga(AsBi) and a GaAs layer on top.
With SIMS the Bi- and P- (or N-) content were determined in
counts per second. The count rate from the SIMS measurements
of the two ternary layers Ga(PAs) (or Ga(NAs) and Ga(AsBi) were
then used to determine the composition of P and Bi in % in correlation with the HR-XRD results in Fig. 1a. This procedure allows
the conversion from a P- and Bi-count rate of the SIMS measurements to a P- and Bi-fraction in %, see Fig. 1b. The procedure was
the same for all Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) samples.

3. Results and discussion
First the relation between strain and Bi incorporation will be
examined. Afterwards, the results concerning relation between Bi
surface coverage and P and N incorporation will be discussed.
Ga(AsBi), Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) layers were deposited under
the same growth conditions. Fig. 2 illustrates the Bi incorporation
characteristics and the growth rates for the growth of Ga(AsBi),
Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi). The Bi fraction in the layer vs. the partial
pressure of TMBi is plotted for different partial pressures of TBP
(figure a) and UDMHy (figure b). The growth rate vs TMBi is plotted
for different partial pressures of TBP (figure c) and UDMHy (figure
d). As shown in Fig. 2a the Bi incorporation saturates at a certain
saturation level in Ga(AsBi). The start of the saturation level is
defined as the point where further increase of the Bi supply does
not lead to linearly increasing further Bi incorporation, but the formation of droplets on the surface. When TBP is introduced, the saturation level increases with increasing Pp(TBP). Further details
about this behaviour can be found in [20]. A similar behaviour is
illustrated in Fig. 2b for the growth with UDMHy instead of TBP.
In general, the parameter window where the growth of Ga(NAsBi)
is possible, was found to be smaller than for Ga(PAsBi). Additionally, the growth of Ga(NAsBi) is more sensitive to changes of the
gas phase. Nevertheless, with increasing UDMHy supply, the Bi
incorporation increases by shifting the saturation region, although
the supply of Bi is constant. The growth rate decreases constantly
with increasing Bi supply for both materials systems, see
Fig. 2c and d. The decrease of the growth rate with p(TMBi) is
reduced with increasing TBP and UDMHy supply, respectively. This
was already found and discussed in previous studies [20] and is
probably related to the Bi surface coverage.

Fig. 1. HR-XRD pattern of a SIMS sample (a) and the SIMS results of the same sample (b). The P-and Bi-fractions are plotted in % after correlation of the SIMS count rate of the
ternary layers with the HR-XRD pattern.
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the addition of Bi leads to a compressive strain in GaAs. In Fig. 3b
the Bi incorporation in quaternaries Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) is
plotted vs. the strain from P and N in ternaries Ga(PAs) and Ga
(NAs). The circular data points show the Bi fraction in the Bi saturation region. The diamond-shaped data points mark the Bi fraction below the saturation. It is obvious that in both cases, for Ga
(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi), a given strain compensation by the smaller group V atoms leads to the same increase in Bi incorporation.
This indicates that the strain is an important parameter, which is
responsible for the limitation of Bi incorporation in GaAs based
crystals.
The open circles in Fig. 3b depict the Bi fraction for a higher Bi
supply. The increase of the Bi fraction with increasing Pp(TBP) is
even higher for higher Pp(TMBi). Hence, the effect of strain compensation increases for the growth further in the saturation region,
as more Bi is at the growth surface and can be incorporated.
The diamond-shaped data points illustrate that, below the saturation domain, most of the Bi is already incorporated into the Ga
(AsBi) crystal. The introduction of P or N does not have an effect on

Bi fraction [%] (in Ga(PAsBi) or Ga(NAsBi))

In the case of Ga(NAsBi), the decrease of the Bi fraction in the
layer for the highest Bi supply is probably related to an increase
of the UDMHy/TBAs ratio, which leads to a decrease of the Bi incorporation first and for even higher UDMHy/TBAs ratios to a drop of
the Ga(NAsBi) growth rate. However, it is important that an
increase of Bi fraction with increasing TBP or UDMHy can only be
observed in the Bi saturation region. Below the saturation domain,
the supply of TBP or UDMHy does not lead to a higher Bi fraction,
which implies that all the Bi is already incorporated in the crystal.
Once the Pp(TMBi) is in the Ga(AsBi) saturation region, additional P
and N atoms can reduce the Bi induced compressive strain, due to
the tensile strain of P and N and consequently increase the Bi incorporation. To prove this argument, Ga(NAsBi) layers were grown in
order to investigate whether the same tensile strain introduced by
N leads to the same increase of the Bi fraction as for the tensile
strain from P.
Fig. 3a displays the dependency of strain induced by P, Bi and
N in Ga(PAs), Ga(AsBi) and Ga(NAs) on the fraction of P, Bi and N.
Following the addition of P and N, a tensile strain results, whereas
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Fig. 3. Strain in ternary alloys plotted vs. fraction. Relation between Bi incorporation in quaternary Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) and the strain which is compensated by P and N
in Ga(PAs) and Ga(NAs), respectively. The dashed line separates the samples grown with a Bi supply below and above the saturation for pure Ga(AsBi).
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increasing Bi surface coverage the blocking increases; hence the
incorporation of P or N decreases. The drop of the growth rate of
Ga(NAsBi) for Pp(UDMHy) > 0.045 mbar is not fully understood
yet and still under investigation. A change of the surface reconstruction during the growth due to an increase of the V/III ratio
could be responsible for this behaviour.
To verify whether the Bi surface coverage is responsible for the
decreasing P and N incorporation with increasing TMBi supply, the
relative variation of the P or N content from ternary to quaternary
growth ((quaternary content/ternary content)/ternary content ⁄ 100) is plotted vs. the Pp(TMBi) in Fig. 5. One can see that
the decrease of the P and N content increases linearly with increasing TMBi supply. The reason for that is not definitively clarified, but
the stronger decline of the N incorporation compared to the
decrease of the P incorporation could be due to the order of magnitude higher partial pressures of the P source. In addition, the
gas phase and surface reactions are different for UDMHy and
TBP; hence a direct comparison of P and N incorporation is precarious in this case.

TMBi supply [mbar]
Fig. 5. P and N incorporation characteristics. Plotted is the relative variation of P/N
content from the growth of Ga(PAs)/Ga(NAs) to Ga(PAsBi)/Ga(NAsBi) vs. the supply
of TMBi. The growth temperature was 400 °C. All growth conditions were constant
except for Pp(TMBi).

the Bi incorporation, except for a slight decrease of the Bi fraction
related to a significant change of the gas phase and growth surface,
probably due to the relatively high partial pressures of TBP or
UDMHy.
The incorporation characteristics of P and N are different from
the incorporation mechanisms of Bi in Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi).
Fig. 4a displays the P fraction vs. Pp(TBP), Fig. 4b illustrates the
dependency between N fraction and Pp(UDMHy) for different TMBi
supplies. With increasing Pp(TBP), the P fraction increases. The
same behaviour is observed for Ga(NAsBi) with increasing UDMHy
supply. The highest P and N fractions can be observed without
TMBi supply. With increasing TMBi supply, the P fraction in Ga
(PAsBi), as well as the N fraction in Ga(NAsBi), decreases. This is
probably due to the Bi surface coverage that blocks the growth surface and hinders the P and N molecules from connecting to the surface and, of course, a V/V competition between Bi and P. With

4. Summary
To address the question of the relation between strain and Bi
incorporation, several Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) structures were
grown with MOVPE at low temperature under variation of TMBi-,
P-, and N-supply. It was shown that the saturation level for a certain Pp(TMBi) can be shifted to higher Bi fractions with additional
group V atoms like P or N. This proves the assumption that strain is
a very important factor of the limitation of Bi incorporation in
GaAs. This might also open up a way to strain-engineer the Bi
incorporation in III/V semiconductors. The incorporation of N and
P on the other side is limited by the Bi surface coverage and hydrocarbon groups at the growth surface. It was observed that the N
and P incorporation in Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) decreases with
increasing the Bi supply.
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a b s t r a c t
Dilute bismide Ga(PAsBi)-based structures are promising candidates for highly efﬁcient optoelectronic
applications, like the 1 eV sub-cell in multi-junction solar cells or the active region in infra-red laser
diodes. The band gap can be tuned independently from the lattice constant, which theoretically enables
the deposition of lattice-matched layers in a wide range of band gap energies on GaAs substrate. In this
work, ﬁrstly, the shifts in the band edge positions as a function of composition that are possible with the
Ga(PAs(Bi)) alloy were estimated using the virtual crystal approximation and valence band anti-crossing
theory. Secondly, systematic investigations on MOVPE growth of Ga(PAsBi) layers are presented. Finally,
we show the ﬁrst photoluminescence activity of quaternary Ga(PAsBi) and compare the experimental
results to theory.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Dilute bismuth (Bi) containing materials play an important
role in developing highly efﬁcient optoelectronic devices operating in the infrared wavelength region. A key advantage of alloying
III/V semiconductors with Bi is the large band gap reduction by
80 meV per % Bi in GaAs [1,2]. Due to the large band gap reduction
caused by Bi incorporation in GaAs, fundamental loss processes like
Auger recombination can be suppressed, as the energetic difference between valence band and spin-orbit split-off band becomes
larger than the band gap [2–5]. Additionally, a decreased sensitivity of band gap energy to temperature has been observed, which
again increases the efﬁciency of Bi-containing devices [6]. These
features have resulted in a growing body of literature that recognizes the importance of Bi-containing semiconductors for future
optoelectronic devices [7]. However, the synthesis of Bi-containing
materials with a signiﬁcant amount of Bi remains a major challenge,
especially when using MOVPE (metal organic vapour phase epitaxy), as high growth temperatures are needed [8–10]. In addition
to the metastability, the deposition of Ga(AsBi) with Bi fractions

of more than 7% is technically challenging, since there is a large
difference between the covalent radii of Bi and As, which leads
to increasing strain with increasing Bi content [9], [11]. In order
to compensate the compressive strain introduced by Bi, smaller
P could be incorporated. Forghani et al. have ﬁrst shown that in
MOVPE grown Ga(PAsBi) layers, growth with PH3 is possible [12].
In this work, ﬁrstly, the shifts in the band edge positions as a
function of composition were estimated using the virtual crystal
approximation and valence band anti-crossing theory. Secondly,
systematic investigations on the growth of Ga(PAs) and Ga(PAsBi)
layers with tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP) as P source were realized.
In order to incorporate a signiﬁcant amount of Bi, relatively low
growth temperatures of 400 ◦ C are required. Therefore, the growth
of Ga(PAs) was investigated as a ﬁrst step; as a second step, Bi was
added to Ga(PAs). After comprehensive parameter variations and
careful characterization, the growth characteristics of Ga(PAsBi) are
discussed. Finally, we show the ﬁrst photoluminescence activity of
quaternary Ga(PAsBi) alloys and compare experimental results to
theoretical predictions of the band extrema.
2. Structure modelling

∗ Corresponding author at: Philipps-Universität Marburg, Hans-Meerwein-Str. 6
MzGb, Kern D02D 35a, Germany.
E-mail address: lukas.nattermann@physik.uni-marburg.de (L. Nattermann).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apmt.2016.09.018
2352-9407/© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

To estimate the shifts in the band edge positions as a function of
composition that are possible with the Ga(PAs(Bi)) alloy, the virtual
crystal approximation (VCA) [13] and valence band anti-crossing
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and 30% (blue) phosphorus). The spin-orbit splitting energies SO
of strained Ga(Py As1–x–y Bix ) are also given in the ﬁgure. It shows
that the addition of Bi in Ga(PAs) leads to a signiﬁcant reduction of
Eg and a strong increase in SO . The incorporation of P in Ga(AsBi)
increases Eg but has only a small inﬂuence on SO . Furthermore,
since P atoms are smaller than As atoms, the incorporation of P in
GaAs leads to tensile strain. Conversely, since bismuth atoms are
larger than arsenic atoms, incorporating Bi atoms in GaAs leads
to compressive strain. Therefore, as can be seen, Ga(Py As1−x−y Bix )
can be ﬂexibly designed with zero or a small degree of strain on
GaAs depending on the P and Bi compositions. This opens up a
number of possibilities for device design, like a lattice-matched
Ga(PAsBi) layer on GaAs with a band gap of 1 eV for a sub-cell in a
multi-junction solar cell.

3. Experimental procedure

Fig. 1. (a) Shifts of CB, VB and SO bands of GaAs0.9−x Bix P0.1 relative to the valence
band maximum of GaAs with increasing Bi fraction at 300 K based on the VCA.
(b) Unstrained and fully strained band gap and spin-orbit splitting energy of
GaAs1−x−y Bix Py (on GaAs) at 300 K. Measured band gap (rectangles) and spin-orbit
split-off (ﬁlled circles) for two different compositions in context to calculations
(black 18284: 28% P, 7.4% Bi and green 18145: 15% P, 5.5% Bi). (For interpretation of
the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

(VBAC) theory [4,14] were utilized. The conduction band, valence
band and spin-orbit splitting band energies for Ga(PAs(Bi)) grown
on a GaAs substrate were determined where strain was accounted
for. All band and material parameters of Ga(PAs(Bi)) were used
from the literature [4,13,14]. As an example, Fig. 1a shows the VCAonly shifts of CB, VB and SO bands of Ga(P0.1 As0.9−x Bix ) relative to
the valence band maximum of GaAs with increasing Bi concentration at 300 K. There are three steps to calculate the fully strained
band gap and spin-orbit splitting energy of Ga(PAsBi) on GaAs, as
per other studied bismide alloys such as Ga(SbBi) [15], In(AsBi)
and In(SbBi) [16]. Firstly, from the CB, VB and SO band edge positions of Ga(As0.9 P0.1 ) (i.e. x = 0) and Ga(P0.1 Bi0.9 ) (i.e. x = 0.9), the
Ga(P0.1 As0.9−x Bix ) CB, VB and SO bands can be estimated (dashed
lines in the ﬁgure) using linear interpolation for the unstrained
Ga(P0.1 As0.9−x Bix ) values. Secondly, the strain-induced shifts (solid
lines in the ﬁgure) of the CB, VB and SO bands are calculated, using
the approach of Krijn [17]. The VBAC model is further applied to
the valence band of Ga(P0.1 As0.9−x Bix ), which leads to an additional
shift of the VB bands. The separation energy, EBi , between the
VBM and Bi level is found from the ﬁgure while the coupling parameter, CBi , may be estimated from the measured band gap reduction.
For other Ga(PAsBi) alloys, CBi is estimated from the CBi –EBi relation using linear interpolation. Based on these calculations, both the
unstrained and fully strained band gap Eg of Ga(Py As1−x−y Bix ) were
determined as shown in Fig. 1b (0% (black), 10% (red), 20% (green)

All Ga(PAs) and Ga(PAsBi) layers were grown on exact GaAs
(001) substrates using a commercially available Aixtron horizontal
reactor system (AIX 200-reactor) with gas foil rotation. Pd puriﬁed H2 carrier gas (10 N) was used at a reduced reactor pressure of
50 mbar. The growth temperature of the Ga(PAs) and Ga(PAsBi) layers was 400 ◦ C. Firstly, a 250-nm thick GaAs buffer layer was grown
at 625 ◦ C in order to realize a high-quality surface for the growth
of the Ga(PAs) and Ga(PAsBi) layers on top of the buffer layer. Triethylgallium (TEGa), Tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs), Trimethylbismuth
(TMBi) and Tritertiarybutylbismuth (TTBBi) were used as precursors for gallium, arsenic and bismuth, respectively. As a phosphorus
source, Tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP) was used instead of PH3 ,
since TBP has a better decomposition efﬁciency at 400 ◦ C than PH3
[18]. Furthermore, the cleaning effort of the exhaust gas system
is much higher when using PH3 and TBP has a by three orders of
magnitude lower value of toxicity [18] compared to PH3 . For thickness and composition determination of the different layers, we used
high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS) to determine the growth rate as well as P and
Bi incorporation, since HRXRD alone is insufﬁcient for composition investigations of quaternary compounds. The HRXRD pattern
was simulated around the (004)-GaAs substrate peak, assuming the
GaBi lattice constant to be 6.33 Å [19]. STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy) HAADF (high-angle annular dark ﬁeld)
micrographs were taken with a double Cs corrected JEOL 2200FS
– system operating at 200 keV. Atomic force microscope (AFM)
images were taken to study surface morphologies and potential
metallic droplets on the surface. Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (PL) was measured using a standard PL setup. The light
(30 mW) of a stabilized 532 nm diode pumped solid-state (DPSS)
laser was focused on the sample to a spot size of 6.5 × 10−5 cm2 .
The samples PL were collimated and focused on the entrance slit of
a Czerny-Turner monochromator equipped with 150 grooves/mm
grating blazed at 1200 nm. To block residual laser light and prevent
detection of the second diffraction order, a colour glass long-pass
ﬁlter (3 mm OG570) or a dichroic long-pass ﬁlter (H450) was
placed in front of the monochromator. For detection, either a liquid
nitrogen cooled (Ga,In)As linear array detector for photon energies below 1.2 eV or a thermoelectrically cooled Si charge-coupled
device for photon energies above 1.2 eV were used. The modulated
reﬂectance spectra of the samples are measured at room temperature using photomodulation and standard lock-in technique
in line-scan mode. The emission from a tungsten-halogen bulb
is focused onto the entrance of a 1 m focal length Czerny-Turner
type monochromator and dispersed by a 600 grooves/mm grating
blazed at 1250 nm. The resolution of the system is set to 1.5 nm to
ensure high throughput. Different ﬁlters are placed directly behind
the exit port of the monochromator to block higher diffraction
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Fig. 2. Growth of Ga(PAs) at 400 ◦ C. P fraction and growth rate vs. TBP/TBAs ratio (a)
and vs. V/III ratio (b). In both graphs, P fraction and growth rate are plotted for two
different TBAs/TEGa ratios. Partial pressure of TEGa was 0.042; the partial pressure
of the TBAs was 0.042 and 0.084, respectively.

orders. In particular, a colour glass ﬁlter (RG780), a dielectric ﬁlter
(FELH1500) and an anti-reﬂection-coated germanium window are
used for wavelength ranges such as 800–1550 nm, 1500–2200 and
2200–2500 nm, respectively. The monochromatic light is relayed
onto the sample using all-reﬂective optics to avoid chromatic aberrations. It is focused to a spot size of about 0.5 mm in diameter on
the sample, incident under an angle of about 30◦ to the sample’s surface normal. The reﬂected light is collimated and then focused onto
either a Si photodiode or a long-wavelength enhanced (Ga,In)As
photodiode, depending on the respective detection wavelength.
Both diodes are thermoelectrically cooled yielding an enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio. The modulation is achieved by focusing a
mechanically chopped 405 nm laser beam onto the sample. A longpass colour glass ﬁlter (GG420) is placed in front of the photodiode
to suppress the detection of scattered laser light. The unmodulated
and modulated signal are separated electronically using a passive
frequency crossover. Recording of both signals is done simultaneously by the same lock-in ampliﬁer. The normalized differential
reﬂectance R/R is calculated from the differential reﬂectance, i.e.,
the modulated signal (R) and the absolute reﬂectance, i.e., the
unmodulated signal (R = RM − PL) that is corrected for the luminescence background (PL).
4. Results and discussion
First, systematic investigations on the growth of Ga(PAs) with
TBP at 400 ◦ C are presented as no data on Ga(PAs) growth at
these low temperatures are available so far. Afterwards the results
concerning the growth of the quaternary Ga(PAsBi) layers are
introduced and discussed in detail. Finally, optical measurements
are presented and discussed in context to the theoretical predictions.
4.1. Growth
Initially, Ga(PAs) layers were deposited to verify if the growth
with TBP at these low temperatures is even possible, as the
decomposition of TBP should be very low at these temperatures
(T50 = 475–500 ◦ C). A variation of TBP supply also gives results on
the P incorporation characteristics in GaAs, independent of the
inﬂuence of TMBi and elemental Bi on the surface. In this way,
it is possible to understand and separate the effects and inﬂuences coming from the decomposition characteristics of TBP on
the one hand and from TMBi on the other. Fig. 2 shows the results
of the growth of Ga(PAs) at 400 ◦ C. The P incorporation and the
growth rate vs. the partial pressure of TBP are plotted, while the
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TBAs and TEGa supply are kept constant. The TBAs/TEGa ratio
is 1 (Pp(TBAs) = Pp(TEGa) = 0.042 mbar). P incorporation increases
with increasing TBP supply, whereas the growth rate decreases for
increasing TBP/TBAs ratios. A TBP/(TBP + TBAs) ratio of 9 leads to
a P fraction of 33% (of group V lattice sites), which means the P
incorporation efﬁciency is about 30% under the conditions chosen
here. The decrease of the growth rate is due to the increasing V/III
ratio leading to a larger number of hydrocarbon radicals, which cannot desorb from the surface any more. This needs to be taken into
account, especially in this temperature regime. This is shown by
the linear decrease of the growth rate with increasing V/III in Fig. 2.
From this, it can be concluded that as low V/III ratios as possible
should be chosen while still keeping a good crystal quality. In order
to verify the inﬂuence of TBAs supply, variation of TBP was carried
out at two different TBAs/TEGa ratios, which are 1 and 2, respectively. The P fraction and the growth rate of these layers are shown
in Fig. 2. For both TBAs/TEGa ratios, increasing P incorporation and
decreasing growth rates with increasing Pp(TBP) are found. For the
higher TBAs/TEGa ratios, however, a more than three times higher
partial pressure of TBP is required in order to realize the same P fraction. Hence, the TBAs/TEGa ratio of 1 was selected for the following
experiments. In order to get a comprehensive understanding of the
growth process of Ga(PAsBi), several parameters were varied. Both
Bi and P fractions, as well as the growth rate, were investigated by
varying the TMBi supply at different TBP supplies. Ga(PAsBi) layers
were grown at 400 ◦ C. The partial pressures of TEGa and TBAs were
again kept constant at 0.042 mbar.
The dependency of Bi incorporation on the partial pressure
of TMBi at different TBP supplies is illustrated in Fig. 3. Initially,
the Bi incorporation increases with increasing TMBi supply. This
conﬁrms present literature [8,9,20,21], where these dependencies
have already been investigated for ternary Ga(AsBi). At certain
Pp(TMBi), the Bi incorporation saturates and cannot be increased
without changing growth conditions. This is also the region where
Bi droplets start forming on the surface [22]. With increasing
Pp(TBP), the saturation level of the Bi fraction increases. Hence,
it is possible to increase the Bi incorporation in the saturation
regime by increasing the TBP supply, while Pp(TMBi) is kept constant. This unexpected behaviour is depicted in Fig. 3, where the
Bi fraction of Ga(PAsBi) is plotted vs. the partial pressure of TBP at
a ﬁxed Pp(TMBi) = 0.0022 mbar. The Bi fraction increases linearly
with increasing TBP. It is important to keep in mind that these
dependencies are only valid in the Bi saturation regime. Otherwise, there is no increase in Bi incorporation by offering P, since
all Bi atoms are already incorporated in the crystal, even without
P supply. The surplus Bi segregates at the surface in the case when
growing Ga(AsBi) is consumed and incorporated. In the case where
no surplus Bi is riding the surface (linear incorporation regime in
Fig. 3), the Bi content cannot be increased when adding P to the
crystal. This behaviour is due to the fact that Bi induces compressive strain in the GaAs lattice, which increases with increasing Bi
content and hinders the incorporation of further Bi at a certain saturation level. By adding P atoms, this compressive strain can be
compensated so that more Bi can be incorporated into the crystal. The assumption that the Bi incorporation is not only limited
due to the metastability but also by strain needs to be veriﬁed by
the growth and comparison of Ga(PAsBi) and Ga(NAsBi) in future
experiments. Fig. 3c shows results from HR-XRD measurements
of the series with Pp(TBP) = 0.22 and increasing TMBi supply (see
Fig. 3a). The peak of the Ga(PAsBi) layer shows distinct thickness
fringes for every composition and shifts with increasing TMBi supply from tensile to compressive strain.
Fig. 4 illustrates the incorporation characteristics of P in
Ga(PAsBi). The P fraction is plotted vs. the partial pressure of TBP
for different TMBi supplies. The P fraction increases with increasing TBP supply and decreases with increasing Pp(TMBi). A similar
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Fig. 3. Growth of Ga(PAsBi) at 400 ◦ C. Plotted is the Bi fraction vs. partial pressure of TMBi (a) and Bi fraction of Ga(PAsBi) vs. partial pressure of TBP (b). Shaded region in
(a) indicates the region of Bi saturation. Indices (a–d) correspond to the AFM images in Fig. 5. Indices in (a) correspond with AFM images from Fig. 5a. (c) The HR-XRD of the
series with Pp(TBP) = 0.22 (a) and increasing Pp(TMBi). The Ga(PAsBi) layers show a high crystal quality and shift from tensile to compressive with increasing TMBi supply.

in Fig. 4. The growth rate of Ga(PAsBi) increases with increasing TBP
and constant TMBi supply but decreases with constant Pp(TBP) and
increasing Pp(TMBi). With increasing TMBi supply, the surface coverage of TMBi and elemental Bi increases so that the growth surface
becomes passivated. However, the increase of the growth rate with
increasing TBP supply is probably due to the fact that more Bi can
be incorporated with increasing TBP. Hence, the Bi surface coverage
decreases and the growth rate can increase, as more Ga can reach
the growth front.

4.2. Structure and surface

Fig. 4. Growth of Ga(PAsBi) at 400 ◦ C. P fraction and growth rate are plotted vs.
Pp(TBP) for different TMBi supplies.

trend was observed for P incorporation without TMBi supply; see
Fig. 2. The decreasing P incorporation for increasing TMBi supply
is due to the Bi surface coverage, which increases with increasing
Pp(TMBi). The growth rate for the growth of Ga(PAsBi) is depicted

The surface and crystal quality of the quaternary layers were
analyzed by AFM and STEM. Results from these investigations are
depicted in Fig. 5. In previous Ga(AsBi) experiments, it was already
shown that the Bi droplets and Ga-Bi droplets occur, as soon as
the Bi fraction reaches the saturation regime [8–10]. This is due to
the fact that Bi can incorporate only until a speciﬁc saturation level,
which depends on Pp(TEGa), V/III ratio and temperature. For Bi supplies above these saturation levels, droplet formation on the surface
appears, because of the remaining Bi, which cannot be incorporated
in the crystal [22]. This behaviour is also found for Ga(PAsBi). In
Fig. 5, it is shown that the occurrence of droplets on the Ga(PAsBi)
surface shifts with saturation level, which is increased with increasing P incorporation. Fig. 5a and b shows a Ga(AsBi) surface before

Fig. 5. AFM and STEM HAADF micrographs of Ga(PAsBi) surfaces a–d and interfaces e, respectively. Figure a and b shows a Ga(AsBi) surface before a and after saturation b.
Figure c shows a Ga(PAsBi) surface with the same TMBi supply like for the growth of the sample in ﬁgure b was used, but without droplets. The saturation level is shifting
with TBP supply as well as the droplet formation does. With further increase of TMBi supply, the formation of droplets on the surface is also visible for Ga(PAsBi); see ﬁgure
d. See also Fig. 3a.
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5. Summary
The shifts in the band edge positions as a function of composition
that are possible with the Ga(PAs(Bi)) alloy were estimated using
the virtual crystal approximation and valence band anti-crossing
theory. It was shown that the growth of Ga(PAs) and Ga(PAsBi)
at low temperatures of 400 ◦ C is possible. The saturation level of
Bi incorporation increases with increasing P incorporation. The P
incorporation is related to the Bi surface coverage just as the growth
rate of Ga(PAsBi) is. Hence, the formation of Bi droplets at the surface can be inhibited with increasing TBP supply, and well-stepped
surfaces with high-TMBi supplies can be realized, if the TMBi supply
is in the saturation regime. First, PL results show good agreement
with theoretically calculated band gap.
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In this paper different metalorganic Bismuth- and Gallium-precursors such as Triisopropylbismuth, Tritertiarybutylbismuth, Trimethylbismuth, Triethylgallium and Tritertiarybutylgallium, were investigated to grow Ga(AsBi) by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy
(MOVPE). Use of different precursors which dissociate at different temperatures and have
various decomposition pathways can lead to an understanding of the complex growth
chemistry at low temperatures, possibly enabling the growth of Ga(AsBi) at very low
growth temperatures in order to further increase the Bi fraction. The growth conditions
were varied over a wide range in order to investigate the Bi-incorporation and growth rate
comprehensively. Using different methods like high resolution X-ray diffraction, scanning
electron microscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy, we found that especially in the
low temperature regime not only the decomposition of the precursors is important but also
the interaction between the different molecules and processes at the surface, like surface
coverage and pyrolysis of the precursors, needs to be taken into account. Furthermore, it
is demonstrated that the growth of Ga(AsBi) with the novel precursors is possible and
results in high quality Ga(AsBi) samples.
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In this paper different metalorganic Bismuth- and Gallium-precursors such as Triisopropylbismuth,
Tritertiarybutylbismuth, Trimethylbismuth, Triethylgallium and Tritertiarybutylgallium, were investigated to grow Ga(AsBi) by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). Use of different precursors
which dissociate at different temperatures and have various decomposition pathways can lead to an
understanding of the complex growth chemistry at low temperatures, possibly enabling the growth of
Ga(AsBi) at very low growth temperatures in order to further increase the Bi fraction. The growth
conditions were varied over a wide range in order to investigate the Bi-incorporation and growth rate
comprehensively. Using different methods like high resolution X-ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy, we found that especially in the low temperature
regime not only the decomposition of the precursors is important but also the interaction between the
different molecules and processes at the surface, like surface coverage and pyrolysis of the precursors,
needs to be taken into account. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the growth of Ga(AsBi) with the
novel precursors is possible and results in high quality Ga(AsBi) samples.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Dilute bismide Ga(AsBi) based laser diodes are promising
candidates for high efﬁciency infrared light sources, since for Bi
410%, hot-hole generating Auger recombination and inter-valence
band absorption (IVBA) processes could be suppressed [1–3]. In
addition, it was shown that the temperature sensitivity of the
band gap of Ga(AsBi) is reduced in comparison to the one of GaAs
[4–5]. Hence, dilute bismide systems are promising candidates for
many applications, like lasers or highly efﬁcient solar cells, because
of their interesting electronic properties [6–9].
However, the growth of this highly metastable material system
is very challenging, especially when using metalorganic vapour
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) as very low growth temperatures are
required in order to incorporate signiﬁcant amounts of Bi. Experiments with the conventional precursors Triethylgallium (TEGa)
and Trimethylbismuth (TMBi) as well as Tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs)
show that growth temperatures of 375–400 1C are most suitable in
order to realize high quality Ga(AsBi) structures, since a sufﬁcient
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precursor decomposition is needed [10,11]. However, so far, only
TMBi, TEBi, TEGa and TBAs/AsH3 were used to grow Ga(AsBi)
structures [10–13]. Indeed, it has been reported [10] that the Bi
fraction is limited to about 7% in this temperature regime.
Furthermore, the interaction between the molecules as well as
between the molecules and the growing surface cannot be
neglected at these low temperatures as decomposition fragments
do not easily desorb from the surface any more. This leads for
example to a decreasing growth rate if the Bi-precursor partial
pressure is increased while the Ga-precursor partial pressure is
kept constant. It has been suggested that the decreasing growth
rate is caused by a surface passivation with methyl groups
resulting from the TMBi [13]. Because of these methyl-groups
the TEGa molecule or one of its dissociation products is no longer
able to connect to the surface and will not be fully decomposed or
will not reach the growth front, respectively. This would mean that
the surface passivation could be prevented by using another Bi
precursor – especially a precursor such as TTBBi (Tritertiarybutylbismuth) and TIPBi (Triisopropylbismuth), which decomposes
more efﬁciently at lower temperatures. Better decomposition of
these precursors at low temperatures results from the positive
inductive effect [14], which causes a better stabilization of the
desorbing hydro carbon radicals.
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Hence, Ga(AsBi)/GaAs layers were grown on GaAs (001) substrates using alternative precursors that are supposed to dissociate
at lower temperatures and have different decomposition pathways
in order to study the incorporation characteristics and to obtain a
better understanding of the surface chemistry occurring at these
low temperatures. The results of these investigations are discussed
in comparison to the results of the growth with the conventional
source materials.

2. Experimental procedure
Ga(AsBi) layers were grown on exact GaAs (001) substrates
using a commercially available horizontal reactor system (AIX
200-reactor) with gas ﬂow rotation. We used a reduced reactor
pressure of 50 mbar and Pd puriﬁed H2 as carrier gas. The growth
temperature of the Ga(AsBi) layers was 400 1C.
First a 250 nm GaAs buffer layer was grown at 625 1C in order
to make sure that there is a high quality surface for the growth of
the Ga(AsBi) layers on top of the buffer layer. The temperature
ramps between the GaAs and Ga(AsBi) layers were TBAs stabilized
to prevent a desorption of As atoms during the temperature
change. The Ga(AsBi) layers were grown with both alternative
Gallium- and Bismuth-precursors such as TTBGa (Tritertiarybutylgallium), TIPBi and TTBBi and with the conventional precursors
TEGa and TMBi in order to compare the growth processes. The
Arsenic precursor was TBAs in all cases. The alternative Ga
precursor TTBGa was not synthesized by ourselves but is commercially available.
The use of organometallic bismuth compounds as potential
precursors for the MOVPE process requires the possibility of large
scale production. Therefore the enhancement of yields in chemical
synthesis is an important aspect when examining the applicability
of these compounds for industrial use.
In 1975 the ﬁrst preparation of TTBBi was mentioned by
Schumann and Breunig [15] and slightly better yields could be
achieved by Herberhold et al. [16]. The yield is more than doubled
via our preparation method. Likewise an improvement of the yield
is achieved for the synthesis of TIPBi. Breunig and Müller reported
a yield of 43% in 1982, which we increased up to 68% [17].
All working procedures to synthesize the metalorganic compounds were conducted under rigorous exclusion of oxygen using
standard Schlenk technique and an argon atmosphere. Solvents
were dried and freshly distilled before use. All air sensitive
substances were stored and handled in a glove-box under an
argon atmosphere. The starting material tert-butylchloride was
purchased from Acros Organics, magnesium and iso-propylchloride from SigmaAldrich and bismuthtrichloride from Alfa Aesar.
Bismuthtrichloride was puriﬁed by sublimation prior to use. NMRspectra were recorded with a Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer.
Both source molecules TTBBi and TIPBi should be handled under
exclusion of light and stored at  32 1C, otherwise decomposition
will occur.
2.1. Synthesis of TTBBi
The synthesis is based on the method described by Herberhold
et al. [16]. 7.25 g Mg powder (298 mmol) was suspended in
200 mL Et2O. Subsequently 31.3 ml tertBuCl (26.29 g, 283 mmol)
dissolved in 150 ml Et2O were added drop wise. This Grignard
solution was added drop wise to a solution of 19.90 g BiCl3
(63 mmol) in 300 ml 1,2-dimethoxyethane at  40 1C. The
obtained dark solution was warmed slowly to room temperature.
After ﬁltration, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure.
The puriﬁcation was done by fractional distillation under dynamic
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vacuum (38 1C, 10  3 mbar) to afford 11.9 g TTBBi as green yellow
oil with a yield of 50%.1
2.2. Synthesis of TIPBi
The synthesis is based on the methods described by Breunig
et al. [17]. 7.48 g Mg turnings (308 mmol) were suspended in
300 ml Et2O and 30.0 ml isoPrCl (25.86 g, 329 mmol) were added
drop wise. This Grignard solution was added to 32.33 g BiCl3
(103 mmol) dissolved in 300 ml Et2O at 0 1C. After warming to
room temperature the solution was cooled to 0 1C and degassed
water was added carefully. Subsequently the phases were separated and the organic phase was dried over MgSO4 which was
ﬁltered. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The
puriﬁcation was done by condensation under dynamic vacuum to
afford 23.7 g TIPBi as yellow oil with a yield of 68%.2
For the investigations of the different layers we used high
resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) to determine the growth rate
and Bi-incorporation. For that purpose, the high resolution X-ray
pattern was simulated around the (004)-GaAs substrate peak,
assuming the GaBi lattice constant to be 6.33 Å [18]. Room temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) was used to analyse
the optical properties of the samples. The measurements were
carried out using the 514 nm line of an Argon-ion laser for excitation, a 1 m grating monochromator (THR 1000, Jobin-Yvon) and a
cooled germanium detector with the standard lock-in technique to
disperse and collect the PL signal. The SEM (scanning electron
microscopy) images were taken with a JEOL JIB 4601F-System.

3. Results and discussion
First the Bi incorporation and the growth rate of Ga(AsBi) layers
grown with conventional and alternative Bi precursors will be
compared and discussed. Then the results concerning the growth
with TTBGa in comparison to the growth with TEGa will be
presented.
In Fig. 1(a) the Bi incorporation and the growth rate of Ga(AsBi),
grown with TEGa, TBAs and TMBi, are plotted against the partial
pressure of the TMBi (Pp(TMBi)). The growth temperature was
400 1C, Pp(TEGa) was 0.042 mbar and the As/Ga ratio was 1.9 (ﬁlled
circles) or 1 (empty circles). The parameters were chosen after
careful optimizations of the growth conditions in order to optimize
the quality of the Ga(AsBi) layers. As already ﬁgured out for
continuous [10] and pulsed growth [11,13], the growth rate
decreases with increasing Pp(TMBi). This is also observed for the
continuous growth scheme used for the samples presented in this
paper. Furthermore, the Bi incorporation saturates at around 4% Bi
fraction. The level of Bi saturation depends on the growth temperature, the As/Ga ratio and the TEGa partial pressure. So far the Bi
fraction using MOVPE is limited to about 7% in this temperature
regime [10]. For the growth with TMBi it is shown in Fig. 1(a) that
the Bi fraction and the growth rate vary with the As/Ga ratio.
Similar results from the growth of Ga(AsBi) using the alternative Bi precursors are shown in Fig. 1(b) for TIPBi and in Fig. 1
(c) for TTBBi, respectively. The Bi incorporation and the growth
rate are plotted against partial pressure in arbitrary units of the Bi
source. The vapour pressures of the alternative Bi sources are not
1 1
H NMR (300 MHz, C6D6) δ ¼1.80 (s, C(CH3)3, 27H) ppm. 13C NMR (75 MHz,
C6D6) δ ¼32.5 (s, C(CH3)3), 47.3 (bs, C(CH3)3) ppm. The abbreviations for the
multiplicity of the signals are s¼ singlet, bs¼ broad singlet.
2 1
H NMR (300 MHz, C6D6) δ ¼1.83 (d, 3JHH ¼7.3 Hz, CH(CH3)2, 18H), 2.15 (sept,
3
JHH ¼ 7.3 Hz, CH(CH3)2, 3H) ppm. 13C NMR (75 MHz, C6D6) δ ¼ 23.7 (s, CH(CH3)2),
28.8 (bs, CH(CH3)2) ppm. The abbreviations for the multiplicity of the signals are
s¼ singlet, bs¼ broad singlet, d¼ doublet, sept¼septet.
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Fig. 1. Growth of Ga(AsBi) layers at 400 1C using three different Bi sources, TMBi (a), TIPBi (b) and TTBBi (c). The Bi-fraction in the crystal (black and grey data points, left
axis) and the growth rate (red data points, right axis) are plotted as functions of the partial pressure of the Bi-sources used. All lines are guides to the eye, not a ﬁt. The partial
pressures of TIPBi and TTBBi are given in units of the vapour pressure (Ps), which is estimated to be about 1 mbar in both cases. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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precisely known and are estimated to be about 1 mbar. Growth
parameters are otherwise identical to the parameters of the
growth with the conventional precursors in order to compare
the growth with the different Bi sources, while varying the Bi
supply. To demonstrate how the Bi fraction and growth rate were
determined, Fig. 2 shows XRD patterns of four different Ga(AsBi)
layers grown with TTBBi. For the growth with all three Bi sources
the Bi fraction increases with offer of Bi, while the growth rate
decreases. Fig. 1 illustrates that the trend of the Bi fraction and
growth rate is not depending on the Bi source if the partial
pressures of the TBAs and TEGa are comparable in the investigations. As already ﬁgured out in [13], the surface is covered with Bi
and Bi-Ga droplets if Bi supply is in the saturation regime for both
As/Ga ratios. A similar behaviour is also observed for the growth
with TIPBi and TTBBi. This is depicted in Fig. 3.
In contrast to the initial guess that the growth rate and the Bi
incorporation should be higher with the alternative sources,
because of the higher decomposition efﬁciency and the fact that
no methyl groups are supplied to the surface, the Bi incorporation
and the growth rate are similar for all – highly different – precursor
molecules. This gives rise to the assumption that the methyl groups
in particular are not responsible for a decrease of the growth rate
and the limited Bi fraction as a consequence. However, a surface
passivation through hydrocarbon groups in general or/and elemental Bi at the surface [10] could be cause for the dropping growth
rate, as Ga could not reach the growth front any more.
At low growth temperatures high carbon (C) incorporation
could be an issue, since the sources may not be fully decomposed.
Therefore, the C incorporation was investigated and is also
compared for the growths with different Bi precursors. Fig. 4
shows the dependence of the C incorporation on the Pp (Bi
source). The C incorporation is reduced with an increasing amount
of Bi during growth, which was already reported in [10]. Furthermore, it becomes apparent that the C incorporation is similar for
all three Bi precursors. This is a further hint that, if there are alkyl
fragments at the surface, at least they are not leading to a higher
incorporation of carbon atoms in the growing layer. C incorporation in Ga(AsBi) grown at these low temperatures is lower than C
incorporation in GaAs layers grown under the same conditions
without Bi. Hence, it also becomes clear that Bi acts as a surfactant
to decrease the C incorporation [10] as the C incorporation
decreases with increasing Bi content.
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4.3% Bi
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33.6
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Fig. 2. XRD patterns of four Ga(AsBi) layers grown at 400 1C with different ﬂows of
TTBBi (data are part of Fig. 1(c)).

Despite the low growth temperature, the samples show very
good optical properties. In Fig. 5 room temperature PL spectra of
the Ga(AsBi) layers grown with all three different Bi precursors are
shown. The intensity is similar for all three Bi sources tested. It is
remarkable that the high PL intensity of the ﬁrst Ga(AsBi) layers
grown with TTBBi and TIPBi is close to the PL intensity of the layers
grown with the commercially available TMBi. This shows that a
low concentration of carrier traps has been achieved.
Summarizing the growths with the alternative Bi sources, it was
shown that it is possible to grow high quality Ga(AsBi) structures
with TIPBi and TTBBi. The growth at even lower temperatures should
be possible due to the promising crystal quality, low C incorporation
and good decomposition characteristics shown here.
Nevertheless, the results from the growth of Ga(AsBi) with the
alternative Bi precursors showed that the Bi source and its decomposition characteristics do not have an inﬂuence on the Bi incorporation or the growth rate in the investigated temperature range. Hence,
the Bi incorporation is not limited by the decomposition or the
decomposition pathway of the different Bi-precursors. It has been
shown in previous experiments that higher Bi incorporation under
otherwise unchanged growth conditions can be achieved by
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Fig. 3. SEM images from the surface of Ga(AsBi) layers grown with the alternative precursors TIPBi (a and b), TTBBi (c and d) and TTBGa (e and f). There are no droplets on
layers which are grown below the saturation level (a and c) and a lot of droplets on the layers which are grown above the saturation level (a and c). For the growth with
TTBGa there are droplets on every GaAsBi layer. This is due to the lower growth rate during the growth of Ga(AsBi) with the new Ga precursor.
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Fig. 4. C incorporation in Ga(AsBi) from SIMS (secondary ion mass spectrometry)
analysis as a function of Bi partial pressure. The vapour pressure of the alternative
Bi sources was estimated to be 1 mbar. Growth temperature was 400 1C.

increasing the growth rate by increasing the partial pressure of the
Ga-precursor [10]. The partial pressures of As and Bi source have to
be adjusted to the higher Ga partial pressure afterwards in order to

keep the ratios constant. To achieve that at these low growth
temperatures using TEGa is very difﬁcult, as this molecule is only
decomposed to a small fraction at these temperatures. Hence, a
different group III precursor (TTBGa), which decomposes at lower
temperatures (T50 ¼150–200 1C) was used. Furthermore, the use of
this precursor allows to investigate if there is an inﬂuence of the
tertiarybutyl (TB) decomposition fragments on the surface chemistry
and hence, on the growth characteristics.
Fig. 6 compares the results of the growth using TEGa and
TTBGa. TMBi was used as the Bi source for these experiments. The
Bi fraction and the growth rate are plotted vs. TBAs/TEGa ratio.
Fig. 6(a) shows the results for the growth with TEGa and Fig. 4
(b) for TTBGa. The offer of TBAs was varied, while the partial
pressures of the Ga- and Bi-sources were kept constant. While the
Bi incorporation is similar for the growth for both Ga precursors,
the growth rate drops with increasing TBAs when TTBGa is used,
but not when Ga is supplied by TEGa. Due to the higher decomposition rate of the TTBGa relative to TEGa, this is the opposite of
the result that was expected. The reason for that is probably the
different size and number of the different hydrocarbon-rest fragments on the surface in experiments using TEGa compared to
TTBGa. The higher number of huge TB-fragments which are bigger
than the ethyl fragments is problematic, because it is more difﬁcult
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for the TTBGa to connect to the surface, which is already covered
by elemental Bi or hydrocarbon-groups from the sources. Nevertheless, these results are very promising as – despite a very low
growth rate – a signiﬁcant Bi incorporation has been achieved. It
should be possible to increase the Bi fraction in the crystal using
this group III precursor, if the partial pressure of the TTBGa is
increased or the growth temperature is lowered, provided the
problem with the TB groups can be fully understood and solved.
The potential possibility to increase Bi incorporation and growth
rate is due to the highly efﬁcient decomposition characteristics
and especially to the fact that the ratio between Bi incorporation
and growth rate is higher with TTBGa than the one for the growth
with TEGa. We have seen that the Bi incorporation are increasing
with increasing the growth rate by group III supply.
To verify that TTBGa is decomposed to a larger fraction than
TEGa at this temperature and that the hydrocarbon rest groups are
blocking the growth surface, resulting in a lowering of the growth
rate, GaAs layers were grown with TEGa and TTBGa in order to
check the growth rate with the two different precursors without
the inﬂuence of the Bi precursor or the metallic Bi at the surface. In
Fig. 7 the results of these experiments are plotted at different
temperatures (Fig. 7(a)) and at different As/Ga ratios (Fig. 7(b)).
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Fig. 5. Room temperature PL spectra of Ga(AsBi) grown with TMBi, TIPBi and TTBBi
having similar Bi fractions. On the left side the peak coming from the Ga(AsBi), on
the right the GaAs-peak. All three spectra are from measurements performed under
same conditions to assure the comparability. Growth temperature was 400 1C.
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It was shown that the growth of high quality Ga(AsBi) layers with
alternative Bi- and Ga-precursors is possible. Bi fractions of up to 4%
were achieved. A strong room temperature PL signal was observed for
all three Bi precursors pointing towards an excellent crystal quality for
the ﬁrst low temperature growth studies using those chemicals. It was
shown that there is low C incorporation for all Bi sources in Ga(AsBi) at
400 1C for all precursors investigated although they have signiﬁcantly
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The growth rate is the same with both Ga-sources for each set of
parameters, over the whole range of parameters investigated.
Fig. 7(b) shows that not only the TB-groups from the TTBGa are
responsible for the observed growth rate characteristics, but in
addition there is an inﬂuence of the TB groups of the TBAs on the
growth rate. This becomes obvious from the observed drop in
growth rate when just increasing the TBAs partial pressure under
otherwise unchanged conditions (Fig. 7(b)). Such a behaviour is
not observed for the growth using TBAs at higher temperatures.
In order to prove that TTBGa has a more efﬁcient decomposition
pathway than TEGa at 400 1C SEM investigations are shown in Fig. 8.
Two experiments, where only Ga was offered to the GaAs surface,
one experiment with TTBGa (right) and one with TEGa (left), show
that the decomposition of TTBGa is more efﬁcient than the one of
TEGa, since the volumetric density of Ga droplets is higher at the
GaAs surface of the TTBGa experiment. The growth parameters were
identical (400 1C growth temperature, Pp(Ga)¼0.042 mbar, growth
time 200 s). For the estimation of the total volumetric density of Gadroplets on the surface images from different angles were taken into
account and a higher Ga-droplet volume of at least 30% was found.
These ﬁndings conﬁrm studies in the literature [19].
These experiments prove that there is a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of
hydrocarbon fragments sticking to the growth surface on growth
characteristics and that pure source decomposition cannot be used
at those low temperatures as an argument for the choice of
sources. Worth mentioning is that we observe an extremely low
C incorporation (even without Bi) if TTBGa is used as Ga-precursor.
Values which are more than one order of magnitude below the
values which have been achieved with TEGa in GaAs can be
realized easily. Finally, it is not possible to give a deﬁnite answer
or explanation for the behaviour during the growth with TTBGa.
Further experiments and theoretical studies will follow to fully
understand and explain the decomposition processes.
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2.5 so that there is no information about the growth rate. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 8. SEM images of Ga droplets on a GaAs surface. The droplets were deposited using TEGa (left) and TTBGa (right) at 400 1C under identical conditions.

different hydrocarbon ligands. For the growth of GaAs with TTBGa
there is even a one order of magnitude lower C incorporation
compared to the growth with TEGa.
It has been shown that for the low growth temperatures needed
for the growth of metastable materials like dilute bismides, one has to
take into account a signiﬁcant effect of hydrocarbon groups from the
metal organic precursor decomposition, which do not desorb from the
surface any more but also do not incorporate, on the growth
characteristics. Effects of size and number of hydrocarbon residue
groups blocking surface sites can be more important than arguments
of pure source stability and thermal decomposition. Overall TTBGa,
TIPBi and TTBBi are promising candidates for the growth of Ga(AsBi) at
even lower growth temperatures, which should be helpful in order to
increase the Bi incorporation.
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Abstract
We present an experimental and theoretical study of the band structure evolution with
bismuth (Bi) composition x in the dilute bismide alloy GaP1x Bix . Using spectroscopic

ellipsometry measurements on GaP1x Bix /GaP epitaxial layers up to x = 3,7 % we
confirm the predicted giant bowing of the direct band gap (Eg ) and valence band spin-orbit
splitting energy (∆SO). Eg (∆SO) is measured to decrease (increase) by approximately
220 meV with the incorporation of 1 % Bi, corresponding to a greater than fourfold
increase in ∆SO in going from GaP to GaP10.99 Bi0.01 . The evolution of Eg and ∆SO
with x is characterised by strong, composition-dependent bowing. We demonstrate that a
simple valence band-anticrossing model - parametrised directly from atomistic supercell
calculations - is suffcient to quantitatively describe the measured evolution of Eg and ∆SO
with x. In contrast to the well-studied GaAs1x Bix alloy, in GaP1x Bix substitutional
Bi creates localised impurity states lying energetically within the GaP band gap. This
corresponds to the emergence of an optically active impurity band of Bi-hybridised states,
accounting explicitly for the overall large bowing of Eg and ∆SO, and in particular for
the giant bowing observed for x

À 1 %. Our analysis provides insight into the action of

Bi as an isovalent impurity when incorporated in conventional III-V semiconductors, and
constitutes the first detailed analysis of the GaP1x Bix alloy band structure.
The Authors contribution
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ellipsometry measurements was done by Z. Bushell in close collaboration with R. Joseph.
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helped to interpret the data and to improve the manuscript that was written by Z. Bushell,
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We present an experimental and theoretical study of the band structure evolution with bismuth
(Bi) composition x in the dilute bismide alloy GaP1−x Bix . Using spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements on GaP1−x Bix /GaP epitaxial layers up to x = 3.7% we confirm the predicted giant
bowing of the direct band gap (EgΓ ) and valence band spin-orbit splitting energy (∆SO ). EgΓ (∆SO )
is measured to decrease (increase) by approximately 200 meV (240 meV) with the incorporation of
1% Bi, corresponding to a greater than fourfold increase in ∆SO in going from GaP to GaP0.99 Bi0.01 .
The evolution of EgΓ and ∆SO with x is characterised by strong, composition-dependent bowing. We
demonstrate that a simple valence band-anticrossing model – parametrised directly from atomistic
supercell calculations – is sufficient to quantitatively describe the measured evolution of EgΓ and ∆SO
with x. In contrast to the well-studied GaAs1−x Bix alloy, in GaP1−x Bix substitutional Bi creates
localised impurity states lying energetically within the GaP host matrix band gap. This leads to
the emergence of an optically active band of Bi-hybridised states, accounting for the overall large
bowing of EgΓ and ∆SO and in particular for the giant bowing observed for x . 1%. Our analysis
provides insight into the action of Bi as an isovalent impurity, and constitutes the first detailed
analysis of the GaP1−x Bix alloy band structure.

Highly-mismatched III-V semiconductor alloys containing dilute concentrations of Bi have attracted significant attention in recent years1 since their unique electronic properties open up a range of possibilities for
practical applications in near- and mid-infrared semiconductor lasers,2–13 photovoltaics,14,15 spintronics,16–18
photodiodes,19–22 and thermoelectrics.23 Research on dilute bismide alloys has primarily focused to date on
GaAs1−x Bix , where incorporation of Bi brings about a
strong reduction of the direct band gap (EgΓ ) – by up to
90 meV per % Bi at low Bi compositions x24–28 – characterised by strong, composition-dependent bowing.26,29
This unusual behaviour derives from the large differences
in size (covalent radius) and chemical properties (electronegativity) between As and Bi: Bi, being significantly
larger and more electropositive than As, acts as an isovalent impurity which primarily impacts and strongly
perturbs the valence band (VB) structure.27,30,31 This
is in contrast to dilute nitride alloys, in which small
electronegative nitrogen (N) atoms strongly perturb the
conduction band (CB) structure in GaNx As1−x and related alloys.32–35 Additionally Bi, being the largest stable group-V element, has strong relativistic (spin-orbit
coupling) effects.36 As such, the reduction of EgΓ in
(In)GaAs1−x Bix is accompanied by a strong increase in
the VB spin-orbit splitting energy (∆SO ).27,28,37
Epitaxial growth of GaP1−x Bix alloys – via molecular beam epitaxy38,39 and metal-organic vapour phase
epitaxy40 (MOVPE) – has been only recently established. Here, we present the first detailed analysis of the
GaP1−x Bix electronic structure. Initial experiments41
revealed that Bi dopants generate bound localised im-

purity states in GaP – i.e. Bi-related localised impurity
states lying energetically within the GaP host matrix
band gap – but little further data is available regarding the GaP1−x Bix band structure. We explicitly verify
that the evolution of the main features of the GaP1−x Bix
VB structure with x can be understood straightforwardly
in terms of a Bi composition-dependent valence bandanticrossing (VBAC) interaction between the extended
states of the GaP VB edge and highly localised bound
impurity states associated with substitutional Bi impurities. Our measurements reveal giant bowing of EgΓ and
∆SO : EgΓ (∆SO ) decreases (increases) by ≈ 200 meV (240
meV) when 1% Bi is incorporated substitutionally in
GaP. Comparison between theory and experiment highlights the emergence of an impurity band of primarily Biderived states, lying energetically within the GaP band
gap but close in energy to the unperturbed GaP VB edge.
The VBAC interaction leads to these states acquiring an
admixture of localised (Bi) and extended Γ8v VB edge
(Bloch) character, enabling optical coupling to the comparatively unperturbed Γ6c CB states.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) was used to study
bulk-like GaP1−x Bix /GaP epitaxial layers containing up
to 3.7% Bi. The samples upon which our analysis
was performed were grown on (001)-oriented GaP by
MOVPE. Full details of the sample growth and characterisation can be found in Ref. 40. The SE measurements
were performed at room temperature using a J. A. Woollam Co. variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer system.
Three incident beam angles were used to generate sufficient data to provide confidence in modelling fits to the
measured spectra. Angles of 73.5◦ , 74.0◦ and 74.5◦ were
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FIG. 1. Measured SE spectra for the MOVPE-grown (a) GaP (Bi-free, x = 0), (b) GaP0.987 Bi0.013 (x = 1.3%), and (c)
GaP0.963 Bi0.037 (x = 3.7%) samples described in the text and in Ref. 40. Solid red, green and blue lines respectively denote
data measured for incident beam angles of 73.5◦ , 74.0◦ and 74.5◦ . Solid (dashed) black lines show the fits to the measured ∆
(Ψ) spectra; the SE model and associated fitting prodecure are outlined in the text.

chosen since they are close to the pseudo-Brewster angles of the samples under investigation, thereby ensuring
that the phase change on reflection ∆ remained close to
90◦ . The sensitivity of the rotating analyser ellipsometer
configuration is reduced when ∆ is close to 0◦ or 180◦ –
keeping ∆ close to 90◦ therefore maximises the accuracy
of the measurements.42 A carefully defined modelling and
fitting procedure is required to extract the energies corresponding to critical points in the band structure from
the measured SE data. The semiconductor layers were
described using a parametrised model which represents
the sample dielectric constant as a sum of multiple Gaussian oscillators.43 The presence of a native oxide layer on
the surface of each sample was accounted for explicitly
via tabulated dielectric constant data.44 Using the appropriately parametrised model for each sample an iterative fitting procedure was then implemented to minimise
the difference between the measured and simulated SE
data, allowing the energies corresponding to the EgΓ and
EgΓ + ∆SO interband transitions to be extracted.
The solid red, green and blue lines in Figs. 1(a),
(b) and (c) respectively show the measured SE data –
where tan(Ψ) is the amplitude ratio of the p- and spolarisations after reflection42 – for incident beam angles
of 73.5◦ , 74.0◦ and 74.5◦ in the GaP, GaP0.987 Bi0.013 and
GaP0.963 Bi0.037 samples. Solid (dashed) black lines show
the corresponding fits to ∆ (Ψ) obtained using the procedure outlined above. The GaP sample consists of an
epitaxial GaP buffer layer grown on a GaP substrate,
and was analysed first in order to obtain accurate input
parameters for the SE fits. These parameters were then
used to describe the substrate and buffer layer in the
subsequent models of the Bi-containing samples. Following this procedure it was possible to achieve good fits to
the key features observed in the measured GaP1−x Bix
SE spectra (cf. Figs. 1(b) and (c)). In Fig. 1(a) a clear
feature associated with EgΓ is visible in the measured ∆
and Ψ spectra, which is well described by a modelling fit

corresponding to a direct GaP room temperature band
gap EgΓ = 2.76 eV – denoted in Fig. 1(a) by a vertical arrow. The slight deviation from the accepted value of 2.78
eV is possibly attributable to the growth taking place on
n-doped GaP substrates.
Turning to Figs. 1(b) and (c) it is clear from the measured ∆ spectra that Bi incorporation gives rise to an
additional feature which appears on the low energy side
of the GaP direct band gap and shifts to lower energies with increasing x. This indicates a large reduction
of EgΓ , in accordance with theoretical predictions.27,45,46
The features associated with EgΓ are significantly broader
in the Bi-containing samples than in GaP. This is likely
associated with the presence of Bi composition fluctuations across the samples, as well as short-range alloy disorder and structural defects, leading to reduced material
quality.47,48 Using the multiple oscillator approach described above it was also possible to extract the energies
associated with the EgΓ + ∆SO transitions in each sample.
The values of EgΓ and ∆SO extracted in this manner are
shown respectively in Figs. 2(b) and (c), using closed red
circles and blue squares. We note that the uncertainties in these data are associated with the broadening of
the associated features in the measured spectra. Overall, the SE measurements indicate that incorporation of
dilute concentrations of Bi is sufficient to cause a giant
reduction (increase) and bowing of EgΓ (∆SO ).
To understand this unusual behaviour we have used
atomistic supercell calculations to analyse the contributions to the Bi-induced changes in the band edge energies, and to parametrise a suitable VBAC model for
GaP1−x Bix . This approach does not rely on post hoc
fitting to alloy band structure data, thereby providing
a predictive capability commonly lacking in models of
this type.29 In Ref. 27 we employed an atomistic tightbinding (TB) model to analyse the electronic structure
of ordered and disordered GaP1−x Bix alloys. By directly
constructing the T2 -symmetric localised states |ψBi i as-

3
sociated with an isolated, substitutional Bi impurity we
predicted the presence of a √
VBAC interaction having
a composition dependence β x. In the dilute doping
(large supercell) limit we computed that the Bi-related
localised states in GaP:Bi lie approximately 120 meV
above the unperturbed GaP VB edge, in good agreement
with experiment.41 Analysis of the electronic structure of
ordered Ga(P,As)1−x Bix alloys eludicates the differences
in the impact of Bi incorporation on the band structure:
the natural VB offsets between GaP, GaAs and GaBi lead
to the 6p valence orbitals of Bi lying below the 4p valence
orbitals of As in energy, but higher in energy than the 3p
valence orbitals of P. As such, a substitutional Bi impurity forms a resonant localised state lying energetically
below the VB edge in GaAs, but a bound localised state
lying above the VB edge in energy in GaP.27
Building on our initial analysis of Ga(P,As)1−x Bix we
have derived an extended basis set 12-band (VBAC)
k·p Hamiltonian to describe the dilute bismide band
structure.29 Using the TB model of Ref. 27 we have directly evaluated the Bi-related parameters of this model,
including the distinct VBAC, virtual crystal (VC) and
strain-related contributions to the Bi-induced shifts in
the band edge energies.49 To analyse the SE measurements we focus on the band edge energies at the zone centre: at Γ the 12-band Hamiltonian diagonalises into decoupled blocks describing the CB, heavy-hole (HH), and
light- and spin-split-off-hole (LH and SO) band edges.49
As in GaAs1−x Bix , the GaP1−x Bix Γ-point CB edge enhy
ergy is well described as ECB (x) = EgΓ (0) − α x + δECB
,
where the zero of energy has been chosen at the unperturbed GaP VB edge, EgΓ (0) = 2.78 eV is the host matrix
band gap, α describes the VC shift of the CB edge enhy
ergy, and δECB
is the energy shift associated with the hydrostatic component of the compressive pseudomorphic
strain in a GaP1−x Bix /GaP epitaxial layer.49
The energies of the HH-like alloy VB states are given
in the 12-band VBAC model as the eigenvalues of27,49


 HH
√
hy
ax
|ψBi i
∆EBi + δEBi
− δEBi
β x
√
,
(0)
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|ψHH
i
β x
κ x + δEVB
− δEVB
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hy
ax
where κ x + δEVB
− δEVB
describes the VC, hydrostatic
and axial strain-induced shifts to the GaP HH band edge
hy
ax
− δEBi
is the energy of the HHenergy, and ∆EBi + δEBi
like Bi-related localised states relative to the zero of energy at the unperturbed GaP VB edge.49 The energies of
the LH- and SO-like VB states are given as the eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 matrix which can be found, along with full
details of the model, in Ref. 49.
The Bi-related band parameters computed for
GaP1−x Bix are summarised in Table I, where they are
compared to those computed previously for GaAs1−x Bix .
The calculated VC parameters α, κ and γ – the latter
describing the SO band edge energy29,49 – are close to
those calculated for GaAs1−x Bix , reflecting (i) the larger
(smaller) CB and VB (SO) offsets between GaP and GaBi
than between GaAs and GaBi,27 and (ii) the larger lattice

TABLE I. Bi-related parameters for the 12-band (VBAC) k·p
Hamiltonian of Ga(P,As)1−x Bix , computed using atomistic
TB calculations on ordered alloy supercells. The energy ∆EBi
of the Bi-related localised impurity states is given relative to
the unperturbed Ga(P,As) host matrix VB edge.29,49
Parameter
∆EBi (eV)
α (eV)
β (eV)
γ (eV)
κ (eV)

GaP1−x Bix
0.122
3.22
1.41
0.24
1.47

GaAs1−x Bix
−0.183
2.82
1.13
0.55
1.01

mismatch between GaP and GaBi (≈ 14%) than between
GaAs and GaBi (≈ 11%). The calculated VBAC coupling strength β is larger in GaP1−x Bix , reflecting the
larger differences in size and electronegativity between
P and Bi than between As and Bi. We note that β in
GaP1−x Bix is comparable to that calculated previously
for the GaNx P1−x CB (β = 1.74 eV).35,50
Figure 2(a) shows the calculated variation of the Γpoint band edge energies with x in pseudomorphically
strained GaP1−x Bix /GaP, for the CB (ECB , solid green
HH
LH
line), HH (E±
, solid red lines), and LH and SO (E±
and ESO , dashed blue lines) states respectively. At Γ
the hydrostatic component of the pseudomorphic strain
acts to push the CB (HH, LH and SO) edge(s) upwards (downwards) in energy, while the axial component lifts the degeneracy of VB edge to push HH-like
states higher in energy than the LH-like states. In
GaP1−x Bix /GaP We calculate that ECB reduces linearly
with increasing x, by 18 meV per % Bi. The VBAC interaction produces two Bi-hybridised HH-like bands, the
HH
energies E±
of which vary strongly with x, displaying
strong composition-dependent bowing. Beginning from
HH
HH
E−
= 0 and E+
= ∆EBi at x = 0, we calculate that
HH
HH
E−
(E+
) decreases (increases) by 79 meV (103 meV)
between x = 0 and 1%. Similarly, the VBAC interaction
produces a set of LH- and SO-like Bi-hybridised bands,49
the energies of which are again strongly dependent on x
and characterised by strong composition-dependent bowLH
ing. As E−
moves downwards in energy towards ESO
with increasing x the coupling between the LH- and SOlike states – brought about by the axial component of the
pseudomorphic strain49 – leads to an anticrossing which
is manifested in an abrupt increase in the rate at which
ESO decreases for x & 1%. We note also that this axial
strain-induced anticrossing between the LH- and SO-like
states leads to a change of the VB ordering at Γ, with
LH
HH
E−
> E−
for x & 1%.
To compare the composition dependence of EgΓ and
∆SO inferred from the SE measurements to the theoretical
calculations it is necessary to analyse the character of the
VB eigenstates, in order to identify the presence of optically active states in the highly perturbed GaP1−x Bix
VB. Since GaP1−x Bix /GaP epitaxial layers are in a state
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FIG. 2. (a) Calculated variation of the Γ-point band edge energies with x in pseudomorphically strained GaP1−x Bix /GaP.
Solid red, dashed blue and solid green lines respectively show the variation of the HH-like, LH/SO-like, and CB edge energies.
HH
(b) Variation of the GaP1−x Bix /GaP Γ-point band gaps ECB − E±
with x, calculated (shaded lines) and extracted from SE
HH
measurements (closed red circles). The line shading is determined by the fractional GaP HH Γ character fΓ,±
of the associated
HH
HH
− ESO with x,
HH-like GaP1−x Bix VB states E± . (c) Variation of the GaP1−x Bix /GaP VB spin-orbit splitting energies E±
calculated (shaded lines) and extracted from SE measurements (closed blue circles). The line shading is as in (b).

of compressive pseudomorphic strain the highest energy
alloy VB states are expected to be HH-like (cf. Fig. 2(a)).
It is therefore sufficient to investigate the character of the
(0)
(±)
HH
HH
eigenstates |ψ±
i = a(±)
HH |ψHH i+aBi |ψBi i of Eq. (1) – corHH
responding respectively to the eigenvalues E±
– which
are a linear combination of the extended HH band edge
(0)
state |ψHH
i of the unperturbed GaP host matrix, and the
HH
HH-like Bi-related localised state |ψBi
i.
Since ∆EBi > 0 in GaP1−x Bix the higher energy
HH
HH
E+
eigenstate |ψ+
i of Eq. (1) is primarily Bi-derived
(+) 2
1
(|aHH | < 2 ). Furthermore, given that the Bi-related loHH
calised states |ψBi
i do not couple optically to the Γ6c
HH
i
CB edge states,29 any optical transitions between |ψ+
HH
and the Γ-point CB edge, having energy ECB −E+ , result
from the VBAC interaction imparting GaP HH fractional
(0) HH 2
HH
HH
2
Γ character fΓ,+
≡ |hψHH |ψ+
i| = |a(+)
HH | to |ψ+ i. Using
HH
Eq. (1), fΓ,+ can be determined analytically as
HH
fΓ,+
=

β2x
hy
HH
ax
− κ x − δEVB
+ δEVB
β 2 x + E+

2 .

(2)

√
As x increases the increase in the strength β x of
HH
the VBAC interaction leads to |ψ+ i acquiring significant GaP HH Γ character which, despite being limited
to values < 12 , is sufficient to produce appreciable optical coupling to the Γ6c CB states. For example, at
HH
x = 1% we calculate fΓ,+
= 0.315, indicating that the
HH
optical transition strength between |ψ+
i and Γ6c in an
ordered GaP0.99 Bi0.01 alloy should be close to one-third
of that between Γ8v and Γ6c in GaP. Our analysis therefore suggests the emergence of an optically active band
HH
of primarily Bi-derived impurity states at energy E+
.
In order to reflect this admixture of GaP Bloch and
Bi localised character, we have calculated each of the poHH
tentially observable energy gaps EgΓ = ECB − E±
and
HH
∆SO = E± − ESO . The results of these calculations are

shown respectively in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) for EgΓ and ∆SO
(shaded lines), where they are compared to the measured
values of EgΓ and ∆SO extracted from the SE measurements of Figs. 1(a) – (c). To describe the potential optical activity of these transitions the lines denoting the
calculated transition energies are shaded according to the
HH
GaP HH Γ character fΓ,±
of the corresponding HH-like
HH
alloy VB edge states |ψ±
i, with solid black describing a
(−)
HH
purely GaP-like state having fΓ,−
≡ |aHH |2 = 1. No clear
features were distinguishable in the measured SE specHH
,
tra close to the calculated transition energies ECB − E−
HH
while the calculated transition energies E− −ESO lie outside the spectral range of the experiment.
The quantitative agreement between the calculated
and measured data in Figs. 2(b) and (c) confirms that the
extremely large observed reduction (increase) and bowing
of EgΓ (∆SO ) results from the emergence of an optically
active band of primarily Bi-derived impurity states lying
energetically within the GaP band gap. That this impurity band lies energetically within the host matrix band
gap accounts quantitatively for the observed trends: the
contribution of the strong, composition-dependent bowHH
ing of E+
to the decrease (increase) of EgΓ (∆SO ) is combined with the binding energy ∆EBi of the Bi-related localised states. This behaviour is qualitatively distinct
from that in GaAs1−x Bix , where substitutional Bi impurities generate localised states which are resonant with
the GaAs VB,27,30,51,52 but similar to that in the dilute
nitride alloy GaNx P1−x , where substitutional N impurities produce a band of primarily N-derived states lying
deep within the GaP band gap, several hundred meV
below the CB edge at Γ.34,35,50,53–57
From the SE measurements we extract EgΓ = 2.49 eV
HH
at x = 1.3% (fΓ,+
= 0.338), an extremely large reduction
of 290 meV compared to the unperturbed GaP Γ-point
band gap EgΓ (0) = 2.78 eV. This is in good agreement
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with the calculated reduction of 270 meV. Given the calculated reduction of 23 meV in ECB between x = 0 and
1.3%, we conclude that the majority (91%) of the reduction in EgΓ is associated with the emergence of the
HH
E+
impurity band. Similarly, we measure an extremely
large (> fourfold) increase of ∆SO , from 80 meV in GaP
to approximately 360 meV at x = 1.3%. This is again
in good agreement with the calculated value ∆SO = 357
meV, with the majority (92%) of the increase in ∆SO asHH
sociated with the emergence of the E+
band.
Increasing the Bi composition from 1.3 to 3.7% we
note that the relative change in EgΓ and ∆SO per % Bi is
significantly reduced. The measured (calculated) value
HH
EgΓ = 2.30 eV (2.33 eV) at x = 3.7% (fΓ,+
= 0.421)
represents a further reduction of 190 meV (175 meV)
from x = 1.3%, while the measured (calculated) value
∆SO = 0.61 eV (0.59 eV) at x = 3.7% Bi represents a
further increase of 250 meV (230 meV) from x = 1.3%.
For EgΓ this change is only 86% of that between x = 0
and 1.3%, despite occuring over a 2.4% increase in x.
The measured and calculated changes of ∆SO between
x = 1.3 and 3.7% are approximately equal to those between x = 0 and 1.3%, again representing a significantly
reduced change per % Bi. These trends highlight the
strong dependence of the bowing of EgΓ and ∆SO on x.
We note that our calculated variations of EgΓ and ∆SO
with x differ significantly from those predicted using first
principles calculations,45 but are close to those calculated
via a VBAC model using parameter estimates extracted
based on the available data for related alloys.46
We now turn our attention to two key qualitative features of the GaP1−x Bix electronic structure. Firstly, GaP
has an indirect band gap due to the X6c CB states lying
≈ 0.4 eV below Γ6c , while in semimetallic GaBi the X6c
states lie ≈ 2 eV below Γ6c .27,58 Applying the VC approximation in conjunction with the TB model, we estimate
that the X6c states are shifted downwards in energy by
≈ XXX meV per % Bi in free-standing GaP1−x Bix . This
is more than the 32 meV reduction per % Bi in the energy of the Γ6c states described by the VC parameter
α = 3.22 eV, suggesting that Bi incorporation decreases
the indirect Γ8v -X6c band gap relative to EgΓ . Our analysis therefore suggests that GaP1−x Bix is an indirect-gap
alloy, in agreement with the first principles calculations of
Ref. 45. This highlights an important qualitative difference between the GaP1−x Bix and GaNx P1−x band structures: substitutional N in GaP generates localised states
lying below the host matrix X6c states in energy, bringing
about a direct band gap.34,50,53–56
Secondly, our analysis in Ref. 27 demonstrated that
the VBAC description of the GaP1−x Bix VB structure
breaks down rapidly with increasing x in the presence of
short-range alloy disorder. Bi clustering creates a distribution of Bi-related localised states – lying across a range
of energies within the GaP band gap – with which the
GaP VB edge states strongly hybridise. This leads to a
distribution of GaP VB edge Γ character over a multiplicity of impurity levels, suggesting that there is no single

band that possesses sufficient Bloch character to allow for
appreciable absorption or emission of light. While our
results above demonstrate that the VBAC model provides a useful approach to analyse the main features of
the band structure, the details of the electronic structure are in practice determined primarly by the impact
of short-range alloy disorder. The high crystalline quality
of, and inability to obtain photoluminescence from, the
samples studied here40 supports this interpretation: the
GaP1−x Bix optical properties are intrinsically limited not
by defects associated with the low growth temperatures
required to incorporate Bi, but instead by a combination
of an indirect band gap and a breakdown in VB edge
Bloch character.
Despite their having lattice constants commensurate
with growth on Si, our analysis suggests that refinement
of the epitaxial growth of GaP1−x Bix alloys is unlikely
to lead to efficient light emitters: the optical properties
are expected to be intrinsically limited by the nature of
the material band structure. However, just as quaternary GaNx Asy P1−x−y alloys have found applications in
III-V semiconductor lasers monolithically integrated on
Si,59 it is possible that similar progress could be made using As-rich quaternary GaP1−x−y Asy Bix alloys for, e.g.,
applications in multi-junction solar cells due to the fact
that they can be grown lattice-matched to either GaAs
or germanium (Ge) while having band gaps close to 1
eV.60–62
In conclusion, we have presented a combined
experimental and theoretical investigation of the
GaP1−x Bix band structure. Measurements performed on
GaP1−x Bix /GaP epitaxial layers reveal giant bowing of
EgΓ and ∆SO – EgΓ (∆SO ) decreases (increases) by approximately 200 meV (240 meV) between x = 0 and 1% – the
respective extremely large decrease and increase of which
with increasing x is characterised by strong, compositiondependent bowing. Electronic structure calculations confirm that substitutional Bi impurities in GaP generate localised impurity states lying energetically within the GaP
band gap, and that the main features of the GaP1−x Bix
band structure can be understood in terms of a VBAC
interaction between the extended states of the GaP VB
edge, and highly localised Bi-related impurity states.
A VBAC model was derived and parametrised directly
from atomistic supercell calculations, allowing quantitative prediction of the evolution of the main features of
the band structure with x. Our analysis suggests that
the highest energy VB in GaP1−x Bix is a hybridised impurity band: admixture of GaP VB edge Γ character into
this primarily Bi-derived band allows optical coupling to
the comparatively unperturbed CB states. Aspects of
the GaP1−x Bix band structure are broadly comparable
to GaNx P1−x , but key qualitative differences highlight
the distinction between Bi and N as isovalent impurities
in conventional III-V semiconductors.
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bismide alloys GaAsBi, GaNAsBi and GaPAsBi were determined using spectroscopic
ellipsometry. The band gap and spin-orbit splitting were measured for samples with a
range of compositions. The first experimental measurements of the spin-orbit splitting
in the GaNAsBi quaternary alloy were obtained, which showed that it is approximately
independent of N content, in agreement with theory. The real component of refractive
index in the transparent region below the band gap was found to decrease as the band gap
increased for all of the alloys studied, following the usual relations for conventional semiconductors. This work provides key electronic and optical parameters for the development
of photonic devices based on these novel alloys.
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Critical point transition energies and optical constants of the novel GaAs-based dilute bismide
alloys GaAsBi, GaNAsBi and GaPAsBi were determined using spectroscopic ellipsometry.
The band gap and spin-orbit splitting were measured for samples with a range of
compositions. The first experimental measurements of the spin-orbit splitting in the GaNAsBi
quaternary alloy were obtained, which showed that it is approximately independent of N
content, in agreement with theory. The real component of refractive index in the transparent
region below the band gap was found to decrease as the band gap increased for all of the alloys
studied, following the usual relations for conventional semiconductors. This work provides
key electronic and optical parameters for the development of photonic devices based on these
novel alloys.

I. INTRODUCTION
Dilute bismide semiconductor alloys have gained
increasing attention over recent years as promising
materials for producing high efficiency, temperature
insensitive
devices
in
the
near
infrared
1,2
telecommunications range as well as further into the
mid infrared,3,4 where there are numerous possible
applications such as gas sensing.5 This is due to a
combination of useful properties. Firstly, a band anticrossing (BAC) interaction in the valence band (VB)
due to the incorporation of dilute amounts of bismuth
into GaAs leads to an upward shift in the VB edge
energy and therefore a strong reduction in the band gap
(Eg).6,7 Secondly, the incorporation of bismuth also
increases the spin–orbit splitting (ΔSO), as this increases
strongly with the atomic mass of the group V element
in III-V semiconductors.8,9 The combination of these

properties could allow for suppression of CHSH
(Conduction-Heavy hole Spin-orbit-Heavy hole)
Auger recombination and inter-valence band
absorption (IVBA) processes involving transitions to
the spin-orbit band, which dominate the threshold
current of typical InP-based telecoms lasers.10–13 This
can be achieved if the spin-orbit splitting is made larger
than the band gap, which occurs for bismuth
concentrations > 10 % in GaAsBi.7,14 The quaternary
alloy
GaNAsBi,
also
incorporating
dilute
concentrations of nitrogen, offers additional flexibility
in band structure engineering,3,15 arising from a BAC
interaction in the conduction band (CB) that lowers the
CB energy. Tuning the Bi and N compositions
therefore gives control of both the VB and CB energies.
Due to the compensation in strain between the
relatively small N atoms and relatively large Bi atoms,
it is also possible to keep the material lattice matched

a)
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to GaAs whilst covering a range of band gaps from 0.2
eV to 1.4 eV.3
Since the dilute bismide materials are a relatively
new class of semiconductor alloy, there are relatively
few or even no existing experimental measurements of
key properties such as band gap, spin-orbit splitting and
optical constants in many of these different materials.
These properties are crucial for a material’s use in any
photonic device, hence this work characterizes a range
of interesting dilute bismide alloys using spectroscopic
ellipsometry in order to determine these values.
II. METHODS AND SAMPLES
Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to study three
dilute bismide alloys: GaAsBi, GaNAsBi and
GaPAsBi, all grown on a GaAs substrate. All of the
samples were grown by metal-organic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) in a commercially available AIX
200-GFR horizontal reactor system, using Pd-purified
H2 carrier gas at a reduced reactor pressure of 50 mbar.
Full details of the particular growth conditions, such as
temperature and precursors used, can be found in our
previous publications relating to the growth of each
material.16–18 The samples consisted of a bulk epilayer
of the given alloy (thicknesses within the range of 20 –
200 nm), and some were also capped with a 20 nm
GaAs layer. Epilayer thickness and compositions were
determined using dynamical modelling to fit the
experimental results from high resolution X-ray
diffraction (HR-XRD) ω–2θ scans around the GaAs
(004) reflection and correlation of HR-XRD data with
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) results for the
composition determination of the quaternary alloys
(described in Refs. [17] and [18]).
The ellipsometry measurements were made using a
J. A. Woollam Variable Angle Spectroscopic
Ellipsometer (VASE) (J.A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE,
USA) with a rotating analyzer. Three angles-ofincidence, θ (measured from the normal direction),
were used to provide more data and to improve the
confidence in fits generated from the results. The three
angles (73.5°, 74.0° and 74.5°) were chosen to be close
to the pseudo-Brewster angle of the semiconductors
being measured, which ensures that the value of
ellipsometric parameter Δ remains close to 90°. This is
important because with the rotating analyzer
ellipsometer configuration, sensitivity is reduced when
Δ is near 0° and 180°, and therefore keeping Δ around
90° ensures more accurate measurements.19

Spectroscopic scans were made over the wavelength
range from 250 nm to 1150 nm.
A modelling and fitting procedure was used in order
to extract useful results from the measured ellipsometry
spectra, consisting of the parameters  and . This
procedure was carried out within the J. A. Woollam
‘V.A.S.E. for Windows’ software. The samples were
modelled as multi-layer slabs, consisting of the
substrate, epilayer, GaAs cap layer (if present), and a
GaAs native oxide surface layer. A parameterized
model was used for each of the semiconductor layers,
which represents the dielectric constant as the sum of
multiple oscillators with Gaussian broadening, each
centered on a critical point in the semiconductor band
structure. It is based on the model of Kim and Garland
for the optical dielectric function of zinc-blende
semiconductors.20 Each oscillator is characterized by
parameters to describe the critical point center energy,
amplitude, broadening and shape of the tails to either
side of the critical point. The optical constants of the
native oxide surface layer were described using
tabulated data taken from the literature.21
A piece of plain GaAs substrate was first measured
and analyzed in order to ensure accurate parameters for
this layer were obtained, since these provide the
foundation for subsequent fitting of the epilayers. An
iterative fitting procedure was followed, using a
Marquardt-Levenberg fitting algorithm22 built into the
software to minimize the mean square error (MSE)
between the generated from the model and the
experimental data. The critical point center energies,
amplitudes and broadenings, as well as the native oxide
thickness, were used as fitting parameters. The
parameters for one critical point at a time were allowed
to vary, and the fitting procedure was repeated until the
MSE could not be reduced further. The final best fit
parameters for the substrate were then used in the
models for the epilayer samples and remained fixed.
When analyzing the samples with epilayers, the critical
point center energies, amplitudes and broadenings for
the epilayer only and the native oxide thickness were
used as fitting parameters in the iterative fitting
procedure.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the electrical and optical properties as
determined from the spectroscopic ellipsometry
measurements are presented. This is divided into
subsections for clarity. Subsection A presents the
2

values of 0.31, 1.44 and 0.76 for the data in Figure 1
(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The GaAs critical points,
as determined from fitting the substrate data, are
marked. It is clear, especially in the Δ spectra, that an
additional feature appears on the low energy side of the
GaAs band gap and shifts to lower energies with
increasing Bi fraction. This is consistent with the
reducing band gap of the GaAsBi layer with increasing
Bi content.
The critical point energies for the GaAsBi layers
were recorded, along with 90% confidence intervals as
calculated by the fitting algorithm. The band gap (Eg)
and spin-orbit splitting (ΔSO) are presented in Figure 2.
These show very good agreement with the theoretical
values as determined using the virtual crystal
approximation and band anti-crossing model with
parameters from Ref. [15], as well as many previous
experimental measurements on samples across this
range of bismuth concentrations.14 This provides
verification of the validity of the spectroscopic
ellipsometry method and modelling procedure applied
here for extracting critical point energies from
semiconductor alloys.

A. Ellipsometry data and electronic properties
1. GaAsBi
A set of GaAsBi samples were chosen to begin the
ellipsometry study since this is the most well studied of
the dilute bismide alloys both theoretically7,15,23–25 and
experimentally.9,14,26–28 Hence there is a relatively high
level of confidence in expected properties, such as band
gap and spin-orbit splitting. This allows for comparison
of the ellipsometry results to those from other methods
to verify the technique before going on to study other
less developed alloys. This alloy is of particular interest
for 1.55 μm telecoms lasers based on GaAs with ΔSO >
Eg to suppress CHSH Auger recombination and
IVBA29.
The raw ellipsometry data and best fits produced by
the modelling procedure are shown in Figure 1 for three
representative examples. In all cases, a good fit was
made to the experimental data, characterized by MSE
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ellipsometry data and the critical point transition
energies for each of the four dilute bismide alloys in
turn. Subsection B then presents the optical constants
of the three alloys.
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FIG. 1. Experimental spectroscopic ellipsometry data for GaAs (a) and GaAsBi samples with 1.0 % (b) and 3.5 % (c)
bismuth. Best fits to the data are also shown as red / blue dashed lines for ψ / Δ.
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occurs in the valance band, with the E1 transition away
from the Brillouin zone center being much less strongly
affected by the bismuth.
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FIG. 2. Band gap (Eg) and spin-orbit splitting (ΔSO) of
GaAsBi alloys as a function of bismuth concentration, as
determined from ellipsometry measurements. Theoretical
values calculated according to Ref. [15] also shown.

The values of higher energy critical points in the
band structure were also extracted from the analysis
procedure. The E1 and E1 + Δ1 points could consistently
be identified and fitted across the range of
compositions. The results are plotted in Figure 3. The
data show approximately linear decreases in the energy
of both critical points with increasing bismuth
concentration. The E1 energy decreases by 40 ± 3
meV/%Bi, while the E1 + Δ1 energy decreases by 10 ±
1 meV/%Bi. Consequently, the Δ1 splitting energy
must increase by 30 ± 3 meV/%Bi. These results
contrast with the previously reported values of a
decrease of 18 meV/%Bi for the E1 transition and 12
meV/%Bi for the E1 + Δ1 transition, giving an increase
of 6 meV/%Bi for the Δ1 splitting.30 From both sets of
results, however, it is clear that the incorporation of
bismuth has a smaller effect on the band gap and spinorbit splitting energies at the Λ-point away from the
zone center than it does at the Γ point. This is analogous
to the behavior of the E1 transition in the dilute nitride
GaNAs alloy. In this material there is a band anticrossing interaction between a nitrogen state and the
GaAs conduction band edge, which causes a large
decrease in Eg of around 0.15 eV with the addition 1 %
N.31 By contrast, measurements have shown that E1 has
much weaker dependence on nitrogen fraction, with an
increase of less than 0.05 eV with the addition of 1 %
N.32,33 It appears that the same behavior is occurring in
the GaAsBi alloy, where the band anti-crossing effect

E1+1

2.6
0

1

2

3

4

5

Bi (%)

FIG. 3. Energies of the E1 and E1 + Δ1 transitions in GaAsBi
as a function of bismuth concentration, as determined from
ellipsometry measurements. Linear fits are also shown.

2. GaNAsBi
The quaternary alloy GaNAsBi is of interest as a
sub-cell with band gap ~ 1 eV lattice matched to GaAs
or Ge for multi-junction photovoltaics34,35 as well as for
optoelectronic devices in the near- and mid-infrared.3
In the literature there are theoretical predictions of the
band gap and spin-orbit splitting,15,36 as well as a small
number of experimental measurements of the band gap
by
photoluminescence
(PL)
and
17,37,38
photo/electroreflectance (PR/ER) spectroscopy,
but there are not yet any experimental reports of the
spin-orbit splitting for this novel alloy. This work
therefore adds to the understanding of GaNAsBi and
aids the design of future photonic devices.
The GaNAsBi samples investigated here are based
on the GaAsBi sample containing 1.8% bismuth
analyzed in the previous section. Details of their
growth and initial optical characterization are reported
in Ref. [17]. Fitting of the experimental data was
carried out using the same procedure as outlined
previously. Again, it was possible to achieve good fits
to the experimental ellipsometry data. The critical point
energies were used to find the band gap and spin-orbit
splitting as a function of nitrogen content for these four
samples with nominally equal bismuth contents of 1.8
4

%. The results are plotted in Figure 4. Previous
measurements of the band gap by PR spectroscopy on
the same set of samples are included for comparison.17
The ellipsometry results show good agreement with the
band gap from the PR results and theory across the
composition range. The spin-orbit splitting does not
vary significantly with increasing nitrogen content.
This is expected, since the addition of nitrogen mainly
affects the conduction band by the band anti-crossing
interaction, whilst the spin-orbit splitting is instead
dominated by the effect of the bismuth. The spin-orbit
splitting energies show very good agreement with the
theoretical values, plotted as the dashed curve. This is
the first experimental measurement of spin-orbit
splitting in this alloy. Thus, it is a significant result for
verifying the accuracy of the theoretical models for the
quaternary alloy.

increase the band gap compared to GaAs, hence it has
been calculated that band gaps in the range from 1.7 eV
to 0.7 eV (wavelengths from 0.73 μm – 1.8 μm) could
be achieved with bismuth fractions up to 12 % and
phosphorous fractions up to 40 %.18 This would make
it potentially suitable for NIR devices, and one
particular area of interest is as a 1 eV band gap sub-cell
in multi-junction solar cells lattice matched on GaAs.
It could also act as a barrier material in GaAsBi lasers
due to the increase in the conduction band energy with
the addition of phosphorous. Initial growth of this
material by MOVPE has only recently been
reported,18,39 so there is currently relatively little
experimental data available to verify these predicted
useful electronic properties.
1.8
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FIG. 4. Band gap and spin-orbit spitting for GaNAsBi alloys
with 1.8 % Bi as a function of N content, as determined by
ellipsometry. Band gap as measured by PR for same samples
included for comparison.17 Theoretical values calculated
according to Ref. [15] also shown.

3. GaPAsBi
The quaternary GaPAsBi alloy is another novel
dilute bismide alloy of interest for applications in a
variety of photonic devices. Similarly to the GaNAsBi
alloy, the opposing effects of the large bismuth and
smaller phosphorous atoms allow control of the lattice
constant such that the quaternary can be either be lattice
matched, or under tensile or compressive strain, on
GaAs as desired. The addition of phosphorous acts to

FIG. 5. Band gap and spin-orbit spitting for GaPAsBi alloys
with varying P content (% shown next to marker) as a
function of Bi content, as determined by ellipsometry (filled
markers). Values as measured previously by PR for two
samples included for comparison (open markers).18
Theoretical values from Ref. [18] for strained (solid lines)
and unstrained (dashed lines) materials are also shown.

The GaPAsBi samples investigated here have
varying concentrations of both P and Bi.18 The energies
of the band gap and spin-orbit splitting in each sample
were determined from the fitting procedure and are
plotted in Figure 5. Since both phosphorous and
bismuth content vary, the data is plotted as a function
of bismuth content, with the different colors of the data
points representing the phosphorous content.
Theoretical calculations made using the virtual crystal
approximation (VCA) and BAC model, as published in
Ref. [18], are also shown. These relied on interpolation
of many parameters to describe this quaternary alloy,
5

hence there is a degree of uncertainty associated with
the calculated values. The experimental values of band
gap and spin-orbit splitting all lie close to the expected
range given by the theoretical calculations. For the two
samples on which PR measurements had previously
been carried out, there is a relatively large discrepancy
between the spin-orbit splitting values obtained by the
two methods, with the ellipsometry results lying much
closer to the theoretical values. By combining these
results it is possible to estimate the overall uncertainty
associated with the experimental measurements, which
is relatively large at 100s of meV. This could in part be
due to the significant broadening of the features, which
is likely to originate from alloy inhomogeneities and
clustering in this new quaternary material, as has also
been observed in other related alloys.23,40,41
B. Optical properties
In addition to parameters describing the electronic
band structure, the optical constants of the materials
could also be determined by ellipsometry. The real (n)
and imaginary (k) components of the refractive index
as a function of photon energy for the GaAsBi and

GaNAsBi samples are plotted in Figure 8. At low
photon energies both the real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index increase with increasing bismuth and
nitrogen fraction (decreasing band gap). The features
around the E1 critical point become broadened by the
addition of bismuth and the maximum real part of the
refractive index decreases.
For most photonic device applications it is the
refractive index around the band gap energy that is
important, since this will be the energy of photons
being generated / absorbed. The real part of the
refractive index (n) in the transparent region below the
band gap was therefore extracted from the fitting
results for each sample. This value was taken at a
photon energy of 1.07 eV in all cases, which was the
minimum energy covered by the ellipsometry scan. The
results are shown in Figure 9. There is a clear inverse
relationship between the band gap and refractive index
that applies to all of the different alloys. There are
various equations proposed in the literature to describe
the relationship between band gap and refractive
index.42 For example, the Ravindra relation43 is a
simple empirical linear fit, giving n = 4.084 – 0.62Eg.
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To test whether this relationship holds for the dilute
bismide alloys, a linear fit was made to the data in
Figure 9, as shown by the dashed red line. The equation
for this line is n = (3.87 ± 0.03) – (0.31 ± 0.02)Eg. It
therefore appears that the refractive index can be well
described with a linear dependence on the band gap, but
with a much shallower gradient than in the standard
Ravindra relation. The relationship found in this work
provides a means of estimating the refractive index of
dilute bismide alloys from the band gap. Knowing this
parameter is useful in the design of photonic devices,
such as for optimizing laser waveguides. The refractive
index of AlGaAs alloys at 10 % steps in Al content,
taken from Ref. [44], are also included in Figure 9 as the
open stars for comparison, as this is known to provide
very good refractive index contrast for use in
waveguides and Bragg reflectors. It can be seen that the
GaAsBi samples studied here with 0 – 5 % Bi span an
equivalent refractive index range to AlGaAs alloys
with 0 – 40 % Al. This highlights the potential of dilute
bismide alloys for designing good optical structures, as
well as providing beneficial electronic properties.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work a variety of novel dilute bismide alloys
were studied using spectroscopic ellipsometry. It was
possible to achieve good fitting of the experimental
data and to extract critical point transition energies and
optical properties of the materials. The analysis method

was first verified by measuring GaAsBi samples, which
have been studied extensively in the literature, and
showing that the analysis produced the expected band
gap and spin-orbit splitting. The E1 and Δ1 transition
energies were also measured. The E1 band gap
decreased by 40 ± 3 meV/%Bi, while the Δ1 splitting
energy increased by 30 ± 3 meV/%Bi, which are both
smaller changes than occur at the Γ point.
Two novel dilute bismide quaternary alloys were
then studied and the band gap and spin-orbit splitting
were determined for all samples. The first ever
experimental measurements of spin-orbit splitting in
the quaternary GaNAsBi alloy were made and showed
that it is approximately independent of nitrogen
content, in excellent agreement with theory.
Measurements were also made on the new GaPAsBi
quaternary alloy and showed reasonably good
agreement with theory and previous measurements.
Since there are only two previous reports in the
literature on this alloy, with limited experimental data,
this a useful contribution to refining understanding of
its properties.
The final key outcome of this work was the
measurement of the optical constants of the dilute
bismide alloys. The real part of refractive index in the
transparent region below the band gap was found to
decrease as the band gap increases for all of the alloys
studied. It is well described by the linear relationship n
= (3.87 ± 0.03) – (0.31 ± 0.02)Eg. This relationship
allows the refractive index to be calculated for different
compositions of dilute bismide alloys if the band gap is
known, which will be useful for optimizing the optical
design of practical photonic devices.
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On The Effects of Column Occupancy and Static Atomic Disorder on the Analysis
of Chemical Ordering in Ga(P(1-x)Bix) Compounds
Jürgen Belz1, Andreas Beyer1, Lukas Nattermann1 and Kerstin Volz1
1.

Materials Science Center and Faculty of Physics, Philipps-Universität Marburg, Marburg, Germany

Dilute bismides have been considered promising materials for new highly efficient lasers for
telecommunication applications due to their reduced Auger recombination [1]. Since electronic
calculations can depend on ordering effects [2], the following work is aimed towards the characterization
of clustering behavior of bismuth in gallium phosphide bismide (Ga(PBi)) by scanning electron
transmission microscopy (STEM). Hereto, we investigate the effects of static atomic disorder (SAD) on
the intensity distribution in such a material as well as the implications of intra-column distributions of
bismuth with respect to the scattered intensity.
The compound has been grown pseudomorphically on gallium phosphide (GaP) substrate by metal organic
vapor phase epitaxy. A test structure containing multiple layers of Ga(PBi) with different bismuth
fractions and separated by GaP layers is thinned along the [010] direction by broad argon ion beam milling.
The microscopy was carried out with a double aberration corrected JEOL JEM-2200FS at 200kV in
scanning mode using an annular dark field detector (ADF).
Upon investigation, the bismuth containing layers possess a remarkable appearance when investigated
with STEM due to the highly different scattering power of bismuth (atomic number Z = 83) compared to
that of phosphorous (Z = 15). Since both elements occupy the group V sub-lattice in the zinc blende
structure, the overall image contrast is very significantly altered by small amounts of bismuth (fig. 1a).
In order to characterize the alloy with respect to ordering on the atomic scale by STEM measurements
image simulations are carried out first. We hereto utilize our newly developed STEMsalabim code [3] in
order to perform accurate multi slice simulations using the frozen lattice approach as well as modelling
the probe of an aberration corrected STEM including the CC induced defocus spread.
The impact of SADs is evaluated by the comparison of simulated STEM ADF intensities of rigid and
valance force field relaxed supercells. It can be seen that on-column intensities are redistributed from
every ADF scattering range into the diffuse background with a bias towards lower scattering angles. This
finding can be directly correlated with the distortion of gallium position when they are neighboured by
bismuth atoms.
On the other hand, in experimental images (cf. fig. 1a) gallium columns in the alloy show up to 15%
higher intensities than those of the neighbouring undistorted binary material which is at first glance
contrary to the aforementioned simulation results. Upon further investigation it can be concluded that the
drastic increase of these intensities has to result from the huge scattering power of even single bismuth
atoms and the resulting intensity overlap with the gallium columns.
The effect of intensity crosstalk is therefore considered in a systematic image simulation study. Hereto,
we model a large supercell of pure GaP and substitute single phosphorous atoms (separated by one unit
cell) with bismuth atoms at different z-positions along the electron beam direction. It can be seen that the

depth measured from the top surface is of great relevance when considering the distribution of bismuth in
GaP. We show that when one atom lies in the vicinity of the top surface its scatter appears up to three
times as intense as compared to a deep (> 15 nm) region, and that such an atom contributes a significant
amount of scattered intensity to even the 2nd nearest neighbouring column.
Finally, an image simulation from a randomly ordered Ga(P96.8% Bi3.2%) supercell is used to derive the
apparent number of bismuth atoms from the averaged group V on-column (fig. 1b). Here we can identify
a region (red box) where intense columns (pointing to a high bismuth occupancy) are neighboured by
other bismuth-rich columns. Nevertheless, this effect can be shown to be partially an artefact as described
before when considering the actual supercell occupation (fig. 1c). In addition, we can find very bright
columns (purple boxes) where very few bismuth atoms are present and only the central column intensity
is high. This finding can be correlated with the large difference of the z-position of bismuth atoms within
these neighbouring columns.
We can show that the effects of SADs, z-position and column crosstalk are of great relevance when
considering atomic ordering analysis in Ga(PBi) using STEM. These complex effects have to be accounted
for when deriving an accurate distribution model for bismuth in GaP on an atomic scale.
References:
[1] Polak, M. P., P. Scharoch, and R. Kudrawiec, Semicond. Sci. Technol. 30.9 (2015): 094001.
[2] Franceschetti et al., Physical Review B 52.19 (1995): 13992.
[3] J.O. Oelerich et al., Submitt. Publ. (2016). http://www.online.uni-marburg.de/stemsalabim/.
[4] The authors acknowledge support from the German Science Foundation (GRK 1782:
“Functionalization of Semiconductors”) and the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
through the project “MehrSi”.

Figure 1. (a) Experimental STEM image of a GaP/Ga(P 96.8% Bi3.2%) interface. (b) Bismuth occupancy
derived from an image simulation of a supercell containing 3.2% bismuth (group V columns shown). (c)
The actual supercell composition is shown in where atoms at the surface have high intensity and can raise
the local intensity environment.
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Acronyms

AFM: atomic force microscopy
Aly Ga1y As: aluminum gallium arsenide
APT: atom probe tomography
CBAC: conduction band anticrossing
CHSH: conduction heavy hole spin-orbit heavy hole
CW: continuous wave
DFT: density functional theory
DTBAA: ditertiarybutylarsanoamine
EI: electron ionization
FFT: fast fourier transformation
Gay In1y Asz N1z : gallium indium arsenide nitride
GaAs: gallium arsenide
GaAs1x Bix : gallium arsenide bismide

GaAs1yx Ny Bix : gallium arsenide nitride bismide

GaAs1yx Py Bix : gallium arsenide phosphide bismide

GaAs1y Ny : gallium arsenide nitride

GaAs1y Py : gallium arsenide phosphide
GaP: gallium phosphide
GaP1x Bix : gallium phosphide bismide
HR-XRD: high resolution X-ray diffraction
In1  x  yGay Alx As: Indium gallium aluminum arsenide

Iny Ga1y Asz P1z : Indium gallium arsenide phosphide
InP: indium phosphide
IR: infrared
IVBA: intervalence band absorption

laser: light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
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LED: light emitting diode
MBE: molecular beam epitaxy
MFC: mass flow controller
MIR: mid infrared
MO: metalorganic
MOs: metalorganics
MOVPE: metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy
MS: mass spectrometer
NIR: near infrared
PC: pressure controller
PL: photoluminescence
QIT: quadrupole ion trap
RF: radio frequency
SCH: separate confinement hetero
SIMS: secondary ion mass spectrometry
STEM: Scanning transmission electron microscopy
TBAs: tertiarybutylarsine
TBP: tertiarybutylphosphine
TEGa: triethylgallium
TIPBi: triisopropylbismuth
TMAl: trimethylalluminum
TMBi: trimethylbismuth
TMGa: trimethylgallium
TMIn: trimethylindium
TTBBi: tritertiarybutylbismuth
TTBGa: tritertiarybutylgallium
UDMHy: 1,1-dimethylhydrazine
UHV: ultra-high vacuum
VBAC: valence band anticrossing
VCA: virtual crystal approximation
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